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PREFACE 

WHAT this book aims at is a philo
sophical inquiry · into the nature and 
meaning of human experience. The 
investigation is not directed to any ·· 
particular variety of that experience, 
but to what the very existence of 
experience implies. This is a question 
that involves philosophy, and the 
method employed has therefore to be 
a philosophical one.· The problem is 
not only more vital than we are apt, in 
our easy-going fashion, to take it to be, 
but it is also a further reaching one. 
It forces us into asking what we mean 
by our minds, and into endeavouring 
to discover the relation of mind to the 
objective world. For we seem to have 
assumed, too hastily and perhaps uncon
sciously, that mind is a sort of thing 
of which out experience is a detachable 
activity or property. In this volume 
a different view is submitted for 
consideration. 

There is nothing really strange . or 
even new in the view so submitted. 
It is in principle as old as Plato and 
Aristotle and Plotinus. But from time 
to time questions of this sort have to be 
examined afresh, if only that they may 
retain -their vitality. There are those 
who may say that if the work ·Of 
inquiry i11to the character of human 
experience had to be done over again 
itshould have been done by one who 
was not on the verge of three score and 
ten. But experience is an obscure 
subject, despite our habitual employ-
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ment of the word. · A . lifetime is 
required even for the reading of what 
has been said about it. Study is un~ 
avoidable, for I am unable to believe 
that the work of successive generations 
of great thinkers, who have concen
trated effort on: the significance of this 
" slippery " term, is likely to have left 
us wholly without some light. And 
more than the methods to which 
psychology is constrained to con£ne 
itself, even to-day, appears to be 
necessary before we can be confident 
of whatthercal problem is. We have 
to be clear as to the difficulties that 
confront tis if we are to be assured of 
freedom from assumptions we are apt 
to make inadvertently, assumptions of 
which the greatest of our intellectual 
forefathers have told us, and which 
they have recorded for us. 

But this book is no attempt at a 
history ·· of these things. What it 
\Co;ain~ I have sought to work out in 
my own fashion. 

Psychology and philosophy are to~ 
day not divorceable; nor is there- any 
lack of interest in either. The desire 
for philosophy has indeed assumed new 
forrnsr. That the desire as fashioned 

-in th,e,. forms of our peiiod is widely 
diffusea, the popular libraries and the 
publishers' lists show us. We ·are 
moved by the spirit of our time, and 
it seems clear that this spirit has not 
really done with philosophy. What 
shape philosophy will next assume no 
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one can say. But its problems, as 
defined through the course of centuries 
that have passed, remain. The 
problems at least arc still with us. 

To show why this must be so, is one 
of the purposes of the book. It is 
intended to be an introduction to the 
study of the problem of philosophy as 
it stands, and not of its history. It is 
written to be read by those who are 
interested, but not of necessity much 
trained, in philosophical inquiry. The 
view of the character of reality set forth 
follows upon a prolonged study of the 
history of thought. Whether I have 
disentangled aright the true nature of 
experience must be judged of by others 
than myself. I would not have 
ventured to write had I not believed 
that the conclusions in these pages 
were at least in harmony with much 
that seems to have proved reliable in 
past endeavour in this region. 

In the Preface there are two points 
which may be specially mentioned. 
The inquiry has led to a somewhat 
closer investigation than has been usual 
of the significance of the Particular as 
a limiting factor in human experience. 
It is, in the pages which follow, 
distinguished sharply from what is 
Individual, a form from which it 
indeed appears to be a wholly distinct 
one. The other point is that experi
ence m.anifests itself as of different 
grades or orders, and as at different 
levels. It contains logically different 
forms that thus enter into the real 
world and give to that world varying 
aspects. 

The forms that so characterize the 
actual world, where they seem to 
determine its varying aspects, are 
founded in the ultimate nature of 
mind and are apparently ultimate 

phases in experience not ·capable · of 
being reduced to anything outside mind 
itself. These fundamental forms fall 
into classes, which indicate degrees in 
the aspects of reality. Such classes 
embrace subordinate forms, such as 
causation, end, value, and many others, 
which in theory at least might con
ceivably be respectively exhibited as 
relations falling within some or other 
of the wider classes. Logic seems to 
point to this as natural. But the task 
of attempting to exhibit the subordin
ate conceptions systematically is not one 
which has ever been accomplished in 
a way that has commanded lasting 
assent, and reasons are offered in the 
pages that follow for thinking that 
the conditions in nature which restrict 
the capacity of human knowledge, its 
limitless range in abstract conceptions 
notwithstanding, render results so 
obtained unreliable. In any case 
such an investigation is unnecessary 
for the purposes of a study confined to 
first principles, and I have deliberately 
abstained from embarking on it. 

The forms that are inherent in our 
experience thus mould the world which 
is disclosed in it, from standpoints that 
are independent but do not interfere 
with each other. The explanation is 
that in logical character they belong 
to different kinds of knowledge in its 
widest meaning. This principle of 
variety in the structure of knowledge 
is no novel one. It was enunciated 
definitely a good deal more than a 
century ago, but has had little attention 
bestowed on it. 

Science seems· to be to-day approach
ing more closely to philosophy, and 
philosophy appears to be seeking more 
and more for fresh materials to be 
drawn from science. I have referred 
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to some extent to current physics and 
biology, but . only in aspects which 
concern philosophy itself. It is not 
generally realized how much some of 
the most eminent authorities in science 
are now insisting on further reaching 
interpretations that arc really more 
metaphysical than scientific, and are of 
wider scope than used to be held 
sufficient. It may be that some of 
these would rather let science take care 
of itself, but unfortunately the develop
ing science of to-day will not leave its 
votaries in tranquillity. If anyone will 
turn to one of the most recent publica
tions of a great contemporary mathe
matician, Hermann Weyl, 1 he will see 
how a thinker of this type · is driven to 
seek for light from philosophy on the 
structure of experience. 

As I have said, this inquiry is a 
philosophical one. But I have not 
spared myself in the effort to express 

1 See his Was ist Materie (Berlin, Springer, 
1924)· 

the process and its results in language 
that may be intelligible to those 
who have not studied philosophy. 
Whether I have succeeded in this I 
am not sure. For philosophy is a 
difficult subject, more difficult than is 
popularly supposed, and, like mathe
matics, it requires a technical training. 
Still, it should at least be not wholly 
impossible to describe its pathway in 
terms that will indicate something of 
its nature and direction to the general 
reader. The pathway of which an 
account is given in this book is only 
one among others. But what is here 
described has come to seem to me a 
satisfactory road to the goal sought for. 
It represents, at any rate, what I myself 
believe in, and its description contains 
a confession of faith. 

T.hLfus..t . .foyc chapters of the book 
set out the broad .. outlook. Chapters 
Vt()X:V inclusive, are short chapters 
expository of the particular points that 
arise. The four concluding chapters 
s~m up tfie results: 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

What docs Experience mean for the plain 
man? Just the world we are aware of, as 
without and within us. But ·if our senses 
and o rganisms were different, these might 
be dtfferent, for we ourselves seem to exist 
and have our periods and stations within 
these worlds. 'Reasoning comes in and 
g tves stability to an experience that is 
primarily only individual and personal, for 
the n1i11d . sets sensations in relations to itself. 
As in memory, intelligence is required for 
this. Experience seems only to have mean
ing and reality for mind. But this view 
has always been challenged. The latest 
illustration of the challenge is Professor 
Dewey's book on Experience . and Nature ." 
Analysis of this book. Experience for him 
goes fa r beyond knowledge, which is only a 
product evolved within it. It starts with 
being and having things. Cognitive 
pro}Jerty is not intrinsic. Things themselves 
teach us whether they are subjective or 
obj ecti ve, Thought and reflection are 
realized only in a small class of existences. 
Experien ce cannot be dis tinguished into 
knowing and being, into mind and its 
objects. · The line of detnarcation is between 
blind action within nature and that which is 
directed and significant. The difference 
between means and end is only analytic. 
The end is continuous development of mean
mg. A larger conception of experience does 
not separate 8ctivity ~rom meaning. Experi
ence unphcs change m a connected series of 
even ts, and the end becomes the regulative 
means of control. Criticism by Professor 
Dewey of idealism and realism alike. 
Meanirig is objective because it is a mode of 
natural interaction. \Ve must not start with 
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the idea of individuals with minds, or with 
a self with formal capacities. Philosophy is 
no more than criticism. But it is surely too 
much to ask us, as Professor Dewey dues, to 
treat experience as actual apart from any 
moulding by knowledge. Every possible 
object in nature seems to have mean ing only 
for reflection. Our minds have the double 
aspect of being included in nature and of 
being its foundation. We have to see what 
this can mean. pp. 15-23 

CHAPTER li 

THE CHARACTER OF EXPER IEKCE 

The account of experience given by Pro
fessor Dewey appears too abstract, and to be 
inadequate to the facts. Beauty, morals, and 
the divine play too large a part in the world 
which confronts Man to admit of mind being 
made a mere product. It is unconscious 
assumption that leads to the sundering of the 
objective. The contribution made by Kant 
to the solution of the problem that confronts 
us. The assumption th at sel r and not-self 
are sharply distinguished. The self is more 
than an event. Its nature. It is more than 
in experience it takes itself to be. Goethe 
on inunanence. This does not import that 
we can discover an absolute, but it does mean 
another view of the apparently sharp line of 
demarcation between the self and what is not 
the self. For, as Goethe pointed out, the 
line is only a relatively real one. Mind 
stretches over and enters into every possible 
object it has before it. For meaning is 
essential in the constitution of reality. We 
always think as well as feel, and om know
ledge is no mere event in the object-world. 
Yet even the physical organism is recognized 
as being intelligent and free. The vanishing 
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distinction between idealism and realism. 
How we come to recognize mind and 
personality and the self as more than they 
arc imagined to be. pp. 24-29 

CHAPTER III 

WHAT TRUTH MEANS IN SCIENCE AND IN ART 

Anticipatory. Our anthropomorphism. 
The varying meanings o£ the word " truth." 
Qualitative and quantitative truth. Art and 
religion contrasted with science. The 
inexhaustible riches of the concrete and 
individual world. The part played in 
scienc~, not merely by observation but by 
reflectiOn. Quality in science. What we take 
to be passively and immediately experienced 
turns out to have been in reality moulded by 
our reflection. This is well illustrated by the 
foundation; since the middle of last century, 
and the development in this century, of the 
physical doctrine of relativity, a doctrine 
which has great significance for the 
philosopher as well as for the mathematical 
physicist. The reasons for this. The 
doctrine contributes to the breaking down of 
the supposed sharp line of demarcation 
between the mind and its object. In what 
is individual the universals of reflection and 
the particularisms of sense seem to fall into 
unison. pp. 30-38 

CHAPTER IV 

UNIVERSAL AND PARTICULAR 

We mean by the real that which has 
significance beyond that of the vanishing 
instant. This is so in Art, in Science, and 
in common experience. \Ve fix what we 
experience by generalizing it. This implies 
some degree of reflection on our part and 
the use of general conceptions. Words 
always import these. They indicate that by 
abstraction from a vanishing element which 
we cannot seize or even interpret we have 
given a setting to what is individual and 
unique. But the real is not made up of 
thoughts. It implies the factor of the 
particular which thought cannot reach or 
define. Universal and particular are not 
separable as self-subsistent existences. They 
are merely aspects, distinguishable only 

logically, of the single reality, which is 
always concrete, and can only be broken 
up in thought by abstractions .which are 
inadequate to it .. The pure parttculanty m 
the actual we can never reach. If we even 
name it we have by an abstraction trans
formed it. It turns out to be merely a 
limiting conception, nothing actual in itself, 
yet essential as a moment logically as well as 
actually required in the constitution of a 
reality which is always individual. pp. 39-45 

CHAPTER V 

KNOWLEDGE AND REALITY 

Experience is no assemblage of isolated 
facts. Their inclusion in some sort of whole 
is always implied. Space and time. Relations 
involved as well as terms. But the abstrac
tions of reflection <1rc never exhaustive of 
reality. They have to start from .what is 
individual. Experience itself is dynam_ic anc~ 
not static. Space and time as relations ol: 
order in the field of experience, between what 
is observed and the observer. Only by 
recognizing them as such can we surmount 
their relativity. World lines and world 
points. Contrast between ends as presently 
operative in controlling behaviour, and 
causes as operative ab extra. Reproduction 
and heredity inexplicable on the principle of 
mere action at a distance. End, instinct, and 
conscious purpose, with its freedom to err. 
Mistake the badge of freedom. Mind 
expresses itself in our organism, but in our 
experience of its capacity and range we 
observe it as conditioned hy that organism; 
it is accordingly finite. pp. 46-51 

CHAPTER VI 

THE OBJECT-WORLD OF KKOWLEDGE 

Vvhat our object-world discloses. Selves, 
like my own self, living beings that are 
intelligent. The variation in the grades of 
the selves perceived. The higher animals 
present themselves as minds, though of a 
grade short of that of our minds. The 
limitations of their conceptual range. It is 
of the character of mind to reach over its 
object-~orld. But. fo~ ~ dog, f~r instance, 
the obJeCt-world 1s lumtecl. Mmd always 
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appears as for sorrie purposes included in 
that object-world; it is thus that the relativity 
of our knowledge originates. F. H. Bradley 
on the unlimited plurality of . space-time 
systems, and their relativity. The object 
world always in some sense a whole which 
for · the human mind extends to the inclusion 
of truth, beauty, and goodness. The limited 
inteHigence of animals. This is conditioned 
by . their physical organization. pp. 52-5() 

CHAPTER VII 

THE SELF IN EXPERIENCE 

The .function of knowledge a1\d . its 
relation to the universe. Knowledge is not 
less than foundational. It is mind. But 
mind itself has to come within the objectc 
world if we are to have experience of it. 
Soul and body not distinct entities. The 
self is experienced as an organism. But the 
organism is as a self more than a mere 
biological fact, inasmuch as it feels and 
thinks. In doing so it becomes the centre 
and focus of its own experience. It does 
more than feel, for it interprets its feelings. 
We invest the facts with their meaning and 
so with their existence. The self is thus the 
centre to which we refer our experience, and 
by which it is held together, and is there for 
us. The limitations of the dynamic capacity 
of the self arise from its having a station 
in the object-world of nature, and a definite 
situation there. For it depends on ·material 
belonging to the senses. To experience we 
thus come back, but to no mere external 
object. The object is no entity dissevcrablc 
from the subject. It is only conceptually, in 
general terms, that the activity of the subject 
can be rendered. It is by what is called 
abstraction that we interpret it as self
contained. Science and art and religion 
contrasted. pp. 57-61 

CHAPTER VIII 

H:OW MEANING ENTERS INTO REALITY 

It is only for knowledge that it has meaning 
and reality, and these ·it gets by recognition 
in general conceptions. Illustration of: this 
from what happens when a crowd listens to 
and observes an orator who addresses it. 
The factor of bare sensation on the part of" 
each individual is private and for him 
exclusive and incommunicable; It is made 
actual and communicable only by being 
qualified by logical conceptions which are o£ 
a general nature, and which are identical .in 
the case of every member of the crowd. It 
is so that the meeting is a real one. The 
abstractions · of psychology. The true 
character of Induction. . W e do not copy, 
but pass from pictorial to functional expres
sions. Illustrations from science. Further 
analysis of the experiences of the crowd. 

pp. 62-68 

CHAPTER IX 

INDIVIDUALITY IN EXPERIENCE 

The acttral is experience and experience is 
the actuaL But both have varying levels. 
Experience is no static entity, but a process 
that is self-developing through reflection. 
None the less it is individual. Identity in 
interpretation at different levels is the key 
w the meaning o( reality in the objects 
of knowledge. The dynamic character of 
experience. As mere isolated organisms we 
do not possess this, for the organism is 
relatively static, and thought is no property 
of the organism. ·The nature of the subiect 
must be sought in that of knowledge. The 
dialectical character of knowledge, and how 
it reaches over its object. Art and religion. 
Their nature. The mere animal is not 
capable of . them. The true function of 
education. The meaning of knowledge and 
its relation to experience. pp. 69-73 

CHAPTER X 

THE FOUNDATION OF THE ACTUAL 

The subject is the condition of there being 
The object-world no aggregate of bare . a conceivable object; and ·it cannot be itself 

_p articula rs, ·. !he :mii1lL does much more an object. It is rather a limiting conception 
-:rll:irr :merely cos;:xisiwith it • . · .. They _ar~ n_qt_. .towards which reflection impels us in our 
:: s_epar.ite-entities, ·fmuniversals <?,OJwught are dissection of experience. But in reflection 
,,.,r_equired- " in the · constitution of the object. our own thinking is directly present in our 
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minds, and it thus discloses its own character. -
Knowledge is no instrument and behind it 
we cannot get. It operates at levels and in 
conceptions Li1at vary. It expn::sses itsdf. in 
nature in . a plurality of individual sentic:nt 

· organisms that are intelligent. Thus we arc 
brought to the distinction of sense .from 
thought. But thinking always enters into 
sense perception. The " I," as reflection 
leads tis to it, is of the character of a 
universa l, and the self is thus ultimately a 
single self, fou ndational to all individual 
selves, but manifesting itself in differing 
form s. The sdf, even as it occurs in experi
ence, is more than the psychologist takes it 
to be. Ideally conceived it is not only 
beyond numerical distinction, but stretches 
over the whole universe, so that this falls 
withitl it. The principle of levels or degrees 
in knowledge accounts for the difficulties 
that apparently arise in this connection. But 
we can form no pictorial representation of 
the ultimate ideal, although it is intell igible 
to reHection. The method is more important 
than the result, and the symbols of art and 
religion help m, even though they can assist 
us to no direct vision of God. pp. 74-76 

CHAPTER XI 

TilE POINT OJ' ])El'ARTURF. 

Actual and concrete experience is the real 
point of .departure. The relation of our 
knowledge to the process of evolution. 
This is a process within the object-world and 
accordingly presentation to mind as its pre
condition is required for even the process of 
evolution falling within reality. Mind is 
thus more than an object in that world. 
Experience always implies reference to an 
"I," a centre for the activity of reflection. 
" I " is .a universal, a logical identity in 
individuality, a conception not similar but 
the same wherever and by whomsoever used. 
Numerically distinct individualities jmply 
space and time for their distinction. · That 
the actual is experience and that experience 
is the actual is a proposition based on what 
we observe. The conflict between Idealism 
and Realism has an origin that is artificial. 

PP· 72-?9 

CHAPTER 
MAN AND GOD 

The inner and outer universes are only 
different aspects of the single reality. To 
the single character of this reality art and 
religion bring us near, although we cannot, 
owing to our limitations, present it to our
selves in object form even through abstract 
reflection, the range ·.· of which, though · it 
knows no barriers, gives us only generalities 
which are inadequately expressed in the 
symbols which we are farced to . employ in 
presenting the ideas required to our minds. 
In art and religion our experience, although 
inadequately symbolized, is yet transformed 
to a higher level. It is presented sym
bolically, but the symbols involve higher 
categories. Their defects arise from their 
being symbols .fashioned by mind in which 
feeling don1inarcs in the sort of knowledge 
they convey. Thus particularism always 
intrudes itself. Yet . intelligence. is con-
ceivable by us as capable of superseding the 
separation which always confronts the mind 
of man between self a nd not-self, and as 
tr~nscending the divorce of object from 
subject. This ideal always remains an ideal, 
hut it is not the less compelling. It is the 
backgrouml for all knowledge. What God 
means in thi:; light. Ultimately the universe 
must be treated as rational. pp. 80-82 

CHAPTER XIII 

LEVELS IN KNOWLEDGE AND REALITY 

The conceptions of reflection rder back 
to an " I " which is itself of a thinking or 
universal character. Thus conceptions enter 
into the reality of the "I " as an object to 
an extent that cannot be exhausted. The 
character of the identity of my neighbour, 
John Smith. In what · his personality con
sists. Experience and the mind which 
experiences canhbt be dissociated. The 
nature of knowledge. Its . identity in sub
jects in knowledge, . ~hich on their object 

.. side arc treated a~ numet:ically different only 
because oftheir aspects ·ip. n~ty~e;· and s9 in 

·. time and space. These aspects mould the 
existence of .the subject su Ear as it is. 
indicated · in the .object-world. We fi.gd in 
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experience different kinds of ideas. The 
reason is that the interpretation takes place 
in virtue of ideas of different orders, which 
therefore enter differently into the constitu
tion of reality. But the interpretations do 
not come into collision, for they refer to 
what is a single object but at different levels. 
These arc determined by the categories or 
logical conceptions which govern them. 

pp. 83-85 

CHAPTER XIV 

KNOWLEDGE AND ITS LEVELS 

More about what the identity ofmy neigh
bour means. Mind is expressed in it · in 
objective form. What the soul of man is: 
personality expressed in bodily form. The 
value in . this connection of the principle of 
levels in knowledge and reality. This is no 
a priori deduction, but a fact for observation. 
Citation of Hermann Weyl. The object
world contains the universe, and evolution 
takes place within its forms of time and 
space. But neither these last nor the object
world itself have significance apart from 
what is their other aspect, the subject for 
which they are; and which reaches over and 
is inseparable fro~ them excepting by our 
abstraction; The idea of an ultimate reality. 

pp. 86-89 

CHAPTER XV 

SOUL AND BODY 

More about the relation of the soul to the 
organism. There are higher aspects of the 
human organism as real as its biological 
aspects. They disclose themselves for know
ledge at . a different level. The soul varies 
with the body. It is not as such the subject 
in knowledge, for it is itself an object in 
nature. But the human soul is a self, and 
in object form expresses, as far as its nature 
can, the subject. Dependence on the 
characteristics of the organism, and con
sequent limitations. Mind and soul. 
Human personality. Death. pp. 90-92 

CHAPTER XVI 

HUMAN PERSONALITY 

TJ:e irlea~.2f human personali£J:: as actual 
at litgllefdegrces than is supposed in every
d!f-'CO'ii(ftiCC"~'madequacy of the 
corrimon vtew. The breakdown of every 
sharp line of demarcation between subject 
and object. The relativity of knowledge due 
to the conventions under which we reflect. 
Experience does not disclose entities real! y 
independent of mind. Reflection reaches 
~wer a_ll of them. l:}_Eman.J;;;sonality moulds 
Hs r~ect-world, but OnJl on tfie footmg of 
tra~~~§.cttl},g~~ ~~~ "ii£Parent character. re:e serrm~{13e satd totie super"personal. 
Ifs-foi:lncTatlonasmore~man can tie stated m 
physical terms must be taken into account. 
The advances in modern knowledge seem to 
bear this out. PP· 93-95 

CHAPTER XVII 

THE STRUCTURE OF EXPERIENCE 

The contrast of the view submitted with 
that of Professor Dewey. For him experi
ence is a ~.hnar and self-contained entity which 
produces knowledge as its outcome, a mere 
phase evolved within itself. :t:_or us experi
e.~~ •. AiLr;;~_sd }S.2l.11 knowledge is a mere 
unreal alJstractwn. It ts onlv when by 
al5straCt10ii die self in knowledg~ is made an 
object of experience that it can appear as such. 
And it is only for knowledge at a certain 
level or degree that it can so appear. So 
appearing it does not reveal the whole of the 
truth about itself, for the knowledge of it 
has other and higher levels. Our ideal is of 
a compelling kind according to which the 
system of knowledge is an entirety, and its 
levels belo~g~to a hierarchy. SuChan 
enttretfoill-lluinan condttwns preclude us 
from presenting fully to ourselves, for when 
we reflect even abstractly we reflect in 
images. The idea of such a hierarchy is no 
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n~w one, but it is foreign to the conception 
ot Professor Dewey. Yet we seem driven to 
accer it. !U~-· ol!!L.~~e wh2!e that is the 
truo. PP· 26-99 

CHAPTER XVIII 

MAN AND DEATH 

Analogy between birth .. and death. Both 
are 'ev~-·mMilature-:-·l?JifJ~.l±t .• Qer~pnahltes 
are more lTian merely natural. We are the 
subject l'or which nature is object. Beauty, 
ethics, religion, and the recognition of truth, 
all imply this, and a single universe. Death 
is an event of vast significance from Oiir 
ordinary point of view. But that point of 
view does not exhaust the attitude we assume 
towards it, or preclude our triumphing over 

~~ e~~i· fi~~-~-~~-~~~£~~1~filst ~: 
sa·--we-se-e~·w11erl""we .. C:onsici~~--a'i:~--character of 
ourselves as subject in knowledge. Sleep 
and death. Knowing and being. The 
transcendence of the particularism of feeling 
and also of the abstract view of knowledge. 
The progress of knowledge towards this, and 
the aid it derives from the symbolism of art 
and of religion. The, _g.\},es!i9..11.)s not one 

:it-#:s~~~~~::~i---f~llh~~~*~~-~2~!J~g:l~~ 
niinCl;;J;fotlle'~lli21lci"'1Zveronneiaeas w uch 
areunp11cirii1"'~r~ana-·wi11cll .. 'breal~--CI;;wn it;
dependence on the world without. 

pp. I00-102 

CHAPTER XIX 

THE OUTCOME 

~~__t~:ming up. The characters within 
expenence are now assigned to their places. 
Particular and universal are • on!x _ aspects 
~ith~:~~-.. Iyge[_s:,ntir!!Y., and .• ~re . sep~rable 
rS}~,llysTy r a one. """The · limitation ot the 
aspects wlth which the sciences are concerned. 
M.an. is more. than his own object, and is no 
'"'i:li1nT"'£"-wlli~ knowledge is a 
property. .. But even in the object-world 
reality. exists at different levels. There are 
riieaiiiiigS"IJ'eronglng to different orders of 
intelligence which are not always present in 
it. For its perfect completion our life 
requires that no phase of reality should be 
excluded from it. Metaphorical expressions 
of these phases arc admissible if they express 
by implication the conceptions of the .order 

. to which they belong. Within each order 
our method in seeking to extend knowledge 
must be the appropriate one. Illustrations of 
confusion of levels by theologians. The 
method in science may be wholly different 
from that in poetry or religion, and from the 
standpoint of science we may have to criticize 
the pictures which these put before us. But 
there is no necessary conflict, because the 
truth aimed at in each is of a different kind. 
The. yniverse, rich. as . it is ip Ehases, extends 
beyond tn·e~1 " aTI;~-- an<rtl1e truths which it 
confains" are ~oTaiftefeiiforoers Wh1Ch do not 
~§::~1~Sn1atc~·ai1aTysi~· conliict. . JP· 103_-uo 

INDEX • P· III 



HUMAN EXPERIENCE 
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

THE purpose of this book is to throw unconnected sensations. It seems rather 
light on the real character of experi- to consist in what is more concrete and 
ence. The method employed for this complex, but is broken up by the 
purpose is not merely that which is methods the psychologist employs into 
familiar in psychology, but is the what are not facts but abstract descrip
general method which is used in tions of them, inasmuch as the supposed 
philosophy. For the solution of the facts are severed from the system and 
problem raised turns out in the end to activity to which they belong. Sensa
depend on an answer being found to tions, for example, as represented 
a fundamental question with which merely psychologically, tend to become 
psychology cannot deal, that of the such abstractions, for they are never 
ultimate character of mind itself, as experienced in isolation as we generally 
distinguished from what seems to be try to picture them by such methods 
its various appearances in nature. In as being. A complex perception comes 
dealing with such a question I do not first of all, growing with further experi
think that psychological methods are ence in complexity. Psychological 
by themselves sufficient. I am far methods are apt to aim at analysing 
from underrating their value for their it, as it thus grows, into so-called 
legitimate sphere of inquiry. Psycho- simpler facts which appear to be some
logy has in our days made enormous thing like fragments of the whole, and 
strides, and its command of. new as mere fragments are deprived of their 

. biological and other scientific know- full character. 
ledge has opened up prospects of. still But the methods of the psychologist 
further advance. But this science are none the less essential. They serve 
tends, just like physics, to make the inquiry into the character of experi
characteristic abstractions which do not ence as do those of the mathematician, 
represent in their full scope the facts by analogy professedly confining him
which press themselves upon us. Ex- self to an order in externality ex
perience does not arise out of any elusive of secondary qualities, serve the 
merely mechanistic putting together of physicist and the chemist who have to 
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ascertain principles of . a definite kind 
in what is relatively speaking less 
abstract, in that it includes more of 
what is the appearance to us of the 
world. In a similar way physics and 
chemistry are . indispensable for the 
preliminary studies of biology, although 
they do not take cognizance of the ends, 
behaviour in unconscious fulfilment of 
which life seems to mean. 

At the foundation of cxperiCl~ce there 
lies system, not what is static, but the 
systematic activity of our minds. This 
we have to accept as present in our 
object-world, and we can neither ex
plain it away nor finally resolve it 
into elements which arc the creatures, 
whether we will or no, of a process in 
which of set pwpose we shut out much 
of what is actually before us, notwith
standing that it in truth belongs to an 
indivisible system. What we really 
start from appears to be activity which 
never rests. Experience t1uy befaint 
and undeveloped. But if it is really 
experience at all its resemblance is 
rather to a system of intelligence than 
to the externality that is characteristic 
of mechanism and in some degree of 
life. If this be so, the only footing on 
which our experience can be inquired 
into is one on which it is treated as 
analogous .in character to what we find 
in our minds themselves. In my mind 
I include, not merely what is found in 
the object-world itself, but that for 
which an object-world is there, actually 
or possibly. 

For many centuries the =roblem of 
thf natu.l:c of n-iillm been . the 
subject of scrutinJc ~y~_bat ar~t;.~l.:!:' 
lady called phi osopnical methods. 
What this really means is that the 
starting-point, behind which such 
methods do not go, because they are 

forced to assume it as the starting
point, is the full world, without and 
within, as it presents itself for our 
minds. .. The task of philosophy has 
been to disentangle the significance of 
this world and to discover what is 
implied in its constitution. That 
philosophers have differed in their 
systems does not detract from the fact 
that for many hundreds of years some 
of the greatest intellects , in history 
have been concentrated on the task. 
Despite their differeri.c~s I 'believe that 
they have succeeded in · disentangling 
for us a good deal, ahd that we cannot 
to-day neglect the J,"esults of a sequence 
of efforts which have been gigantic. 
These efforts have generally sought to 
bring to light tacit assmnptions, which 
have obscured the obvious nature of 
reality, and have led m;mkind into a 
region in which the· true character of 
our actual world has been resolved 
into unsatisfactory and inadequate 
abstractions. 

The; _ _great:,_ ~roblem of the ultimate 
character of t e rcaLrcmaihs as inter-
egj;;}g:I2-~F1~Jik.in.5f as<,it ever was. . It 
is the flood of unduly specialized 
inquiries into it that appears to have 
produced confusion and uncertainty 
about the possibility of any solution. 
And yet our belief in the necessities 
of a higher life than that of the mere 
animal demands the attempt at sotnc 
sort of answer. That is why I have 
ventured to write, and it is in the hope 
that the book may . not wholly fail to 
prove suggestive to those who are 
inquirers that it has been written. 

What may be most convenient is to 
begin by endeavouring to ascertain 
what our human experience is taken 
by others to mean, and then to state as. 
a background an opposite ·view of its 
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significance. We must first ask what 
we have in our minds when we raise 
any question at all as to the structure 
we are aware of. 

What do we mean· when we speak 
of our experience? In the condition 
in which philosophy is to-day . the 
question is an important one, and a 
precise answer is not easy .. Yet much 
turns on the answer we give. For it 
is held throughout by most people that 
what fills our consciousness when we 
deal with what is actual is just our 
experience, and that this experience 
alone is what is actual. It seems to 
be essentially our starting-point, and 
this statement serves not only as a 
provisional reply to our question, but 
appears to agree with the opinions of 
mankind generally. By our experi
ence we mean the world as it is before 
our minds, the world that is without 
and also that is within us; a world 
that includes truth and beauty and 
values and all that we are aware of. 
But if this be true it does not carry 
us very far. Our worlds and what we 
are aware of .FESnd, . to some extent 
at least, • o~2url'=c;h:~.~~1P1!Iv1dUarry.-- If 
our organisms and our senses were 
different our worlds might be different 
also. A rabbit has a more contracted 
world, and if there be an angel he may 
enjoy a wider one. 

Moreover, it is only a little of our 
worlds that we can apprehend. We 
are co!ldi~~()n~...J2L"£!!.L. stations in 
~ture,J2i.}lY;L.E1i~c!~,k-~g.d __.hy our 
liistories. Directly we ask about 
knowledge we find that we apprehend 
only a fraction of nature, and for 
knowledge of a wider scope we are 
dependent on indirect methods of 
inference, where perception through 
the senses ceases to be possible.. That 

does not limit our knowledge. We 
ourselves exist within nature, and as 
parts of it. Yet our intelligence is 
also a possible object-world for us. 
Not through seeing or hearing, or by 
touch or smell or taste, is it a universe 
for us, but as the result of these 
interpreted in reflection, a mode of 
knowledge which clothes what it 
encounters with meanings, and, pro
ceeding from n1eanings to further 
meanings, is systematic and progres
sive, although indirect. Experience 
tJ:l~~i11cl~s meanings. Even appar
ently direct perceptwn never stands 
still or is confined to itself. Reflection 
is always entering into it, in some form 
however rudimentary. It is through 
some degree of reflection on them that 
we construct the significance of our 
objects, and these objects, as we shall 
see, do not appear to be real unless 
they are significant. The barest feel
ing seems to require some significance 
if it is to be recognized as actual. It 
is only if they are distinguished that 
even the most rudimentary feelings can 
be recognized as successive. It is in 
our minds that sensations exclude each 
other, and the more we try to get 
beyond what seems insufficiently clear 
because ·of its very simplicity, the more 
intelligence has to come into play. 
Memory illustrates a way in which 
successive experiences which become 
present to mind are fashioned into a 
whole, and, excepting in the activity of 
the mind for which they have become 
successively present, it is not apparent 
how such fashioning is intelligible. 
The barest ingredients of our experi
ence seem to imply intelligence of 
some sort as containing and holding 
them in relation to each other. Apart 
from the presence, in some degree, of 

B 
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intelligence, they do not appear to 
possess even the vaguest meaning. If 
there is to be a world at all it looks as 
if it must signify . what is present to 
so~e possible 1~ind. It is only in 
mmd and for 1t that perception has 
any meaning. But if the object in 
perception were not significant, and 
had no meaning at all for us, in what 
sense could we say that it existed? To 
be and to be for mind as the subject 
to which experience presents itself, do 
not seem to be ideas that are truly 
distinguishable. There would be little 
difficulty in fastening on mind as that 
for which the world is there, and as 
the condition of its existence, were it 
not that mind, whatever else it con~ 
sists in, itself appears in some sort as 
a limited object included within the 
world of nature. 

What has been stated appears to be 
not very different from the ordinary 
man's view of the character of the 
world in which he lives. If it be true, 
then the piut played by knowledge as 
the condition apart from which exist
ence is meaningless appears to be a 
fundamental one. But this view has 
been challenged from time to time 
throughout the history of thought~ It 
has been denied that it is legitimate to 
connect the existence of experience 
with its being for knowledge as its 
foundation. Knowledge has been 
declared to be a product evolved in 
the course of experience, and to have 
no place in its earlier and more rudi~ 
mentary phases. This denial is not 
made only by · pure realists. It is made 
by those who, not being realists, yet 
hold the distinction between idealism 
and realism to be an artificial and 
unnecessary one. There is thus an 
important view of the problem which 

confronts us that is different from the 
one which has been ·suggested, and it 
has · to be explored. 

. It will be convenient to start our 
. inquiry by .. stating. this othe~ vie~ ~n 

a little detail, and by takmg 1t m 
its most recent and thorough form. 
Frorn the United States a new account 
of it has just conie to us. We are 
apt to overlook ·the. importance of the 
evolution beyond the Atlantic Ocean 
of fresh opinion about philosophy. 
The " seminal " teaching of the late 
William · James stimulated in t~~ ~ew 
W odd ~_good deal that toOk J:ill1e to 
~e itself. _ B.ut now> not only in the 
form of the acute criticism which New 
Realism and Pragmatism have brought 
to bear but in other forms also, 
American opinion has assumed a 
highly developed shape with which 
we have · to reckon. I propose to 
select as the point of departure a book 
which seems to me likely to prove a 
characteristic challenge to certain of 
our usual standpoints in Great Britain. 

In a voh.u~erfublis~e_d _in 1925 
Pr6fessor ... T61in· · ew~-~!lQ~ of the 
q§J?!i11)1~:._tJ~1v~-~L stated the 
argument against the theory of intelli
gence as being the foundation of 
experience with great thoroughness. 
Professor Dewey is · one of the most 
d,istinguished of contemporary philo~ 
sg12hers. _He is known for his acute
ness and originality both in the New 
World and in the Old, and his reputa~ 
tion as a thinker is very high all over 
the world. The book to which I refer 
is his Ex erience and Nature, The 
argument or 1s t esis is not likely to 
be found more thoroughly worked out 
by anyone else, .and I think that it 
requires the careful attention of those 
who feel called on to ask what 1s 
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the true character of experience. The 
• book shows, moreover, mastery of the · 

underlying principles of the sciences, 
and especially ot the psychology of 
to-day. 

Professor Dewey's principle is that 
there is no such difference in character, 
and no such line of logical demarca
tion, either in fact or in theory of 
knowledge, as are sometimes supposed 
to exist between intelligence and what 
is commonly called experience. Sub
ject and object are inseparable and 
they fall within the same order of 
existence. What we call knowledge 

v is simply meaning, and meaning itself 
is a stage in experience to which its 
natural evolution gives rise. Experi
ence is thus, in the ultimate order of 
existence, prior to knowledge, and the 
latter is its product and not any con
dition preliminary to its reality. 
Knowledge is not .only no entity 
separate from nature, but it disappears 
excepting as a result arising casually 
from the interaction of events. 

For Professor Dewey our experience 
is prior to and extends beyond know
ledge. Things exist, and we have 
them in ways other thari that of 
knowing them, and their existence is 
the precondition of reflection and 
knowledge themselves. Their exist
ence is individual and unique, and is 
therefore strictly speaking indescrib
able. They can only be and be had, 
and finally be pointed to reflectively. 
All cognitive experience mt~st start 
from and terminate in being and 
having things in just such ·unique 
incomparable and compelling ways. 
A theory of knowledge, of how to 
know most perfectly, is indispensable. 
But the theory of knowledge has been 
turned into a discussion of how we __ can 

know at all, and this error is due to 
failure to ·take the various phases of 
experienced things :simply directly and 
impartially. It 1s caused by the bias 
of the intellectualist in favour of his 
own specialized professional experience. 
But there are not two kinds of know
ledge whose objects have to be recon
ciled. There are only two dimensions 
of experienced things, one that of 
having them and the other that of · 
knowing about them, so that we can 
again have them in more meaningful 

. and secure ways. The real · problem 
of knowledge is how to find out what 
for this purpose it is needful to . know. 
The problem of knowledge in general 
is nonsense. For knowledge is itself one 
of the things that we empirically have. 
A man may doubt whether he has 
measles, because that is an intellectual 
term, a classification, but he cannot 
doubt what he empirically has, because 
that is an affair of existence. To know 
a quality as sensation is to have 
performed an act of complicated 
objective reference; it is not to register 
an inherently given property. The 
epistemological sensationalist and the 
epistemological rationalist share the ·· 
same. error, belief that cognitive 
property is borne on the face and is 
intrinsic. Because empirical method 
is denotative it is truly realistic. 
Things are first acted towards and 
suffered; and it is for the things them
selves, as they are followed up, to tell 
us by their owntraits whether they are 

·subjective or objective. These terms, 
like physical and psychical, express 
classificatory discriminations, and there 
is no presumption of primacy on the 
side of the subjective. So with things 
that have been called subjective. 
Political institutions, the household, 
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art, technologies, embodied objective 
events long before science and philo~ 
sophy arose. _ Smce nothing in nature 
IS exclusively imal, rationality is always 
means as well as end. The more it 
IS asserted that thought and under
standmg are ends 111 themselves the 
more Imperative it is that reflection 
should discover why they are realized 
only in a small and exclusive class of 
existing beings. The ulterior problem 
of thought is to make thought prevail 
in experience, not just the results of 
thought by imposing them on others, 
but the active process of thinking. 
The ultimate contradiction in the 
classic trad1tion is that while it made 
thought universal and necessary and 
the culminating good of nature, it was 
content to leave Its distribution among 
men a thing of accident, dependent 
upon birth, economic and civil status. 
In so far as qualities of objects are 
found worthy of finality, the finding 
must eventuate in the arts which are 
of the character of search for meanings. 
Only thereby will thinking and know~ 
ing take their full place as events 
falling within natural processes, not 
only in their origin but also in their 
outcome. 

The author of this iconoclastic book 
theji Eroceedils>_ri:c2!i~Ei~{=ib:c:-~iY.hQlc 
character . of . exEerience. It is not 
suscept16Ie~OF-diStmction-illio. knowing 
and being, into mind and its object. 
The view which isolates knowledge 
and value from the remainder of the 
activity in which the nature .of experi~ 
ence consists is but a survival of the 
notion that there are things which can 
exist and be known apart from active 
connection with other things. When 
man realizes that he is within nature 
and a part of its interactions, he sees 

that the line to drawn is not 
between action and thought, or action 
and appreciation, but between blind, 
slavish, meaningless action and that 
which is free, significant and directed. 
Knowledge, like the growth of a 
plant, or the movement of the earth, 
is thus a mode of interaction, but it 
is a mode which renders other modes 
luminous, important, valuable, capable 
of direction; causes being translated 
into means and. effects into conse~ 
quences. All reason is thus method, 
not substance; operative and not end 
in itself. It is no good outside the 
world of nature. The method of 
intelligence and of science is to re
create the casual goods of nature into 
intentional and . conclusive goods of 
art, with meanings in which know~ 
ledge and values unite. And this is a 
process which takes place.within nature 
itself and is not imposed on it from 
without. For the fresh meanings 
themselves fall within experience. 
Philosophy is in reality criticism. It 
has to appraise values by taking 
cognizance of their causes • and conse· 
quences, and so expand and emancipate 
them. Consciousness is no separate 
realm of being, but is the manifest 
quality of existence when nature is 
most free and most active. When 
there are ends in view they are the 
plans which are contemporaneously 
operative in selecting and arranging 
materials. Every process of free art 
proves that the difference between 
means and end is analytic and formal, 
not material and chronological. The 
end is no terminal point, external to 
the conditions which have led up to 
it. It is the continually developing 
meaning of present tendencies. The 
idea that work, productive activity, 
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signifies action carried on for merely go further and to regard all objects 
extraneous ends, and the idea that impartially as ends in the Aristotelian 
happiness signifies surrender of mind sense. We cannot pick or choose. 
to the thrills and excitations of the When we do we are dealing with 
body, are one and the same idea. The practical ends which are in one aspect 
first . notion signifies the separation of natural, but are in another chosen by 
activity from meaning, and the second reflective choice, because they happen 
marks the separation from meaning of to be thought worthy. Such a classi
receptivity. Both separations are in- fication is, of course, consoling to those 
evitable so far as experience fails to be who hold that they enjoy a privileged 
art. Both separations are inevitable status. One of the reproaches against 
when the regular, repetitious, and the idealism is that by seeking to trans 
novel and contingent, in nature fail form immediate objects into such as 
to sustain and inform each other in a are better, it has claimed to eXhibit a 
productive activity possessed of imman- -. movement from merely apparent and 
ent and dire:ctly enjoyed meaning. phenomenal being to what is truly 

Experience, in the view of Professor real. Idealism has thereby neglected 
I?e~~f~-"~fat~::J?..~:iC:-·arways the circumstance that thought and 
dynamtc, that is to say, it means knowledge are histories. In that 
c11angeJ n a ·connected~seri'es-ofevents. wonderful phenomenon of experience, 
:Every sttualion-'or"'"E:eiQ""o.f"con'SciOiis- _ communication, events are turned by 
ness is _marked by initiation, direction us into objects, things with meanings, 
or intent, and consequence or import. and the meaQings are more amenable 
What is unique is not these traits, but to management, more permanent, and 
the property of awareness or direction. more accommodating than events in 
Because of this property in our experi- - their first estate. Meaning is a mode 
encethe initial stage is capable of being of social action with which we realize 
judged in the light of its probable the ends of association. It signifies 
course and consequence. . . There is more than words. Language is a 
anticipation. Each successive event; relationship, not a particularity .. Over 
being a stage in a serial process, is this nominalism went wrong. Mean
both expectant and commemorative. ing is objective because it is a mode of 
The terminal outcome when anticip- natural interaction. 
ated becomes an end in view, a purpose We must speak of individual minds 
to be used as a plan in shaping the and not of individuals with minds. 
course of events. Such an end is an We must not think that we can start 
intellectual an,d regulative means, de- with a self and then endow that self 
generating into a reminiscence or dream with a formal capacity of apprehend
unless employed as a plan within the ing, devising, and believing. Other
state of affairs. But a natural end wise any mind is open to entertain any 
which occurs without the intervention thought or belief. To the simplest 
of human art is a mere terminus or observation we bring habits, accepted 
boundary. When we regard the object meanings, and techniques. Subjective 
and qualities characteristic of conscious mind is a mode of natural existence 
life as natural ends we are bound to in which objects undergo directed 
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reconstitution. The ego has • had 
its significance exaggerated in modern 
philosophy. The community of selves 
cannot be isolated from natural exist~ 
ence. Just because consciousness of 
meanings, or having ideas, imports in 
its intersection of the regular a certain 
contingency, light is thrown on the 
impossibility of deducing consciousness 
from physical laws. This impossi~ 
bility is in truth only a conspicuous 
case of the general impossibility of 
deriving the contingent from the 
necessary, the uncertain from the 
certain. Unless there were something 
problematic, undecided, still going on, 
and as yet unfinished and indetermin~ 
ate in nature, there could be no such 
events as perceptions. When they 
insist on the certainty of the immedi
ately or focally present or given, and 
seck here for immediately existential 
data on which to build, philosophers 
pass unwittingly from the substantial 
to the dialectical, and have substituted 
a general character for an immediate 
" this." The breach of continuity 
between nature, life, and man is 
gratuitous. " ' This,' 1 whatever this 
may be, always implies a system of 
meanings focused at a point of stress, 
uncertainty, and need of regulation. 
It sums up history, and at the same 
time opens up a new page; it is record 
and promise in one; a fulfilment and 
an opportunity. It is a fruition of 
what has happened and a transitive 
agency of what is to happen. It is a 
comment written by natural events on 
their own direction and tendency, and 
a surmise of whither they are leading. 
Every perception or awareness marks 
a ' this,' and every ' this ' being a con-

1 See p. 352 of Prof. Dewey's book. 

summation involves . retention, and 
hence contains the capacity of remem
bering." In its •• movements it is 
therefore c()nditioning o.f.what is to 
come; it presents the potentiality of 
foresight and prediction. The union 
of past and future with the present, 
manifest in every awareness of mean~ 
ings, is a mystery only when con
sciousness is gratuitously divided from 
nature, and when nature is denied 
temporal and historic quality. When 
consciousness is connected with nature 
the mystery becomes a luminous revela~ 
tion of the operative interpenetration 
in nature of the efficient and the ful
filling .... Knowledge is still regarded 
by most thinkers. as direct grasp of 
ultimate reality, although the practice 
of knowing has been assimilated to 
the procedure of the useful arts-
involving, that is to say, doing that 
manipulates and arranges natural 
energies. Personality, selfhood, sub
jectivity, are eventual functions that 
emerge with complexly organized 
interactions, organic and social. 

I have endeavoured, thus briefly, to 
summarize Professor Dewey's argu
ment, using as nearly as I could his 
own expressions. It is obvious that 
the conclusion is that knowledge is 
just a phase of experience, and arises 
within and out of it by evolution. It 
follows that outside of any knowledge 
of it, outside of all consciousness, 
experience possesses an actuality of its 
own. It is something different from 
knowledge. Now this is an idea 
which scrutiny of the facts makes it 
difficult to accept. Professor Dewey 
does not fail to insist on it. " Con~ 
sciousness," he says, 1 

" an idea, is that 

1 Page 308. 
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phase of a system of meanings which 
at a giveh time is undergoing redirec:.. 
tion, transitive transformation. The 
current idealistic conception of con~ 
sciousness as a power which modifies 
events, is an inverted statement of this 
fact. To treat consciousness as a 
power accomplishing the change, is 
but another instance of the common 
philosopl,1ic fallacy of converting an 
eventual function into an antecedent 
force or cause. Consciousness is the 
meaning of events in the course of 
remaking; its cause is only the fact 
that this is one of the ways in which 
nature goes on. In a proximate sense 
of causality, namely as a place in a 
series history, its causation is the. need 
and demand • for fining out what is 
indeterminate." 

But if there .be no object of which 
the existence as well as the character 
does not depend on reflective recogni~ 
tion in some form, this can hardly be 
so. No doubt the view expressed by 
Professor Dewey seems simple and 
easy. It puzzles people to be told 
that there is no world apart from 
knowledge for ··· which . it . is there. 
That is because knowledge is in one 
aspect itself included in our world of 
object. Mind is an object among 
those which are before us in nature. 
Our own minds fall together with and 

are conditioned by physical organisms. 
But mind, while an object in this 
aspect, appears to possess . quite . a 
different aspect, one in which it is the 
subject to which that object~world 
presents itself. As such it can hardly 
either be constrained by natural pr~ 
cesses or be a mere thing within its 
object~world. Knowledge does not 
appear to be a property of a thing 
confronted by another thing independ~ 
ent of it, nor is it an event but rather 
that within which events fall. We do 
not create the world of events, because 
we are, in an aspect in which we have 
to regard ourselves, conditioned by 
space and time and their contents. 
But these are themselves devoid of 
meaning excepting for reflection, and 
it is accordingly difficult to see 
how they can ultimately precede and 
condition reflection itself. In this 
essential aspect mind may be subject, 
yet subject that has expression for us 
in an object form, although itself 
inherently such that it is much more 
than a form which proceeds from its 
making itself its own object. 

In the rest of this book it will be 
necessary to try to see what meaning 
can be attached to this other idea of 
mind, when the character of experi~ 
ence is considered. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CHARACTER OF EXPERIENCE 

WHAT is experience? The experience easily take myselfto be a sort of thing 
of other persons I know only infer- among the other things that ate before 
entially, so far as they stand for know- my mind along with it. That is in 
ledge, such as I am directly conscious substance what Professor Dewey seems 
of in myself. What I am directly to make of me. 
conscious of is my individual ex peri- But can this be the whole truth? 
ence. But this fact may not signify What is the character of my experi
that the experience of which I am • ence when regarded with attention to 
conscious as my own is simply a the facts it exhibits? , Surely that of 
circumstance, in the world to which systematic activity of my mind in 
my organism belongs, that can be bringing what it experiences within 
isolated by itself to the extent that reflection l We can analyse the out
other circumstances can be. For it is come of this process bywell-recognized 
separable neither from myself nor from methods, and reduce jt to the applica
the world which is there for me. It tion of simple and limiting notions 
is just myself as well as my world. It which do not take account of many 
is the only fact that is self-contained features in what is, actual. .. But when 
and is immediately present to mr we do so we fall ·- into abstractions 
mind-otherwise . than by inference. · which take us away from .and not~ 

To say that whatis actual, and that . towards the fullness of what is appar- -· 
ny experience of it as directly present ently directly given. · The systematic 
' l my mind arc the same, seems at activity of experience goes beyond 

tirst sight to be difficult. For my mere physical analysis. For it is only 
world apparently extends both in time in and through it that there is any 
and in spate far beyond myself. But physical object-world at all before us. 
the difficulty arises from an assumption The activity of experience cannot be 
which I tend to make. The world in defined exhaustivefy · in any set of 
which, in somesense, i und~ubtedly physical or mental ;1bstractions. It 
exist is just my world, a world not . cannQt be adequately described . in 
the less within whith I firrd myself mechanistic !erms, or as a property 
included. I am ·· included in it as a · of a thing. · It rather resembles the 
finite being, as a being with a physical activity of mind as we seem to be 
form that .. is the outcome of. long aware of it in our ordinary conscious
processe:s of evolution. such I ness, and in such activity find it con-
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~ists . and has its being. And this . an organism •may have ultimately been 
1s not the less so because what is a pair of germs, or even a single 

. present for us, and what alone appears fissiparous germ. l'v!Y ~story belongs 
to be directly found, is a mind which to the past, and my present is condi

. belongs to nature · and is therefore tioned by it, and by my position in 
finite. time and space. Not the less it is for 

But mind, even in its human fonn~ · knowledge that the world, past and 
has a quality that distinguishes it from present, to which ·r belong is there and 
other external objects. lt has implicit actual. From the standpoint of a 
in it actually an infinity of range and theory of knowledge that world has 
of forms, and the range of these forms significance and reality only as falling 
appears · implicit in every phase of its within knowledge. Ontology, the 
activity. . Apart from mind as such we science of what is and how it has 
do not interpret and fix in even the come about, is limited to the field of 
crudest reflection the most rudimentary what I know. Ontology is therefore 
feeling. If such feeling is merely a science that is circumscribed by a 
attributed by inference and not con- wider science of meaning for mind. 
sciously experienced, we are in, the It is in this way itself a branch of 
region of what is only a feature of life epistemology. And that is why, as 
as such. What biology and physics stated in the preface, I have preferred 
give us is ..vhat is so far inadequate the methods of the metaphysician to 
that it does not reach the level of the those of the psychologist. 
individual e~perience in which mind But the field of what is there and 
knows itself as itself, has meaning for mind is that of a 

I mean by my actq.al experience just mind limited by its restrictions and 
that which is mine as a particular conditions as belonging, at least in one 
individual in the world. In that world aspect, to nature, a nature which yet 
I appear however, as we shall see later itself falls within the field of human 
on, not as a mere unintelligent thing, knowledge. For the experience that 
but as mind·itself. I am nof1hete for is actual is only the experience of a 
myself simply as an organism p~ssessed being so limited. If knowledge were, 
of an activity or property which I call as Professor Dewey would have it, no 
knowledge. I am knowledge, with a more than this, we should be face 
range and grades which include bare to face with a great difficulty. For 
relations of externality of things to each knowledge would be merely something 
other at one extreme, and values at the derivative, a property of a being whose 
other. But I am this in indiv'idual dependence on it is inadequate as the 
form as a particular human being. It foundation and explanation of our 
is for myself as cognizant that 1 am a · world. . But it may turn out, when we 
living organism that does not merely look into the nature of knowledge, 
live but is aware and knows. It is of that it is to be interpreted as based on 
course true that as such an intelligent no physical analogy, and as neither a 
organism I am descended from parents product of something else nor an 
and from antecedent generations in instrument to be applied to it, and is 
the animal world. My origin as such of a nature that extends unlimitedly 

B* 
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beyond itself. It may be that know- condition, it can never as such be 
ledge is what it is for the psychologist presented as an, object in that world. 
only with a restricted significance · in This is a: view \Vholly different from 
whtch it is legitimate to take it as that of Professor I)ewey, Jot .. wh.oiu 
exh1biting an aspect that is actual, but mind or knowledgeis never· more than 
yet imphes what is fuller than that a producf.Within the world of experi
within which the everyday view of its .. ence. For . Kant . meaning is no mere 
nature falls, but as disclosing only a product. It enters into and. is theY ttY. . 
limited stage or degree in its character. foundation, of existence, which cannot 

Whatever else we may think of be actual . apart · hom. 'if · .... When we ... 
the value of the classical investigation inquire into the significance of the real, 
by which Kant revolutionized the either for ourselves or for, say, a horse, 
dogmatism of our ideas of the we find this in knowledge which is . 
character of experience, at least we more than individual, for it founds a 
may recognize that he taught us that world which minds have in common, 
we must not assume that experience and necessitates a wider conception 
is self-subsistent, with an existence than that of the number and events 
apart from . creative fashioning by which appear within the . field which 
mind. . . Obviously to some extent it constructs .. 
experience is contributed to by the We are brought thus to .a doctrine 
character of the mind for which it is ofknowledge as immane.rit, and this 
there. The experience of a horse is we must not assume to be one we can 
different from that of a man. But cast aside merely because ~f the view 
Kant's doctrine went much further presented to u~ by the author of 
than this. For him mind was Experience and Nature. . 
foundational. It was not a mind or In this wider idea of knowledge our 
our mind, for these are ideas which individual experience is our obje~t
we derive from a world aLready world, but is also more . than th1s. 
fashioned in forms of time and space, For in another aspect it has for its 
in which such separation in number foundation intelligence that is creative, 
gets its meaning. Mind for Kant, his as Kant taught. . It is subject which 
synthetic activity, is . indivisible and can never as such present itself to itself 
constitutive. Its. work is of the nature in perception in the form. of . pure 
of thinking, and it imposes on a raw subject. It is the foundatwn of all 
material the forms of time and space that has significance in experience, but 
within which it fashions its world ~orms part of that ,experience, only i~ 
creatively. . Mind in this aspect i.s , so far as it has in ~our perception of 1t 
knowledge which becomes actual in the aspect of one. of its own objects. 
the world which it constitute's, , arid . Thus . it app~J.is, as. , conditioned by 
presents itself in object form in: .· that '·nature, with a period and ·a station, and 
world as a finite self constructed by so as finite. 
its own activity. Such activity is no Whether this view is a true one, 
thing or property of a thing. It is only inquiry into the cha~acter of 
foundational and is implied in the experience itself can determme. . If 
world that is known, although, as its experience, which we cannot in our 
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perception of it go behind, discloses disclosed to us. Were it not so, were 
factors which seem its objects but must knowledge an activity shut up within 
receive their places in the logical theory what the physiologist means by a 
of its construction, it may be that while nervous system, and with only what 
experience is our starting-point, it is the mere stimulation of the senses 
a starting-point which ¢an be made brings to it, we could not know. The 
intelligible only if we recognize that'. line of demarcation between subject 
it presupposes knowledge i.n a form and object cannot be a rigid one. 
that is more than merely individual. Goethe was a profound observer. He 
In other words, it may be. that aspect _ had the insight of science as well as 
of knowledge in which ·a thinking -of genius. He knew completely 
mind is implicit or immanent even neither the mathematics nor the meta
when we treat it as an object in physics of his own day, and in con
reflection. sequence he made mistakes. But not 

One of the assumptions we tacitly the less on that account did he con
make, in religion not less than in tribute greatly, by the insight which 
science, is that our experience exhibits both his poetry and his scientific 
a sharp distinction between ourselves writings disclose, to the full compre~ 
and what is not ourselves. _But reflec- hension and interpretation of facts. -
tion seerrls i:o force us to rec~gnize that -- He saw that it was not only to without 
the self is .more than a particular thing that we must look if we were to get 
or event in the world. When we light on the foundations of experience. 
reflect the self is the source of fresh He found _it to be fashioned by mind, 
meaning in ~ts object, arid reaches over and that it was to what is immanent 
and includes and fashions- it. It is, __ in mind that we must look, riot only 
moreover, free to direct its reflection, for the foundation of our objective 
not only over the whole universe, b11t finite experience _within, -but for the 
to its own activity and to a free choice foundation of the outward reality of 
of paths. , __ Q_ur mental activity turns which that finite experience seems to 
out to be rriore than mere - passive be an outcome. It was this which 
awareness of a reality outside itself. seems to have been what he had before 
Possible thought, although it may him when he wrote the well-known 
be abstrac.t and expressed only in lines : 
generalities, is limitless in its range lm Irinern ist ein Universum auch, 
and moulding power. It enters into Daher der Volker loblicher Gebrauch -
the constitution of the meanings that Das jeglicher das Beste, was er kennt 
are essential in the constitution of Er Gott, ja seinen Gott benennt.1 

wha~ever is f~r . us .actual or. eV:el1 _< . .. · In the light of this belief in imman
po~stble. ~s 1t 1s w1th the ~bJective --ence Goethe interpreted both Nature 
umverse, whJCh we treat as 1f there without and Mind within. For him 
in?ependently of our minds, so it is the self necessarily implied more than 
wnh what belongs to the nature of the at first we take it to mean. This 
mind itself. The self of which we conclusion seems to accord as we shall 
are conscious implies on every occasion ' 
more than . it seems at first to have 1 " G~tt und Welt" (Proemion). 
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see later on, with what ·. we •find in the: · It.- we could conceive_ :an : Q.bj~ct ·.·or .. ·. 
character of our mindswh~nwe dive~t-· .:experience, actmil. or .iinagiMd,, \vhich 
ourselves of certain assumptions. . ·It .meant nothing at ··<lll; it could not be 
does not imply that we shall come face anything for us. . 
to face in our scrutiny of ourselves with Thus consciousness is from the wider 
any- definable absolute. Absolutes are point of view not ·only passively 
apt to turn out in the end to have been sentient but actively_ h~tdligent. It is 
only relatives, ·and this Goethe seems free and self-directing * .its modes of 
also to have thought_l On the other reflection, and it is thus that we come 
hand, we do not encounter in the fact to that order in our exper~ence which 
of knowledge a mere event in time and we call mind and personality. Indeed, 
space. For limited and purely relative the human organism; when interpreted 
purposes knowledge can be distorted in terms which extend beyond those of 
into such an event, as if an activity biology, even when still interpreted as 
dependent on that of the physical our object in the form of a physical 
organism, ·With a period and place in body, displays aspects which belong 
the world of objects. The self has a only to this fuller point of view, for 
brain and nerves upon which it seems the body acts intelligently and expresses 
to dependfor its existence, and as an intelligence in its actions. Conduct 
object ofand within our experience we of this kind implies nothing short of 
do not find it separable from its intelligence as itself included within the 
environment. object-world ·of nature with its many 

But the self has a significance that _ aspects and orders. · The Behaviourist 
goes beyond this. It is not only what School thinks that mind means no 
lives but it is conscious and has experi- more than the behaviour of the 
ence of its objects and of itself as organism. They may be too narrow 
among them. It is only as possibly in their expression of this' view, but at 
presented in consciousness, actual or least they have drawn attention to what 
imagined, that we can attach any was .... at ~imcs negkcted before they 
meaning to the object-world that, insisted on it, the presence of what is 
regarded from another standpoint, analogous to mind as ainong the facts 
appears so much wider than the self .of the external world. The New 
that is included in it. For that self Realists have done · what is 'not very 
knows as well as is known, and is different in the recognition they have 
subject as much as it is object. ·· made of universals as included in that 
Although an object in knowledge it world. The tendency of our time 
is yet devoid of meaning if, by our ·seems thus to be to break down the 
abstractions, we seek to exclude from separation of the -self . from its object, 
the fashioning of the actual the mind and, by treating the ' latter as in its 
that knows . . To be seems to involve nature resemblingthe fo~mer, to super
and mean some form of knowledge, sede the • controversy between idealism 
whatever beyond this may be involved. and realism. The gulf that was held 

· to separate Within ·-f.f.2!!1 Without seetp.s 
to be a vanishing one. If we can find 
a way of progress towards the idea of 

.,. · ···· 

1 See his declaration to Margaret in the 
first part of his Faust. · 
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an entirety to which both mind and 
matter belong, as no more than aspects 
distinguished in conventional habits of 
reflection, from the finality of which 
we can by analysis deliver ourselves, 
we shall have advanced some way 

towards the solution of the problem 
of the nature of the ultimately real. 
Hut in order to make progress we must 
endeavour to develop the problem 
itself in more detail. 



. CHAPTER Ill 

WHAT TRUTH 

WE fashion our ideas, not only of Christ was more intense than later on. 
men and. things but of gods, after So also it was with the pioneers of 
our own Images. Race, temperament, speculative learning.in India, the India 
individuality, the influence of social ·of the Upanishads,{)£ Buddhism, of the 
surroundings, all of these move us in Sankhaya and Yoga, ·. and other high 
different ways to become anthropo- systems of Hindu thought. When we 
morphic. •· The development of our bear in mind that Indian philosophy 
history modifies the standards by which arosemainly oufof a ' desire to regard 
we decide, even as to what we regard religion asreality, and only in a much 
as actual fact. The appearance of the less degree from any . attempt at exact 
starry heavens to a Greek two thousand . speculative conceptions, it is remarkable 
years ago meant something different t~g:tt£YC:[l __ i!lJ:h~.9I~!,i£ .. iq:!ight the level 
from what it means to-day. Its truth a t_t_<lil];£~L .in .. Jn.9:!~. "~;.Q"~!h1..9l$L!2. . . f;2lrly 
and reality had a significance different d£y_c::lQped. .. , • . 
from what we attach to it now. Not In our own case in the Western 
only our reflections but even our per- world accurate quantitative knowledge, 
ceptions are always in part influenced the knowledge which .. we sometimes 
by the knowledge which . is -that of prematurely term exact, has been the 
our own time, and this enters into . dominating aim. ~t_ depends, but not 
and unconsciously rriol1lds what we exclusively, on additions to such results 
assume hast'ily to be passively received _as have been wrested from nature by 
experience. . · . · . · observation aJ:l~ .experiment and tested 

Moreover, modifications introduced· by the meast1ring _~pgt .. the balance, and 
into experience as time passe~arenot · the clock. .·. Th~se .. re~plts, which are 
in every field so progressive as we mainly quantit~t,iy~~ .. W'e (.:X press in the 
suppose. For the standards of quality to,-rm , ofpripc}p1c;~ :y~_~c,h, .Qe;<,:ause they . 
in an earlier period may be higher than are general, are abstract ,, They, therf'
those in one later. Thesense of beauty fore, never. eihausf_.the riches of the 
and the capacity for expressing form concrete individmility of the object
were greater with the ancient Greeks , world. ..·· With literature and art this is 
than they were with later nations. largely otherwise. The latter do not 
The religious< sense of the inhabitants depend merely . on general principles, 
of Palestine at the time of the birth of although in their own fashion they 
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tend to conform to them. It . there- facts, and capable of describing them 
fore does not disturb us that we do in the past and present, and of enabling 
not surpass to-day Greek art · or the us to predict them in the future. But 
religious consciousness of the early · . the adequacy of conceptions, which go 
Christians. The quality of the images · as the direct teaching of experience, 
born of the spirit in the best periods beyond the individual experiences by 
of antiquity turns. on the capacity .of which they are te?ted in our observa-' 
the mind to interpret from a stand-: tion and experfment, to some extent 
point the sufficiency of which has to depends on quality. The mathe~ 
be different from that of the rnan of. matical and .physica1 ideas of the 
science, a stanclp~int from which values Greeks are to-day inadequate just for 
which we cant~ot question, because they this reason. Experience has shown 
seem to us to be inherent and founda- that · they fail both in r::,tnge and in 
tional, disclose t~ us whatis; in imagery content. No doubt it is in large 
that is individual, the highest in art measure because the results of apply
and religion as having meaning that .ing them have ceased to satisfy the 
is its own and of a different order from tests of observation . and experiment 
significance for. • science. . Here . the ··.· .that ·we. have rejected . them. But it 
growth ofvalue is independent of any was not this failure alone that in itself 
process of addition. What is meant by suggested to us the ideas that are 
progress in literature arid art in each current to-day. Our modern ideas 
successive period has to he judged by are the outcome of more penetrating 
tests of a wholly different nature from reflection, stimulated of course by 
those in physics: . ... ~e . are concerned shortcomings which experience has 
not. vyi,th _ q'?2.!H~Jy,_ ~~~ .. J'it,h-<quality .. · demonstrated, but itself the creator 
The values in literature- and'-;:\'rt, ·and of its ·owhconceptions. It was because 
in the history of religion also, do 112r .. of the. demands .of .. experience, but not 
seem to depend on the amountof \Yor ~ -as the . direct te~~hing pf experience, 
put together, but rather does the reality that Newton wasled to his discovery 
of what is accomplished show itself as of . the differential calculus. He 
indicative of the · highest standards arrived indeed at a result not very 
reached in the work done. different from that to which Leibniz 

Truth thus appears to hav.~ different.. came about the same time, but 
. meanings in diffeief}tl,<.inds of . humari . .'. his . reflectioii w'as impelled towards 

knowledge·. -- 'Arid ' )'ettffese '}nean:ings· .. 'that result along a different path. 
cannot be assumed· ·to - he • of · kirids .·:similarly, Einstein has evolved his 
wholly exClusive of each other. Per- new mathematical methods not in the 
fection in reflective conception is . one laboratory but in his study, as the out
of the most important standards of come of what laboratory difficulties 
truth in science, just as it is . in art. . have impelled . him towards as new 
The subject-matter to which this methods required by thought for deal~ 
standard is applied must of course be ing with them. It is here that thought 
different. Science is knowledge about and not mere observation has given its 
facts, pas~, present, and.future. Its further meaning to science and has 
conceptions must be adequate to the enlarged the range of experience~ 
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Both observation and reflection have 
been required and neither would have 
sufficed without the other. What 
appears plain in these phases of 
scientific knowledge is that quality is 
in the end inseparable from quantity, 
and that the former, though in a 
different fashion, is as essential as lt 
is in literature and art. The mode of 
approach, the outlook, is different, but 
the ultimate standard of perfection in 
range of knowledge is not different. 

At a time when science and meta~ 
physics can no longer be wholly 
divorced in the thorough-going way 
that used to be thought possible, it is 
of importance to observe the illustra
tion of the new attitude in a domain 
which is rapidly being recognized as 
one where both come in. Here we 
find fresh evidence in support of the 
principle that knowledge and its object, 
self and not-self, can no longer be 
scientifically treated as distinct entities, 
but must rather be looked on as no 
more than aspects within a larger 
entirety. In the progress of modern 
physics, and in the aid that this branch 
of science has derived from mathe~ 
matical reflection, lies one of the most 
cogent illustrations of how thought 
penetrates into and moulds the mean
ing of experience. This of course 
concerns philosophy deeply. From 
observation and experiment in the field 
of physics inquirers have started, and 
by these they have been impelled to a 
deeper and more searching criticism of 
their general conceptions. The method 
has not been to avoid hypotheses. On 
the contrary, it has consisted in making 
hypotheses and then testing them 
closely in the light of facts observed. 
But the hypotheses that have stood this 
test have always gone far· beyond any 

apparently direct individual experience, 
and to this no attempt has been .made 
to limit them. It has been of the very 
quality of high mathematical science 
that they should not he so limited. 

We see how, since the ·days of 
Galileo, there has been a succession of 
scientific conceptions of what experi
ence really signifies, all of great 
importance, but of a value. that has 
turned out to be relative :;1nd limited 
to particular periods. One after 
another of these conceptions has 
proved to be deficient in range, .and 
has been reduced to being a mere 
milestone in the highway of scientific 
progress. These successive views have 
had their significance altered and their 
range extended, and this has not been 
merely or even mainly due to the direct 
experience for which they have shown 
themselves deficient. It has been by 
more thorough-going application of 
the wonderful power of thought in 
criticism that they have been super
seded as century has succeeded century. 
Reflection has transformed the signi
ficance of things, eliminating ideas that 
have been superseded, and has even 
given things a new appearance for us. 
Newton invented his new instrument, 
the calculus, because the mathematical 
methods of his own period were no 
longer sufficient for the description of 
the phenomena of change which he 
had to investigate. The balance and 
the measuring rod and the divisions of 
the clock had proved by themselves 
'insufficient for his deepest problems, 
inasmuch as they could not take 
full account of continuity, however 

remained within the 
be used as 

could not 
the new 
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mathematical discovery which was due 
to his genius. The progress since 
Newton's time illustrates the way in 
which reflection has further advanced 
in the power to interpret and describe. 
reality, and in which it has coloured 
it. With him. his principle that . a 
body unde1lected in its course by any 
external force pursues that course in 
a straight line, implied that what 
straightness meant was known. He 
took space to be, just what the geom
etry of Euclid assumed, an objective 
structure of an unchanging kind in 
which things were set, and m 
which the shortest distance between 
'two points was of the same nature and 
quality everywhere, inasmuch as the 
system was uniform throughout the 
universe. No other conception of 
space would have fitted into his own 
system. It was the same with time. 
The events which occurred in it were 
simultaneous or successive in the same 
fashion and ..... the ... same meaning for 
observers everywhere. The disclosures 
made, as the outcome of the tests of 
to-day, had not been reached so as. tg 
lead to ci.iffi<::l!lties in. Ne\Vton's. period. 
Such disclosures have made it necessary 
to ask the question whether space and 
time have the same character and 
qualities under all circumstances, or 
whether it is not necessary to recognize 
that the relations experienced. in them.. 
are in important respects relative to the 
mind of the observer, so that there may 
be an indefinite variety of space and 
time relations the nature of which 
depends on the situation of the 
observer and on whether he is at rest 
or moving relatively to the objects he 
observes. This is no question of 
mathematics merely. It is one con
cerned with the general nature of our 

experience. Mathematical· language 
is the most convenient and exact 
language in which to describe the 
modern standpoint. Without its aid 
the working out of the principle is 
impracticable. But the underlying 
ideas imply a theory of knowledge. 
A very eminent contemporary mathe
matician ·and physicist has . recently 
declared that he could describe these 
ideas sufficiently without employing a 
single mathematical symbol, were it 
not for the fact that no publisher would 
print a book of the length required, nor 
would any reader be found to wade 
through it. 

It is for the development of the 
results of the principle that mathe
matical methods become essential. For 
in mathematics we can operate with 
symbols in a way that carries us far 
beyond what we can actually experi
ence, save in the relations between the 
symbols pictorially depicted. It is 
through this depiction that the symbols 
can be made the subject of experiments 
which lift us beyond what we can see 
or feel, in a fashion to which even the 
highsst-power microscope affords no 
analogue. 

Stated briefly, what the doctrine of 
physical Relativity tells us from the 
outlook of a theory of knowledge is 
this. Time and space are not, as even 
Kant took them to be, invariant forms 
which mind imposes as unifon~ on an 
object-world which it constructs on its 
own account. The relation of succes
sion from such a standpoint is, said 

. the Kantians, both necessary and 
uniform throughout the object-world, 
and so is that of coexistence in space 
so far as concerns the objects we call 
external. The forms of time and space 
must, just because they are forms un-
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avoidably imposed, be u~iform when eptities. They came to be looked on 
we observe in them. ·Relativity . physics . . a~ r~l.ations ·.· f?~hioned .. Jw ,abstraction 
rejects this idea as being ineonsistent .• £rp1;r1 the cliaracte_riS;tis:~ · <?( . ~he deeper
with observed facts. For the same lying world -· o(_ ~~P~Eispss, ,tP,e __ sim
rcason it rejects . Newton's conception · -plicity of whith had _beeir-ovcrlaid by 
of time and space as independent af1d reflection until - it had -been resolved 
objective frameworks of the experience c<mceptuallyinto two setsofderivatives 
which our object-world gives to us as supposed wrongly. to be directly appre
merely passive recipients. For they hended. The real \Vorld ofexperience 
can be, consistently _·- with the _ results thus -_came, -though after the time· of 
of observation, no more than rela- -Gauss, to be regarded as one in which 
tions, varying with differently situated what westart fromih our really initial 
observers, arising out of the interpreta- experience is _, not in ·space nor yet in 
tion of a basic though only partially time, taken as independent and self
formed experience foundational to that subsisting relationships, but is · an 
in which time and space relations arise, assemblage of foundational events in 
are brought into being, derivatively, which space and time are not yet 
and are distinguished. These deriva- artificially _separated, just because the 
tive relations _ subsist only between the source of their distinguishing qualities 
observer and what he observes, and exists in it as undivided. If this be so, 
they vary with his situation and with the inference must _be drawn that the 
his condition as at rest or in motion of quality of a space system cannot be 
different kinds. They are derivatives interpreted apart from thatof the time 

· arising from the analysis of what we system with which it is one in an 
are more directly aware of, derivatives experience which has not yet been 
which the effort to know exactly impels turned by reflection into two · sets of 
us to fashion. What we are actually · abstractions. Lines which coincide 
directly aware of is no more than and appear to he of thesame spatial 
continuously changing events, .un-... charact~r. .... and lengthl- c.c..ii _Jhey are 
measured and unshaped. Properly · ·'-observed iri a particular time system, 
speaking, such a field of basic change -will not so appear to an observer with 
has no dimensions, but as . time relations a different time system. Measure
are as much constructed out ofit as are ·Il1ents made by the observer taking 
those of space, it has been called a · himself to ,\:leat rest Ot\ theearth will 
four-dimensional continuum. . . . present themselves differently to an 

Preli_minary doubts as to the uniform ·· observer on the sun, which only 
character of the space i'n which things relatively to him seems to be in 
appear to lie had impressed themselves motion. Indeed, this is no strange 
on the mind of a thinker hardly less experience. We seem to see the suh 
great than Newtot\, Cad Friedrich" going round 'the earth, whereas in a 
Gauss, towards the middle of the · better view it is the _earth that is going 
nineteenth century: .. Later On there -mund the su~ . . ]t is the situation and 
was developeCI:··tp'e' view ·t~#~ . space and- ; motion of the observer that create the 
time .also are: tieither.unifo!~ ~h.rough- . perplexity; ·- _ . . ••...•. • .• 
out -tfie:universe,Hior are··seTf-contained ·. Ina.similar way we lea~n that events 

,,_,,,., "/<::' 
;..-•--, ~,. 
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which are simultaneous in one time observation is no longer a space line 
system may be observed in a different alone nor a time interval taken ·apart 
time system as successive. It depends from its space system, but what is 
on the changing time relation which a called a "world line," possessing what 
universe in whic? objects are constantly .. underlies the qualities of both and con
altering their courses a.nd velocities · sisting in basic change of a temporal 
presents to the observer from · a par· as well as a spatial characte~. Such a 
ticular place ·. in it. . If . he is in Sirius line cannot be measured on the footing 
he may find these rdai:ions quite > of the old principles ·of Euclid, for 
different from such as _ the observer on these imply . the self-subsistence of 
the earth encounters. As we change space and its independence of _ time. 
our situations and pass from rest to · For the same reason the "world line" 
motion with varying velocities, and which constitutes the actual separation 
consequently with varying curvatures, of two points in what is relatively 
the spatial and temporal relations to at least foundational experience, has 
us of our universe must change. The neither shape nor measurement. But 
principle of relativity forces us to . it has ascertainable qualities neverthe
discard the common belief in the less, which do not depend on shape or 
objective significance of simultaneity, ·measurement; and yet ena1Jle mathe
Events may pro_ve either simultaneous maticians to describe it in a way that 
or not, according as observers are - is strictly true whatever the character 
differently situated, and are or are not of the particular space-time system in 
at rest. which the world line is experienced. 

If this be so it is not difficult to see These qualities are called " invariant," 
why even inertial and gravitational that is, under all conditions ofobserva
motion have ceased to be separated or · tion the same, and they enable mathe
indeed distinguished at all by the: --:maticianstO find principles comrnon to 
relativity physics of· to-day. _ There is > all space-time systems .whatever they 
no straight line -ip. the ,olci •sensethatis, _ _ are. _ ..•• _Suclj .. _ spate-time ~ystemsvary by 
really experiencedanyw here ... , . Jn · all: '.,:_reason of ~he diffeten F~ignificance of 
cases the motioti- is curved in some ,.-,; measurement and shape which they 
fashion in accordancewiththe particular . present, and measurement and shape 
space relations ·which ··obtain. There ·have been extruded from the invariant 
is no necessity any more for regarding s haracteristics of worldlines, inasmuch 
inertia and the sort of motion that is as these do not . admit of reliable 

·all that _ we really find in gravitation ~stimation by the methods of everyday 
as manifestations · of two different practice. · .. · · 
forces. They are simply abstractions • · If we have, as of col.lrsein daily life 
of the same kind from the .motion of we do, to measure and describe in 
bodies, and can be exhibited as equiva-. ordinary terms, we · can do it reliably 
lent by mathematicaltreatment oftheir _ by applying to what we ascertain by 
characteristics. _ The universe being i1~ual .methods of · observation, supple
really one in which space and time are inenting knowledge derived from study 
inseparable, entetitig into the of the invariant properties which new 
reality of the the final unit m mathematical reflection has discovered 
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for us. The ' method is concerned '" offen~d us a . ' ~~d~t)L of scientific ,:. 
rather with qualitative characters than demons.trations, ::.based .: ··on .e){perience 
with quantities in the ordinary .sen'se, 'of the .niovt~ll~ni.' of light. ,between 
and it demonstrates how unavoidably. distant heavenly bodies, that the actual 
reflection and inference have moulded geometry . of . our r eal world cannot be 
apparently direct physical experience. · Euclidean. The geoll1etry of Euclid 

It is true that by science only ascer- after all is based, not inductively on 
tainable facts are .to be regarded as actual experience, put deductively on 
possessing physical reality. But .our his axioms, a collectioi1 of abstract 
view of the extent to which our own ' propositions aboufpoints'; lines; planes, 
ideas have transformed facts which we etc. Upon their strict truth depends 
supposed ourselves to perceive passively · the accuracy of the whole of his system. 
is always being modified. In science, Now these axioms could not beproved 
as elsewhere, it may be said with force within his system, because that system 
that " there is nothing either good or assumed and was founded on them at ', 
bad but thinking makes it so." The the outset. Nor could they be proved 
question always is what have we really by experience, for experience, as 
observed directly, undebauched by un- Einstein and Gauss before him have 
conscious assumptions. Events which ·. pointed out, has never itself been so 
seem to the observer on the earth to tested as to prove anything quite 

·have occurred simultaneously, may not exactly. Our standards of measure-
appear simultaneousin the system of ment for space as well as for time 
reflection to which an observer on depend ultimately on OlJr observation 
Sirius is compelled by his situation and of rays of light, and are based on ·a 
movement. The way in which the velocity of light which is not unlimited 
sun seems to us here to be moving but . is for practical purposes limited 
round our earth, whereas we are in and constant. Space being relative as 
truth moving round the sun, shows it seems to be, and what we observe 
how easily relativity may enter into being mainly points wllere rays coin
experience. If there may be an cide, we are not at liberty to assume 
indefinite variety of space systems, in that a ray of light is the " straightest " 
which space itself is not plane but · · thing there is. It is aU a question of 
curved in various forms, we mu'st not whether we are at rest or in motion, 
assume that what we call parallel lines and whether space has a curvature and 
can never meet. Mathematics, with what that curvature is. Geometry has 
its infinite range of symbolic concep- · to be kept in accord with physical 
tions, can easily .. construct ideal con- observation, ofJhe general character 
ditions in which parallel lines maY of which it is a theoretical statement 
meet, not, it is true, in the space we about the facts of experience, and no 
picture to ol}rselves in our daily more. For use by men and women 
practical life on · this earth, but in · here, whose individual space-time 
spaces which may .well' be ordina:r:y . systems vary only · · infinitesimally, 
space systems for observers whose con- Euclidean geometry may be treated 
ditions are different from what we take as sufficiently true for ordinary practice. 
ours . to be. Indeed; . . Einstein has . · when we are 
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engaged in observations of bodies at relations are therefore - basiC in the 
immense distances or in the study of experience of order in externality. It 
enormous velocities even within a small is only in the theory of knowledge that 
compass, such as those of the motions it is possible to inquire furtherinto this 
of electrons. Then we have to see basic condition. 
that we have corrected observation that But mutual exclusion in coexistence 
would otherwise mislead by taking care and in succession does not imply that 
that our calculations are based on - we can measure the contents of this 
the standpoints which __ the space~time relationship as basic or describe its form 
systems involved require for accurate as we do later on with relations in 
description. For the regions in which space and time. For the modern 
we can observe the very great and the doctrine of physical Relativity teaches 
very small in an experience which is us that the resolutions into measure
never static have become enormously ment and shape, although starting from 
extended in different directions. With the basic relationship between events, 
this extension our experience has dis- come themselves to vary - with the 
closed quaiitativeaspects of which even situations and conditions of the 
the greatest among our forefathers observers, and are different according 
hever dreamt. as they are in motion in reference to 

To sum up the result. If we se~k the events or objects they observe or 
for the most general and the simplest are at rest. It is only at this later 
character in the world that confronts stage that the principles sought to be 
us, we seern to find that what is established by Einstein and Minkow
primary is an aggregate of events ski, and in one form earlier by Gauss, 
which we distinguish more or less come in. Their teaching assumes the 

imperfectly. The series of mere events existence of a world of _changing 
belongs to a stage in experience earlier events as the foundation, with a quality 
than that of objects. In these last, so in the intervals which is of ah absolut<; 
far at least as -the world external to nature, so far -as. physical science and 

_____ us., !s. __ - com:.<;r_l1~g,j,:~XfJltS , )1~y~ _ . - b.ecoine .• -••.. iu!ld~111ental geo111etry_ are .concerned. 
>;,shaped ~ridJheir: .. :f.elitiori$toeach other . 'that .is ._what ..the. te.P,sor •. cal¢ul us brings 
•cart be measured: .arid described . . Bl1t ·.•.•us ,to_ . . Sp~tial arid temporal relations 
·. b~re.ex~ii1s:''inw]:He~!>w¢llq:S Qt.ltw~ici~ . as me;}sured ap_~ shaped it rules out, 

..•. fire . fOrniless' ' t~fepting so.· 'far- a.s ._ we •··· ·· as being of a • derivative order which is 
-,c~n ju~t distingt!ish,:. them. . .. The basi~ riot finaL · If the theory . of Relativity 
· ·relatiohship is thar<:>firiutual· excl_usion. j~- true it appears .tha.t the spatial and 

They may ove1:JM:>: ,or . pass illto one temporal · ~elations qf ,developed ex
another. But · primarily ..•. ·.they ····· an~ . perience accordingly. belong to . deriva
isolated in one or two fashions. They rive and subordinate orders, and not 

- either coexist while they shut them- to those primary orders in knowledge 
selves off from each other, or they shut which we shall afterwards have to 
themselves off from each other by being discuss. 
successive. Even in the " interval " · Here quality becomes important, the 
relationships of the highly abstract quality of completeness in conception. 
tensor calculus this is so, and these But, as already observed, it is not 
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chiefly m scientific conception that that expression to abstract prinoples 
quality has its distinctive function. we find that ]t fails. The function 
In art this function is even m:orc ·· ·of criticism seen1s Lv b<:: no more than 
prominent. vVc read Hamlet, or a to guide our apprehension of quality 
great lyric, and we say to ourselves that is before us in different degrees, 
Lhat beyond the per.ft:t:"1:ir:m of for:m but is before us in individual shapes. 
which we find giving meaning to what Such quality depends on_ no di~c<?n
is said, it is imposs1blc for us to gt:L ac..:tcd p:.;-::cubrs; 1 t clmrns vahd1ty 
even in imagination. That is because of its kind for all places and for all 
genius has fashioned for us the ex- periods. It is in this aspect of a 
p1·ession of a great standard in an character that seems to be bound up 
individual form. The standard we vvith the particular, and yet it enters 
recognize there is one different from into reality as much as do the 
that involved by the scientific thinker. universals of scientific reflection. 
It is the st~wdard of a quality that has How is it that in art as in science 
degrees, but degrees that do not depend uui\rersal and particular ·· are . thus 
on addition or subtraction, or on the brought into unison? How is it that 
interpretation of order in externality. aU reality pn:sents aspects which go 
The standards in . art and in religion beyond the circumstances of the 
are concerned with what the human observer and claim to be of a general 
mind accepts as most perfect, but na ture? The solution of this question 
reaches in a fashion different from that we must not try to avoid if we wish 
of the physicist. There seem to be to make way towards truth. 
canons ot value which bind us and T he purpose of the chapter now 
which proclaim to our minds their ended has been to introduce the idea 
universal validity. And yet these that it may turn out that the g~lf 
canons are not of the nature of abstract between mind. and its object, between 
prop?si~io.ns_, ____ }Ye .find . their . ex- . these.1fand the not-self, is a _ gulf tb,at 
pressiOn 111 forms that arc wholly is ·less definite than it is genet:ally 
individuaL I£ criticism tries to reduce taken to be. 
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of experience, even when that experi
ence seems to be of what is only 
individual. It seems, in our experi
ence of it, also to present itself at 
varying degrees or levels. 

For experience, as we shall find, 
always implies such divergences in the 
kinds or levels of reflection which 
enter into its constitution and inter
pretation. There is but one experi
ence, the world of the actual from 
which we start. But this experience 
discloses and seems to imply as 
essential in it degrees in its quality, 
degrees which are superficially taken 
to mean that the phases which embody 
them exist separately from and exclu
sively of each other. The working 
hypothesis that seems better is that 
these degrees stand for activities of 
knowledge belonging to different 
orders, and distinguished under differ
ent conceptions that belong to these 
orders. · In our experience they can 
coexist and harmonize in what is an 
indivisible system. 

We began to see in the third chapter 
how mind is essential to and moulds 
its object. The transforming power 
of reHection became apparent, and the 
sharp line between self and not-self 
appeared less definite. We cannot 
take as final distinctions, however 
apparently obvious, which are made 
only in an unreflecting way and from 
merely casual standpoints. But every
where we seem to find that, though 
thought contributes to an extent to 
which it seems difficUlt· to set a limit 
to the fashioning of things, still it does 
not make things. • There is for us 
limited beings always an aspect which 
remains inexhaustible and indefinable 
in terms which are merely expressive 
of general conceptions. These attain 

theiisi gnific~rtc~:····· ~s···ci~fini!lg \\'hit ;;e 
individual objects of experience, only 
when in union with that irreducible 
aspect, .. and we must se(oqis~lves to 
the task of trying to ascertain the 
character of this aspect ...•• we• shall call 
it the " particular,'' in • ()rder t<> .. disc 
tinguish it from whatis "in.diyidu<!l " 
in experience. For to give significance 
even to the latter reflection is always 
required, although reflection does not 
by itself construct the individual objects 
of perception. 

By our experience we tnean what 
we find as making up the system of 
the object-world of which we are 
aware. Into that world there enter 
both what we call sensations or feel
ings and the interpretations in which 
we set them. What is actual must 
imply both, if our world is to. have any 
meaning. That world displays many 
forms, all of them ascertained under 
the conceptions we bring to bear on 
them. Mere sensation tells us noth
ing, for example, of atoms or mole
cules, which for feeling are not real. It 
is when what we feel has been brought 
into general and abstractf()rmthrough 
reflection that we come to atoms ·and 
molecules, and to the order of .events 
in externality. So with life. It 
requires distinctions made by thought 
to separate off, as experience teaches us 
to do, what is alive, because apparently 
characterized by self-control in its ful
filment of inherent ends, from what 
is merely mechanistic. In personality 
again, which involves. the appearance 
of self-consciousness and also freedom 
of choice, we require for its recognition 
in our object~world yet another order 
of conceptions. In short, k17· ;Jedge 
and its object alike · depend 0 1. the 
appropriate conceptions concerned. 
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And thes~ (;~riiB,pti6tis, \Vhich.\Ve are., ' ihg'is8ilie····· concepti8~ .6tifihowever 
compelled .•. bYi tll.~ . .individual nature;. yague,it does• not••pres~nt .• itself as a 
of our· actual. experience to bring to / '~~tmd. We have • n~i)Botion of ·what 
bear, give their reality for us, as well ·sensation means unless it can be related 
as their sighinc~nce; to the. o!JjeftS S . . the. obs,9f.Vc;Jr llitl)~.~~f or sowe other 
interpreted .• • .L\~<trt frqtl) >the ,7111ea ·•· •·, ... . ' bserver. •• • ·<I tis thus fhat •• the real is 
ings they haye fpr us i tbes.e. objects. are ·;·;;; ~xperience, • •• actual. qr possible. • Nor 
not actual. Bea11ty is there for 01an>>) have we any warrantfor thinking that 

. but it is not there for a dog. . . sensation, ihpweverin so--called direct 
What do we. mean when we speak experience it is apparently .. , mere sensa~ 

of what is real or actual? In litera~ tion, has any reality apart from some 
ture and art we seem to mean what kind of recognition that brings it 
has a significance larger than that of under conceptions and • enables it to be 
the mere passing perception; something described. 
that uplifts what . is transient out of Still, this conclusion does not 
its transience, and that has in that sense warrant a belief that it is conceptions 
a character that is general or universal. that by themselves. constitute reality. 
In science, even ."Yhen it applies itself Thought does not, . so . far as our 
to an apparently direct and pure ex- experience teaches us, make things, 
perience of changing events, we are any more than things supposed to be 
seeking for truths that are to be general self-subsistent apart from mind make 
in order that they may be abiding. In thought. No universals, such as in 
ordinary daily life even we try to all cases are our thoughts, have mean
name what we. encounter, and to ing excepting as expressed in particular 
communicate its • possession of general applications. The actual is always 
qualities through •. designations that are unique and individual. We think in 
general. All our .words import what images even when the images most 
apply to resembling qualities in distinctly express qualities which have 
multitude of different · things. Even .. been b:ought to light as reflection dis
if a dog barks he expresses to us an covers general principles in experience. 
idea :which • is . of .. general application, A factor or logical moment of a 
inasmuch as he and we interpret . it particular nature is present although 
alike in some fashion. we cannot .always segregate or define 

Now these generalities are all of it. It is implied in the unique 
them descriptions in which what ·is individuality of experience. It is 
particular and so unique of its kind there even when we think apparently 
has a setting and is made int:elligible most abstractedly. x- y = 0, and 
as having a . collective meaning. If therefore x = y, seems an abstract 
what is experienced were not intelli- piece of reasoning, even when we put 
gible it would have no meaning at all, the equation on paper. But we can 
and would be accordingly non-existent only grasp it because x and y stand for 
either·.for n1an>orbrute .• • It would actual concrete • .individual marks, un
indeed be absolutely outside of any ambiguous • in our experience of them. 
possible experience and so be unreal. We can operate with them only 
Unless we recognize a sound, by form- because they are such, and are there-
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fore more than • mere universals or bare particularity. It is by putting 
conc.eptions. They are symbols which out of mind what is irrelevant to the 
we mterpret as conveying what is in kind of knowledge we are seeking in 
a high. degree general, but they have what is before us, that we classify, and 
not the less to be actual individual assign order and meaningin .our daily 
images. And this is so because we lives.. But we nevertheless experience 
cannot reason, nor develop the dynamic neither .classes. nor orders .e)(cepting 
power of reflection through · •. concep~ expresse4 in .. •.• thsir roell1bersr · ...... ·•·.·•·• .· ·. 
tions, apart from actual • ()r imagined \¥ith Jh~ .eq~,wUy essenti~lpoment 
individual ~xamples. But the aspect of the particular it is different. We 
of the universal is what interests us, can never prese11t t() gursdves even 
because it is that of which we are in in thought the partic~lar as s11ch. It 
search, and not the mere marks. The is only negatively, as· a limit which 
changes we effect in the marks are human reflection in universals can 
merely convenient methods which we never reach, that we can even refer 
adopt for the expression of reflection, to it. For when we try to define it 
and we care so little about them in affirmatively we always find ourselves 
themselves that we can perform this giving it a defined and . general 
particular operation of reflection almost character, and are describing it in 
as conveniently by moving pieces of terms which take us beyond the true 
wood on a board. Not the less 111 vanishing particular. Yet it is only 
each case do we require symbols to by transforming our general notions 
tell us what addition and subtraction into something that is concrete and 
signify. individual that we can reach reality 

It seems to be quite wrong to treat or give to fact as such a meaning. 
universal and particular as though they Particularity is a moment or factor 
were separate and self-subsistent factors which is logically as well as actually 
in our actual experience. They appear essential in the constitution of reality, 
to be only theoretically s~p;}~~l?kaspectS-·- for a mind which finds itself as an 
of the actual fact, what in logic are object within its own world, even if the 
sometimes called " moments," which reality be no more than an image in 
we distinguish by reflection, on an the mind. That is the difficulty of 
actual that comprises both and which ordinary subjective idealism. 
is always individual, and not universal But this particular rnoment is not'~ 
but rather unique in the universe in the less no self-subsistent entity. It is , · 
its subsistence in our perception by only in .its settingin universals, which 
itself alone. Our general conception transform it by giving it . a character 
of an individual thing belongs indeed capable of description, •. that it is real 
only to our thinking about it; it is a for the observer or in itself, and 
notion formed in a process of abstrac- the reality thus •· constituted is neither 
tion. Nevertheless it is an essential merely particular n()tJnerely universal. 
aspect in knowledge. It is formed The tw? factors are actual only in a 
necessarily, because all knowledge.. is umon from which they are extricable 
of the nature of abstraction from solely abstractions which deprive 
individual experience, and c:;xcltJdes th<:m all 
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what they possess in their union. The 
concrete and unique fact which the 
union expresses has both aspects, but 
the factors stand only for aspects of 
what is single and impartible, and they 
have no existence .. in independence; 
The attempt to run the particular as 
such to earth ends and always must 
end in failure. For it is a will-o'-the
wisp and not even so much as that. 
It is a limiting idea which we approach 
only asymptotically,· that is to say, an 
idea with which in our perception we 
can never come up. It has its function 
solely as a necessary moment in the 
fundamental reality from which indeed 
thought, always. abstractive, em by 
definition separate out what is general 
but seeks in vain to define what is 
implied as particular. The funda
mentally real is what we find in 
experience, and its form can be only 
that which we call individual. 

The character we find in works of 
art seems to bear out this view. I will 
cite a redoubtable witness. The cita
tion is from the little book which the 
poet Swinburne wrote about the sisters 
Bronte. Of Charlotte's genius for 
making the ·figures she describes stand 
out and live, as in the instance of 
Rochester, Swinburne says that this 
gift is the rarest of all faculties of 
imagination, when ·applied to actual 
character. " It is a.quality," he adds, 
" as hard to define as impossible to 
mistake." Art, Swinburne seems to 
say, is essentially directed to what is 
unique and individual. 

But it must not be assumed that the 
work of the artist is on that account 
independent of aid by reflection. As 
an acute French critic, Scherer, has 
observed in his essay on George Eliot : 
" Among all the contradictions of 

which life is made up, there • is none 
more constant than this--that there is 
no great art without philosophy, and 
that there is no more dangerous enemy 
of art than reflection." Bearing in 
mind the fashions in which Dante, 
Shakespeare, and Goethe, among 
others, have surmounted . the diffi
culty to which .•. Scherer refers, we 
need not be deterred from recognizing 

. universals as entering in some shape, 
even. in art, into the individual forms 
of experience. 

Every object in our experience, even 
when it is most shot through by reflec
tion, is in ultimate analysis, as we have 
seen, individual in character. It is 
not only concrete, but it is unique and 
stands for itself alone. It is by 
its nature self-contained, and distinct 
from every other object in the world. 
There may be an unlimited number 
of resembling objects, but each of these 
turns out, when apprehended without 
distortion by abstraction, to have its 
own unique individuality, and to be 
self-contained and sole, like whatever 
we first started from. It is so in 
experience in .. every form, in art, in 
religion, and in science. Even in our 
relations · to the other sex we fall in 
love with persons and not with 
qualities. 

And yet,. though individual and 
self-contained, each object of experi
ence seems to possess . the nature of 
what has been called the " concrete 
universaL'.' That is. to say, into its 
nature there enter aspects and qualities 
that are general and that can only 
be recognized and described in con
ceptions that apply equally and without 
restriction to an indefinite number of 
other objects. These conceptions as 
universals are required· for the recogni-
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tion and desC:dption·····•·of the original 
object. But should we. desire the · 
description to be unambiguous and to 
refer us to .the object a~ unique . as 
different from every • other in the 
universe, there is another factor 
demanded. if the . object or image 
is to appear real, and . if logic is to 
be satisfied. It is .. the factor of a 
demonstrative particularity which can 
be indicated only by shutting out all 
that is capable of description, . and is 
yet implied in what is individual and 
actual as even imagined. It has just 
been shown how particular and uni~ 
versal are not things separable in 
the ·real, but are the moments in 
individuality which the lv&ic of the 
real requires. What we encounter 
throughout our . experience is that 
universal and. particular have meaning 
for us merely as united in an individual 
form. The daisy on the turf has an 
infinity of qualities which are equally 
those of all other daisies. Such 
qualities we can name in language of 
general application. And yet what 
we look at and point to is not the less 
on that account particular daisy. 
What makes it so we cannot explain 
in general language. The individual 
of experience is a final fact. Not the 
less all explanation .is true only of 
possible members of some class. Even 
if we just point a finger and touch 
the flower this identification can be 
expressed only in terms that are 
general. The • daisy is this one, here 
and now. But when we move, these 
identifications by touch wilL apply in 
the case ()f . the •. neighbouring plant, 
because this has become here and now 
in place of being there and then. 
Such distinctions . as these are can be 
made out m adjectives which 

app!yt() ant111lhet.()f.sf~isiys. q Here " 
and .. ' ' now '' are thus themselves uni
versals. No do\lhtthe daisy we first 
saw •. was ... at st1c.h :lDQ.s1.lgb,.<t .. 9istance 
fro111 our hand. af. ;t\J?~£!.i.cl.lt~I)J1stant. 
But then .. so may be the neighbouring 
daisy if . i ~e . turn tOtlJ:l.9. ~n;d> a.ssume 
a similar position ..• It; \Vhat qoes •• the 
particular· ex:istense ii ?£·.•··• yithc:r <·daisy 
consist? Surely·. in. this that. it is 
just that unique and individualobject 
of.expcricnce.i>···•But· the ..•. uniqueness 
appears to involve more thanqualities 
by which no one daisy was really dis
tinguishable from the other. It implies 
that the experience in which the reality 
of the daisy consisted for us was more 
than merely general knowledge; it was 
an experience standing by itself in the 
universe. It was unique, not in virtue 
of properties, collected from our 
experience only through general con
ceptions, but in virtue of something 
more required by the_ object in order 
to make it actual, if it was to be 
present to us as just this unique· and 
unambiguously individual flower, dis~ 
tinct from all the rest in • existence. 
What this . somethi11g mor~/ is • • we 
cannot define affirmatively, for-when
ever we try to do so we find ourselves 
introducing notions of general applica
tion, which, being. of the nature, riot 
of what we are passively aware of, but 
of reasoning, arc not admissible. We 
can only indicate the aspect that does 
not so come to us negatively, accepting 

as a factor which eludes and must 
continue to dude our. reasoning, and 
which is yet esse11tial, because without 
it . experience is pot of ~h~t is actual. 
'[£e. logically nec:essary moment of 
particuLlrityis t.ht1s' .. so far as we seek 
to get at a cgnception of it, a concep
tion ··l.U~rely liJ:Il}~ii1gFq , th~. process of 
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reflection, a }i)J:lit which WC. Glll nO eluding such inference and thus under
more picture to ourselves. than we can stood, is the basic form of our know
a limit in an algebraic series. Xst just, ledge. Such kn~wledge, · however, 
as thelimit in algebra maybe required .·· cannot be . e;xclusively abstract. It 
for the adequate syrnbolic representa·. starts from and it refers back to experi
tion . of the se:ies,.\ so here. in our ~nee, the ultimate • charactpr of which 
common experience.Jthe particular is ·· is individuality,·· the • universal with •an 
indicated as . required in order to aspect in which it is in fact concrete, 
impart to. it unity. For our ex peri- and implies .the aspect ofthe particular. 
ef1ce is always>.passing beyond its Yet. that experience is also of the 
apparent fixity in thought; it is always nature .of its ~niversals, because apart 
dynamic and never at rest. It is ever fro111 what is generalit would notonly 
extending itself beyond what it is at be incapable of description, but would 
the insta1lt. be wholly without. 111eaning, and 

The actuality and unity which accordingly without existence. Our 
belong to the individuality of the inferences about what is individual 
unique·· daisy are therefore what we enlarge its meaning and so develop the 
cannot define by trying to resolve that significance of its individuality. 
individuality into an unending ·series 'Y.t~t ~rS .,.PSl_J2~!!1ElL~<~lJ.ssL id~~li~ 
of generalqualities lying beyond appar- a11.1 .. rs.~lis.II1 .. ssslll b()th t(.). bs one-sideu, 
ently immediate appearance. Outside ancC1nslifficient for the expE1nar1on- of 
the actual there is nothing immediate. the actual. The actual is the experi
We are driven back in our explana- ence which involves both thinking and 
tions on inference which always feeling for minds constituted as ours 
remains inference. Experience, in- are constituted. 
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particu_lar objects. In experi~nce ·rela~ depend on whether · the -observer ·· is · _ 
uons are always either developing-· ·to be treated · irs ~ at -rest or in motion-~'"'" 
themselves a,new or are-disappeanng. ·-:, of: different .· ~. kirr~s, · · :'curyi:linear __ or ,.,· 
They belong to an jnclu$ive ·process :·· re,ctilirlear. The · outcome ·ofacts ·of 
which -is . dyna.!Uic a.nd, which _.: nev~r · interpre.tatiop.? . tp?f"lla,ve· tee tqrg1 .q£·:; 
comes to _·· rest. . It . is .cmfy : 4p~'ivativelyi·::· . abs~ractio~s'tiqih: ~h.at.·isc rea:lly.-.fund<t,:,· ·-. 
~nd by_qbstractionthat we get to any ,·· •. · .ment~l in o1Jr . e?(}?e#e..h~~ -:o£,the qbject .. -.. ~ •. 
1dea of rest. , That was why f:leraclitl.ls ,world, . a_,. state c>t . Jhi]Jg;s ,ill. ,\Yhichvv5 .: 
long .. _. ago .• .. 'de<:lared •.•·that•_-alt things · __ ._ar¢ .• .••. ~re _aware •· of_··. t~le ·.£~~! <l~ •. - . tiJJ:l~=:lil\_e . as ······· 
in a state qf Bux, CJnd tpat i~ why no yvell. as space'-Jike, and. ··proce-ed .· bY .,,., 
one since ·has been able . >effectively. to-~·• rcflectiolli-whicli , ts ·gl#f.i:ac:t c fc(~i'Vorce-''\:' 
contradict him. _ _.· · .. _·· · ' , ... :: .: •·a ·teiJ.lporal _orde:r, - ~rom , ~ spatial: 'It .,.,, 

Now_ we_ find t~is. feature of self- · :·-is only when thii . aivoice nas,:·Deen ::--.· 
creation an.'~rchange <evident everywhere ·~·:·made that we re·ach the' (ferivetlaspee:ts; ~~-' 
in OUr . e:X_perien(;e. ltis ·so )atQ.iliar _:··made what they are by reflection from 
there th;IIOJ:l this account son1e people · differing but relative points . of view, 
have come to speak of expericrice as in which it becon1es possible to intra
consisting ina process that is dialectical. · duce the secondary ideas .of measure
They mean that our experience is no 111ent and of shape. . The primary 
static or fixed assemblage of discon- space-time basi~ from which the start 
nectcd units, but that.its essence lies in is sought to be made is to~day some
transition from · one idea to -another, . times called ·. the_ CQpti.putun, @d ··· has 
and that-its asp~ctsinvolve each other, become the subject of a science by 
even when they are so apparently which its qualities may beascertained. 
different as are spatial togetherness and But these fundamental qualities must 

. temporal succession, or even existence be ascertained in forms inwhich they 
~md non-existence. The aspects .which are invariant for all systems of me,asure- .. · 
experience . presents seem to belong ment; they exclude __ . relativity to an 
everywhere to a larger whole. Space . observer, for , measurement and shape 
and ,time, qre ,now, as we have already are foreign to their subject-rnatter, and 
seen, looked onby many physicists as belong only to a s.econdarystage. The 
being · n,o independent and uniform world of observation is a world of 
objective' relations oL things such as change. But even changeis not found 
Newton _ took thc:rn to be, but rather . in continuous form. Continuity is it- · 
as dependent on relations of order in <self an abstraction, unintelligible apart ,. 
the field of . observation that contains' ' . from discontinuity or discretion. It is 
the Qbserver ·and what he observes. therefore no~ surprising that modern 
Time·refersus to space, in tenus of research shouldhavefounditsel£ face 
wbi<.:h <'llqne , ,we; ican . n1e:_tslJf~ it, . _as or1 .. to face wit~ a r:~'Yl¥-?iscov~red phase 
the di<IlSofoU,r .watches, .• and Cinalog" .• or fact _,. in experi~l)~e, the fact •. that ··. 
ously space n~eans the coincidences of ._ .•. action, >that is erie~gy- interpreted as 

·~~~~s r~~ti~Ni~1u1ill~y~i~~ur-~-I~t?.~si{·;t~~t1~~~~~1~~~~~i~~:~~~J!~~Mi~~ti§li~§i~~:~? 
experience . .are .. ·CQ[lceive,d ... a~ .· ~ei,ng ~ ~.o:v"PSQ. i!;~S~~1bits/Hisdos~s:·activity .. in : 
neither .unifprnJ 11or sta,.tic. ~ · 'r~ef: ·the · form ac ·aTs~§n!§!¥6iJs ~~~quanta~:·:· 

,; _'_ :.'~: I •• --- -/ ... o(_"-·- ,·.,,•1o,, ;.'-:~/-' • . .:,., ,,":.''~·~;..:,v ------.- --------- -~-_--,,~>-~·,>'".~;~,~~i•'' 
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themselves presumably defined, and as space-like, and intersecting in . points 
found only in abstraction from aspects which we are aware of as positions in 
of continuity. .. ·· a field where all is in a state of change. 

Here, as in other regards, experience In the language of modern mathe
presents itself in forms the character- . matical physicists. all really . ascertain
istic .of which is terms vanishing into able facts are qualitative relations 
relatwns and relations vanishing i.l"lto between the coincidences of .such 
terms, neither terms nor relations turn~ world-points; .r~lations · .. which do not 
ing out to be self-contained entities. vary in space~time systems that in other 
The field of experience is just the respects themselves alter · with change 
process and theatre of this movement. in the situation and movement of the 
In order that its actual nature may b~ observer. Here we . come, at Jeast 
accounted for, we require a foundation provisionally, to a limit to the opera
other than • the mere abstractions in tion of th~ principle of physical 
virtue of which there is suggested to relativity, and to an apparently un
us the idea of a static object-world altering physical basis for reality. It 
confron,ting us, and subsisting inde- is in descriptions of quality rather than 
pendentiy of the participation in its of shape and measurement that the 
constitutio11 pf our. intelligence. The account of this invariant basis must be 
dialectic of experience implies more rendered. But if we recognize the 
than quantitative order in externality. relativity of shape and measurement, 
Its activity seems to be rather of a · and scrutinize its validity in the light 
nature akin to what we are conscious which the idea of their invariant basis 
,of in the activity of intelligence itself, throws on them, we are delivered from 
which is present as an entirety implied difficulties in . our apparently direct 
in every particular application of its observation that seemed ·· otherwise to 
activity. It is grasped as it is in our be perplexing. For' 1llind turns out 
consciousness of it that our world has to have . moulde<ithe ...• shape ··•. and · 
that un.~ty jp. <iifference that makes it · measurement of its ()bjects in. a way 

· a whole ·for us. of which the earlier physicists did not 
· Stich a. view may not be consistent dream, and the supposed objectivity 

with the old ideas of fixed frame- of the world has been brought within 
,,_works, such as space and time were -narrower limits-than they knew of. 

supposed. to be, in which objects exist In the contemplation of living 
unaffected by our perception of them. objects, again, we · are being forced to 
I'he new view, leading us . as it .does make analogous admissions about the 
•. to . g~r:p~t.P<Illy . changing .• experience .· it~ · inadequate .·. ¢xplanatipn of ·••·• facts to 
sslf ~.§ __ .the basis of reality, d~es no( which the . mechanistic ideas of the old 

··<tdmit (l~ ·:ou~ assuming the validity of biologists confined · us. . Here also the 
thos~ .·dassic;1l axioms of Euclid the twentieth century is witnessing the 
exact truth of which no experience has introduction of change. Conceding 
established. It is more in accord with all that the principles of evolution and 
the conception of th~ field of ex peri- ' of natural selection have to tell us, as 
ence as marked out by the intersection well. as the laboratory results of bio
~f " world-lines," as much time-like chemistry, there still remains a great 

c 
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residuum that merely mechanical <;dn~ But suc;h ends; manifes_Las they are 
ccptions do not render. The repro~· _in phenomena exterriql to, the observer, 
duction of the individual m~mbers of _ iu'e by fi(J means· >~ecessarily to be __ 
a spcc1cs <uid - , their inheritanc;e: _ of, ... - identified ~i}:):),~ S:~Hlsciou_s pu.rposes . . 
identical and specific _ form and func- :c }Nhen we _ conie}!to_,:;~:w}~~f;;)s _a yet 
tion, ___ s~em _ wholly _. l1nintelligible-unless :.-'-;highcr._ph.~se_ et ;G~p-~rJ~RSB\_ ~hat•_. we 
we resort - tpa- new. vie~r of .· life as . c()J1~_'·i• are .• ·aware of is . mfi\g_'}g~'~Jr;·?~r --Rl1rpose 
sisting in __ unc.9nscious · • • fulfilmept .-. of . characterized l-?y -~i,"e5{ ._¢4<'>+~e:''in'· ~hich . __ . _ 
ends. Life irr t;his _view operates as intelligenc¢ as ~ ~li()'le'~l1aibe implied 
the whple in which its living members in its integrity. : J,~hei:-e ··seem indeed 
mould themselves as .if influenced not _, ._- to I)c _-_ ex:~mplified intermedi:1te ·stages 
by causes ' 'acting from .. without, hut':' betwC(:~l1. the : mere:_:,sel:f.:rea:li:tatioJ};c ()f 
through ends· which are present in the _- ends apart from __ CQ[ls~iol.lsnes,s , and 
members- and are realized in their fully intelligent choice. - -lfis not 
changes. , It is hereagain no question necessary to suppose that the bee or · 
of action at a distance in space or time, the wasp has considere~ its path in 
but one of b(haviour in the immediate concepts of free rcflectiog before it can 
present. The principle of rational ·---.. find its way to itsholc\.werringly from 
order as prevalent on which probability a distance. Instinct, with its uncon
rests excludes ,the idea that the repro- scions selection, is a surer •. guide than 
duction of the individual_ descendants logical effort. . Iri •- ths ._._ former the 
of one or two organisms, where species _itself seems ·to _>be . dominated 
the descendants strictly resemble each by ends operating generally~ while in 
other in organization and are yet the latter there is room for individ
of myriad numbers, can be due ual _ freedom in choice, - and _therefore 
to mechanical causes, by necessity for error. Mistake is · the badge of 
separated intime and space from their freedom. . Mind, in this respect re
eflects, and . of the non-teleological - sembling both unc()nsciously sclf-realiz
nature which is all that physics and ing ends and instinct, isfor .everfreely 
chemistry can _ admit. The rational . fashioning wlwle.s outpf det<1ils._ ~~t 
view . and that to which observation for the mind that depends OJ1 senses 
points is one of the processes as signify- conditioned by an organism the details 
ing the direct and immediately present __ must remain contingenfand uncertain. 
self-reaiizatiori · of ends beyond -space , .. As expressed in_y.s mind isthys con~ -
and time separations and immediately ·• ditionedby_th-e ~oEgari'jsm an~Lis there~ 
operative. The same thing is-appar~ fore .. finite. · . •Its _ grasp• can~-.never . be'• 
ent in the phenomena of heredity. . perfect, and th_e ' c?ntihgency of the 
The ~ontip.uity there witnessed can < details can .neve~ b~'-\vho11y overcome. 
hardly ___ . be . the accident . of accidents. · .. -.--. ··-- What • seems .,sbii"· is 5~_at •• the_ rela-
It is su~slyi tb,e outcome of influence_s _. tions between evsnts, separated from 
that are gen~raLas -well as directly · eachotherintheir·orderinexternality, 
dominant._ , .Only the conception -' qf ·. ·· ~a11not express S:vc:h :.tdations as _those 
e_nds reali~ing them%elves in forms and, •- ·• b~tween .~nos -and the behaviour which 
functions . through --life from its very -t]ley control in: what is ·living or as 
beginning can thi§ continuity. ' those between th,inking aJ1d volition. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE OBJECT-WORLD 

OuR world as it is before us discloses, and free choice; gl1idedby t~dr\l!nder
as we have now seen, much more than standings ... 'f~ey l\_rl?"Y·119!~i1lg of 
relations in space and time, or even philosophy, but thcf" kr1ow· li1udi of 
than ends realizing themselves in simpler subjects belonging to their 
beings that merely live unconsciously. social life. 
It presents to us self-conscious mind in The presence in them, well as 
object form. I see other people around in rnen, of intelligence appears to be 
me and I recognize in them selves like limited by brain power. It is by this 
my own self. Thes.e I perceive in my that their capacity for general know
direct experience just as I perceive ledge is determined. Some of the 
myself. • Such perception is, not of higher animals have more and others 
generalities, but qf those ol(jectsin U1Y have less of this power. It is con
actual experience of nature which not · ditiol1ed by nervous organization; and 
only live but are intelligent like myself. the various animals can be classified 

But such beings belong, as I do into grades depending on the quality 
myself, to the external . world of .of this. ···•· They do. notreach the 
nature. It is in living organisms t~~1:.c ~g9:n~i5lEStpf hun1.an. beings,. but not the 
they express themselves for me. Such less they are up to a .certain level 
organisms are, indeed, finite, and con- intelligent, and have places in the 
ditioned by theirsenses. And yet I world as minds of their own quality. 
accept them a~ in themselves standing The organisms which we perceive 
for. subject in knowledge, just as I as included in the object-world are 
myself do. .. They vary ir1 the degree thus perceived as minds. What we 
in which they express mental qualities. observe is conscious and intelligent 
All men are not alike. StilLless do action of varying grades. But the 
even thehigher animals stand for mind object is .• in . such cas.es intelligence. 
as I find it in myself and in the human Mind finds itself in its. object-world. 
beings· 1. encounter .... But at··· least. in Thatworldisn9tmerely mechanistic, 
the higher animals 1 seem tp. myself and is not merely alive.. It displays 
to perceive •. what .• is distinctively of the the qualities of • the •• self in a .. limited 
nature of mind .. · The elephant,. the. aspect, just as. ml}ch as .those •· of other 
horse, and .the dog }11 understand up forms of existence. 
to a point. 'fhey. exercise free will But the • selves we become • aware 
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are not A dog sees on the 
ground an insect. His instinct, which 
is partly racial, tells him that it is 
dangerous •• and .may sting. It· •. is.a 
wasp, which he distinguishes from an 
adjacent .?Iuebottl).·. Intellig5nt know
ledge· ()f.a .... ~i!lci ~ .t:l1t~rs int? the.dis
tinction. ••• He sniffs it, keeping his 
nose at a distance. He touches it, but 
only with his claw. If he is sufficiently 
intelligent he may bite off its head and 
shoulders, spitting out the tail and the 
sting. The . bluebottle he recognizes 
as not dangerous and he eats it. He 
classifies in a rudimentary way which 
turns on possible sensations. It is his 
senses rather • than general reasoning 
that he relies on .. · .. Still, he does appear 
to reason in a limited way in guiding 
his action. This we see him doing. 
We are observers of mind displaying 
itself in nature, · mind in some degree 
resembling our own minds. The 
grade is different, but in both cases 
the object experience presents to us 
is one that knows, though the con
ceptions in which the external world 
is interpreted . are neither so high as 
ours, IlOL ,sg Jr~.e JJ()r of such range in 

the .. case •ofthe,ciqg.•···•··• •. · .... •·•········· •.....•..•. · .•. 
The. dog apparently.···finds his .• in-

dividl}ality ·ll1ore .. confined than we do 
PY. his own.Jiving organism. It is 
largely in sense experience. that he dis~ 
tinguishes himself from the world in 
\Vhic~ he exists .... I-Ie has no krlOw
ledge. oft45grac1e required.in.order 
properly to ·rationalize that · world, 
s() that ·difference ·from himself rna y 
become, as with us, a· diminishing and 
even a disappearing one. The nega
tive limit of the particular hinders 

such knowledge as he has, 
are 

find 

mind as the substance of his object
world ·to the extent tl1at .we do. 

For us also the. physical situation of 
the organism, and the limitations of 
the senses,. play a large part in dis
tinguishil:lg ••• the not-self • fro Ill. the self. 
Butnotso .definite .•..• a .. part .. For, as 
we • have •• seen, • in human experience 
thought is recognized. as entering into 
and • moulding the object. . What we 
have as our object inour consciousness 
of self is a self that is indeed an object 
in the world, .but an object at a higher 
grade ··• than that. of any other ~nimal. 
It is an object which is expressive of 
intelligence of a comparatively ·•• high 
order. Still it not the less presents 
itself in knowledge as an object in 
nature. But nature and mind .. cease 
thereby to be finally disseverable. The 
higher the grade and range of intelli
gence the more does there tend to dis
appear the exclusion of each by the 
other. That is what is meant when 
it is said that mirid finds itself in 
nature. 

Not the less the· self in its ideal 
form,. at the range which is only 
itrrperfe~tly attained in the • .human 
being · whose mental powers are con
ditioned. by the •· organism, . is a self for 
which the world is there, a world 
which only by abstraction is dissevered 
from it. · The power · of reflection, 
in which general · conceptions are 
dominant more than images, enables 
us to •· grasp the higher aspect of the 
human self, which. extends. the range 
of the knowledge which. is of its 
essence limitlessly over the universe. 
Perfect and unhampered insight of 
this kind belongs to a level in know
ledge which is not indeed foreign to 
our own, • but is, as experience demon
.strates, .. bt::yond its capacity to realize 
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fully. . Not. the •• · Iess· · .id~alistilfeR~ctiot1 · ... •·.· ... ·tion •··takts••·• pl<ic~ ···in -cOn~ceptiolls :·rl1at are 
and ... the . structu~e of experiencei itself generaL .····· ··. T~~t.js _!~9--~~t!i"~~:;pL .e!lr 
both ... point. ·towards. - · ~n - .,entirety ... •··.· ~f:! ;:· expcri~p;~e; ·~ : Tf'.is •• Hie•Iact.ft§ip._.which 
knowledge 111 which sul;>ject arid object .we-start and l!shi11d '>VJ;ich_·· ;ySSf.ln11o~~ 
ar~ _ .no. more· tha!l aspects . f~lling • •go; ... · 0n·!Y: ' ~of _ j§i!i9; ... 9.iJf~xsnt., from >:. 
w1tlun. 1t. .. . ... ·•·····.. • ... ·.. ... ·. . • . • ours t:<>l}Id. ·it be other:o/ise. · Fof our · · 

But .... with the •pri11dplG .. that #ie . ·. experienc~is;eq11ditipt:leci ;hy_ :f.hG •'mind 
actual is experienceitisvitf!l txom .oyr ...• -. .f(n:· which-it. is the • actual.· · · : _ •....• ;: ··•··· .. - ••• 
standpoint to be in earnest. ·. Too often But just as knowledge has degrees :~ 
this princ,iple has had rendered to it so the actual world h(ls degreeswhich 
mere lip service . ... It is stated, only to are 1llanifcstcd .in the 'forms of its 
be almost immediately forgotten. Out~ reality. Itis there as a ,final ,fact, as 
side the direct and individual aware- the starting-point. . Bui: . experience is 
ness which we find in self-conscious- · no static absp;-action. It is dependent 
ness we cannot get. We; can analyse for its very existence og/ef3,ection, and, 
it through . reflection so as· to · bring as reflection is activity so is its creature 
before thought the universals and ideals activity. The sciences ar~ , th~ v~rious 
which . fashion . its expression, but the . modes · in which it is .·resolved into 
expression itself is not transcended in general principles, noone?f ~Iwm ~ver · 
our immediate awareness. What is exhaustive of all . its aspects~ The 
true ofourselvcs is true of all human beautiful, thegood, and the divine are 
beings. . Others may excel us in their aspects which experience presents for 

·sense of the significance of . symbols knowledge of kinds other. than those 
or in creative imagination. . They may which arc appropriate to the. special 
fall below us in· these things as we sciences for which they are required. 

. think that the savage does. · But the The former illustrate val~es in experi-
object-world appears as a common .one · ence, value$ which imp_os~ ; on us 
for u~ all,however its appearances may authority becaus~ o£ the sonstitutioll ' . 
vary mdetail. For it is conditioned of our human minds, as. do analo~ . 
by the level abqve which the human • gously the SO-'Called laWS of nature. , 
organism i s ·not capable ()frising. The :·- .AU. these bel()ng to t'tid. enterinto 
dog, ~ith hi.s. ~at head. and 1imitec[ . ~.Y<:;r.y constitution of that · experience 
brain,has ·aworlclwhich is in ·themain .. -.· .• which, as our .object, is a ,final .fact for 
ideptic~~-withours, but he is precluded ·· our minds. . But · that e xperience, not 
by his stationi11 .nature from fashion~ ·, being static and being int~rpreted with 
ing it a.t the degree and with the range · ·a boundless variety · in. the. range .. of 
that are ours. ..... . . . . .. ·· .. ·· .· . .• . . abstract reflcction, .• isn() for~igh .object 

Still, in botli cases what is founda- . that hems in the ai:tivity,gfith~mind. 
ti?naj . ~S jqy;>wl.edge, . present indeed· at/ J t lS : o!fly ·t!j~f ~liicll }fic ... mi·na· .has tO 

. d1fferent .·• ~~grees. . . ~uch knowledge . acceptapd gn which thought wor~s. 
does nottn; tge.· cas.e. <:>Lfinite selves , Experience is no. substance wh1ch 
~reate its . object~~odd; it oniy, by .. can be dissected 111to parts, some .of· 
mterpretl:ng -..yhat it cannot c()ntrol, . which . are . . !llcch~t)istic, . ... s.?J.Ile blO
fas~io~s. its . existence. · ... The W(>dd i~ < Jo.g~.c<ll1 . - · .. and. S()fllG ,. m<5~taL~ . J ,t 
an md~y1dual,world ~n~it11~ ·interpreta~ · · dr nart1ic activity <that is constant 
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its exhibition of degrees and levels .of · We have now said enough of the 
varying kinds, all · of which may relation between experience and actual
char~c,ted~·e .an ~bje~t- >that remai-ns-.: . .ity-to enable .. us Jo. procc;ed. 
identical ··jllroligltout . change ·· in-·· its···; ·· ... 'fhe . work .. . of ., J;_e;fkction in · .. the 
various . aspects. ·•••··· •.·····It is thc.; cqn~tenCQf· ~-~~onstitution ·. • of physical ·.· theory ·· . is a 
our minds, ircludingall that 'ire ·se:¢,,,;:;''.J?rin<:iple . ~s ml.l§~ p£ th.e theory of 
£eel, RS~f·. ta~\~:. stneil,.a11d thin.k about: ' knowledge as of' mat~ematics. ~ 
All itsp~asd ·aFe presentin it; ac:t1,1ally Ion~. a.gp ~s 1893 the>l;!te F .. H. · 
or i~a~itt~tiv9ly. . They •. are ~sp~cts in.· ..•. ~li9I~x;z~·~!!l~i~!I¥--a:--.-~-~!ie-
an mdlVlsrble -entirety, and1t rs. only •.. · matrctan out as an · <:X onent .· ~f__the .. 

fle~.str~~!~~ s:~~~s~d-.ib~l:~~ ·~h~·~::~~~~·:: .·~~~t~J~~:~~~~et~~ 
of th~ real as .we are aware· of it in ou'r "'J.[fYJ.£?!fiF!J?:_~. 
expenence, not asseparate from us but • He hefdas tlie :resul~at there m1ght 
as there for the mind. That is what ;. be · in> our worl<;I · a va:riety <>f wholly 
some of the greatest philosophers and divergent systems of time ar1d · space, 
obseryers that have lived have takeni t .· respectively ·· relative. to the. observer . •. . 
to be and t? signify. That . is what •. · That was • before Ni:[i11kowski • and 
Goethe ir1 'particular seems . to . have.· Einstein had . grriyeq at • a· similar 
interpreted it asimeaning for himselL result by mathematical methods. They 
No doubt it requires reflection to dis- were all three a.t one' in holding that 
entangle for us such meaning, and to reflection has entered into the £uncia
enshrine it in general conceptions, and mentals of what had been too easily 
in our poetry and religion. But cone taken to . be direct awareness unc 
ceptions appear to be fundamental in • moulded by thought, and, as reflection 
knowledge and in reality. Our minds · operates. relatively, ths circumstance 
are not all alike, but in foundational might, they . held, · give rise to vastly 
character thcynot only resemble but important differ.snces. . Jl~at is the 
are iden~ical . .ii1 th~ sense in ~hichit pril1~iple of the; . n1oderl?. ... do'cill.rr~ .. .. ?f. 

:<· i ~s - thougll.t., ,: ~~<)QSc that, .. bt;ii1g ·n() •· evef1t·, . 5~'§tivgy;:::.:Jt~gefs~~iia''Dt . i'ificllsc:~v~red 
~ :111 the:extern:alo·w()rotd,_prestmts . identity,,:,: assumptions w ll,ich_ wet_e unconsqously, 

::c- · ' J_t_i~_!9 .. h!l..!9:~n 'nature that we have to . moulding our view of what W'e seemed > 

;,,_ t~l{_ri~:· r§C'(}~li.1fa'iti,g-~·oint~ ·and it "is ~;.' to know .without qpp<!rerit mediation 
·. ''io filinun~fuFe;·--wi-rli-th~ " range · tha< ·, .. frmn our thinking: .. · .. . 

' it .har f!,~JP , b~ing of. the charact.ef, of · ... The entirety for · presentation and 
lcnowl~gg~~-~: ~f?:~t .w·e torne ipa~;k: Al,k< . reflection in . \Vhich the ··.·.object· world 
scien~e. is"'simply~- the ·analysis of .a · ··appears to .• bec?rne . ad~al is thus a 
ront~&\t .•. ,~hiFh .. is .. ,divisi?Is.. ()J11y . f~?i .. whole •· containing •.• . ley\lsor •• degrees•• in 
rcfls,cti'b;h;' ·~n4 : ~very ·doctrine •. of.vallie!) ' .· .which···· relations .····. that are. higher than 
is .. £9Ef~!D~~<±~~2Y.i~!} ,. i:h9 s~g1e. EO.{lteht. • _we suppose may become obvious as we 
That . this . conte11f-can . present" t rseiF• progress . .. The ·ideas of the cinorganic 
at higher"·.; . .J~v\%ls ·:A1or<. knowledge ' th~ ·~·gn<:i . gf · i,ife are · no~ _'the only ideas . 
miiid .:eveif~':ot-·.tnan tells ,·· us.· , But.'· .. required if .reality is :to-be interpreted 
)~con$ist~q.cy ··a;nd ·insongwit_y, ,:tP,er~ ) sc as it discloses itself in its fulness to be . 

... .. .. hoiie~"'"'"":;;;.,:,.~"~': :.;:,_''-"'~ :.:..c:::.;.' .. c••·::'"~=·•e .,L .. : ...... ·-;.por..itisin:knowledge an4. through it 
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that meaning and existence . are • estab
lished and extended, and. to the range 
of mind and of its work we do not 
know the limit. The.· ethicaL systeni 
of human society is • not there for A 
rabbit, though for us it is actual. 
Nor . have beauty> or religion .. any 
significance for . the . rabbit... They 
simply do not exist; It is only for 
a mind at our own level • that the 
world we know can be. Intelligent 
animals, like the ape or the elephant, 
may have experience of a world more 
nearly like our world, but our full 
world they do not experience. Out
side possible experience there thus 
appears to be nothing actual. It is 
in its levels that the distinction 
between kinds of experience lies. 
Truth, beauty, goodness, these are 
facts of no world short of ours. 
They take us beyond order in extern
ality, causation, living structure, into 
orders of a higher significance that are 
actual only for intelligence that is 
adequate to them and apart from 
which they are not. A dog is 
intelligent. He can separate out and 
guide sheep. He may understand 

_directionsgiye~ i toi hin1 as to· •.. the - • 
chase of . a woundeq part,r~~ge in a 
turnip #eld .. > ~~- m.a.x".~hg-w delight 
in the flas~ing __ gy ·_gf_Jl1~ "-gbjects. he 
passes• i11 the Jl1otor:-car,,._ill'i \YlJich. he 
is seated. •• •.- •. · .J3uti11S \YiHibe 'J'~~ble • to 
take in••kn9wledge ()fa.Jl~gl}.e~ _order. 
For •. his head is flat. a{ld. ind.ic:ates a
limited developmel).t .of his brain. It 
is the absence of higher brain organiza
tion that limits the develop~ent of his 
mind. The organization. is 110 suffi
cient instrument for fuller intelligence. 
Just so insuflicien t brain power limits 
the scope of mind in the human 
beings of our object-world. An 
angel, if there be one, may have 
knowledge of a different degree, at 
which the particular, as a • limiting 
factor, has diminishing • ·significance. 
For particularity is, as we have seen, 
just a negative to the · progress of 
thought, and we must not assume 
that such a negative has at every level 
of knowledge a function. that. is final, 
even in perception. In mind, as it 
confronts us in our object-world, 
restrictions appear .• to be • bound up 
with, ph,ysical form. 
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IF the result of the inquiry up to this 
point be a true result, the relation of 
knowledge to the universe is a wholly 
different one from that set forth in 
Professor Dewey's book. Knowledge 
becomes for us the basis of that 
universe in a new· sense. Knowing 
and being cannot in ultimate analysis 
be separable. 'fo. be present to mind 
as its object, actual or possible, past or 
present, is to be in the only meaning 
that ultimately attaches to existence. 
Within an entirety of which we 
cannot make a picture but towards 
which our reflection . is compelled, 
subject and object fall as distinguish~ 
able only as .phases withir1 it. 

Knowledge. is thus . foundational, 
and all that is, however apparently 
self-subsistent,· 1s resoluble into forms 
of knowledge which extend to feeling 
and volition. This of course implies 
a revision of the idea of it as a 
property of some thing. There is 
nothing excepting as a phase in our 
object-world. ·•·• In our experience we 
find the self that knows. to be limited .. 
That is because we find it with a 
station in nature, as an object that is 
conditioned in its selfhood. But even 
the self so found implies a 

at which, at a 

unending pursuit in experience of the 
particular culminates in a.· conception 
of mind in which to think must 
signify not less than to create. It is 
to mind conceived as at this higher 
degree that we seem driven for the 
solution of a problem which concerns 
intimately the character of experience 
as it discloses itself to us, a problem 
which is apparently insoluble in any 
other way. 

Mind itself presents aspects in which 
we find it as belonging to our object
world. Only under some such aspect 
are we conscious of it as an individual 
object. Our consciousness· of self is of 
what is . self included in our object
world .•... I sit in a chair reflecting. It 
is " I '' who am reflecting, but an " I." 
who· am known to myself as a living 
organism, seated in a particular chair. 
I may have a further significance in the 
universe, but at leasfl have this place. 
Vvithout my living brain I cannot 
think, nor can I apprehend in percep
tion excepting so far as I do so by my 
organs of sense. . These do not appear 
to be instruments of any independently 
existing entity called my soul. I have 
no experience of any such independent 
object. But my brain and organs are 

not only of what is alive 
different level of what thinks 

c* 
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and f~ek They are them~elves - ~ny -· and of a sdeiety ·{>£. human beings and -t 
soul in so far as- theythink and feel, - - of _ animals and plants. _- These are 
and as the instruments in .which think- - present in virtue , Of my faculty of __ 
ing and ft:eling have tp qpress .them- ' ;interpretation,-a faculty ' 'Vyhich a rabbit 
selves they litnt t my souL _ Soul . and : would not fully -possess even if it 
body _are . apparently _not ._ distiqcr or- -_ should _see as I 90. . It may • show -
self-subsist~pt . entities. •.••- .. They seem ·_ .... some •interpret.~tiye (.:~pacity, .but none 
ratherto be the same·.fact ••• in_ .. -_ dif£etent at • the higilq J~;:yel,~ - ,pf mine.i .The • .•••••••. -. 
aspects,_._.-. made . __ what .-.· •. they •. • •. ar~--••--- undeF ... _ higher_.aspfct~ 9<?. :11Q~ ;i~---~fl-Y _igt9lligible __ ,--_. 
differe_nt _ sets . of ·-- conceptions, -Th( -·'sense exist fof· it,: altl_10ugh they exist -
operatlon of- these different aspects is for a human mind: , - ___ - ; .... ____ ;:-_ 
apparently inyolvedinthe .- signification- - -- We ---have · experi:ehte; -'htil ' whaL'do - ·:·
of experience. They belong to differ- we mean when we . refer to the 
ent orders in knowledge. But what -individual selves that 'have it? _-_ The 
at first glance we • take to be, in virtue answer is we mean something of 
of notions _ which we have brought to which we have experience. We n~ean 
bear, sens<ttions directly apprehended _ organisms that know and have. stations 
without Jnediation by. reflection, turn · in nature from which they· know. 
out when ~eflected on to signify sets The self turns out to be more than a_ • 
of general ' corceptions mediated by merely biological fact. !tis an.intelli
new ideas as they progressively present gent organism, and its intelligence is 
themselves in higher orders of know- of a human order. Inasmuch as itis ; -
.ledge. I see _the portion of the park - intelligent and knows it . is no _mere 
lying before my window, though I thing. It is thus a centrc .and focus 
cannot see the more distant regions of ·for its experience, anq_ is real . just jn_ 
the city in which I live. Yet: I have .that experience. Whenit feels it does 
an indirect _or mediated experience of more than feel. _ It interprets in conJ 
these last. Lhave visited and remem- ceptions. In such conceptions we 
ber the more distant parts, and 1Jmow._,.11ever reach a final limit; ·-·Reflection 
that they ex:ist and what they would extends the range without assignable 
be like if I went there. J have seen · Emit. That is because reflection 
them in the past, and I am convinced . means thinking. · _ But ·the thinking 
by reflection in general forms that if . that extends the rang<:: a[ld -finds its 
I went to them again Jshs>uld have .a .,.nature in the process, although limit
similar experience. It is only through less in its capacity, shows as it proceeds 
conceptions, which are genyral. and -~ ·"1Ilorc and more of general character 
being such can be defined, . that.they the further it reaches. \Ve think no 
are now present to .nJ.e. Even :at .this :_· doubt in images, but the images lose 
mon:ient l form, such conceptions .of :.in definiteness and de~qiltheti1ore we 
them by interpreting. indications ... that ·----•-----· .. throw them in our .interpretations into 
come apparently directly to my sense~ ., system. . The further we progress, too, · 
from a distance. t\_~ regards the-'park-,: towards the conception ofa_selfthat is 
at which I ani now J()Oking?: :-.what I _-: :tq . he ,alHnclusive:· of -its · worid~ ·"the 
have before 1ne also_impliesthe ~-J?ploy- ~ -more eva~ivc; . d9e_S'_ -_:its:.)ndivldua1ity . 
ment of fm:ther g~neralnotio[ls; oflife ., become. So . hr-. as, our experience of 

- -
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this is concerned we are driven, ' as in . We cannot deri:ve _light on what 
mathematics and physics, to rely on thiscondusion implies from analogies 
investiture by reflection _. of . such fact{_ ~hich .. are _. drawn , Jrom the outside 
as we are concerned with. _ And sqirr_;;woflcl, r1or yet·. from iucha mathe
truth are. we irgpell~ci.ir( fl;lirsic ' _;;uid :~in _ IIlatipal af).~l()gy ' a~ the centre of a 
religion. ' These, too, hav_e meaning, .ccirde. . For: such conceptions are 
and existence • • oply . for . the: mill4-; t~C}f ·_- niainly • conc9JPtd ()nly wi~h order in 
can _reffect . . -.••• Itis.·().!llY ~or the .·•-externality. , BJJt tf.t.e. relation of the 
mirid \Vhif~ thi(1ks t~at il'll~gery _ ~~s .• ... self iJ1 exgerie11ce tcJit~ ()~n • experience 
signiiicanc~ or reality. · - . . . . . - . is ·no • relation . g£ externality. Its 

Jhe self thl,ls turns out . to be th~ experience is , tlie" self and the self is , 
central activity in our thinhr1g to its experience . . ; The ,relation is the 
which we refer our experience and in final one of mind and an object _ which 
which that experience is centred. It falls within mind. · It is a relation in 
is not capable of being detached from knowledge, brought ·to lightbyan act 
and made in isolation from its world -.. of abstraction which is i11 its essence 
an obje~t fpr . direct apprehension. conceptual. Themi~d and the object 
Itself . the condition of. experience it are no separate existences .. They are 
cannofas such pe an • image to be dis~ aspects within an .entirety ·the nature 
covered init. . Not the less the percep- of which is to ,be a!J-ipclusive. 
tions which have their unity in it imply From experience \Ve set out, and · 
the self as th~ §ource of the active ideas apart from ) t, j n ., actual __ or possible 
which give. them .their significance. form,. reality has no meaning. But 
It is in each of us foundational of our .experience is for the self no external 
experience; although in perception it is , object. The work of reflection, the 
not detachable from that experience. activity of . thought, is always present 
It is, the activity in comprehensio!lr .• .. in it. .• The work of reflection • can be 
identical in all · of. us, whi~h - :renders • apprehended ··. only conceptually. with 
~pprehension actual as well asintelli~ · reference to the supjectin knowledge, 
gible. ''Tllat was what .Kant told· us · but it is nonethe-less-implied in the 
long. ago. -.-: , Only through the resolu- -· object. The· other sidt: . of .this . truth 
tive pow'e'F' ··()£" mind, exercisable by . is that refl~cfion gives us .all we know 
abstraction.- ~n concepts and not in any of the self which, just like these, is 

. concrete images" can we determine · incapable of being dissevered from the 
· ·•.general character in mind. And yet - object~world. · _ ... · . . 

it has ·no.-.;objective existence sepa~ate; .. Object and. subject ;1re . tlms not 
from the experience into which it different or distinct entities. On the 
has entered. · · The self is always contrary, each enters into. the very 
an .. i!ldiyig}~?! ... self, ?lthol1gh jt is. and .. nature of the: other. ... It is only by 
sigllifies_ P:!Qt(; tha11 this,_ a11~ . is not_ .•. abstraction, that js by excluding from · 
detachable from its experience. . It is . reflection what is implied . but yet does 
a self which, because it expresses itself not concern our immediate purposes, 

·· in an .organisrP,, -has a station in the . ·thatwe speak of~hem as self-subsistent. 
object-world. Qf)l,:;!tl.lr~, agd ~ 11ame and ~ , Such abstraction is . required for the 
iden_tity there. ·advancement of knowledge and for 
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facilitating definiteness · in . provi~i?pal detH.inining PC>W~l".· Qfr~fiectibn. . . In 
definition, but · it prevents us fron:i the"(}!Jject of~rt ~he .two ~S.£.e,~t~ ~hi~h 
being aware of the · whole of our ·. "¢nt~_r irifo.;.:Jh,e::realJ)u~?t;,. to .. pel~dls- .· 
subject-matter. ·· · 'Just becauseour know~ solubl¥. qnited .by:.:;~e af~i§~~sZf~Fl}lt_Y 
ledge requires its methods • we are ... c;>f: .Jmg.ginJng . ind~~iduaL ;,fqtrns.:, .. H1s 
confronted with the ·necessity . of gift is required to . Fft: t~e piftl.lre or 

· abstraction at every turn of thought. . the poeJ:n ; : :l_b()ve,,;;. the t[~X!,S.i~nce, C>f 
In order to be complete. knowledge fOmmonpl~ce expfrience,, , ~pdt() fill 
must therefore . be explained as in dud- / with significance of ~t.Qlgh E!.Q9 .. iYP.at : . 
ing .. not only its objectbl}t .theph,ar.a·st~r-::,;by. .. i(self, Gan'2b'~tt'at21ft0st;;a- qate~ymbol; ·•"co 
of its own processes.. All that is, was, · It is in meaning here ag~ip · that J}ie · 
and can be, falls within it, and it is truth lies for the attist. The meaning 
thus foundational to reality. . But if cannot b~ renderep ;it1 J he..:.QI"digary 
this be ·· so, and . if . knowledge · exhibi-ts universals of inference. . It is :expressed 
levels in the notions applied in it, and pictorially and depends on the sen
degrees depending on these levels, then . suous quality of the image created, as 
the levels and degrees .which know- well as on a level in interpret~tion. 
ledge exhibits must display themselves . The universal comes in, but does not 
also in the universe which is the object present itself as abstract in the .art that 
of . knowledge. Art an.d religion, in . ,is of the h1ghest kind; It comes in 

. so far as they are concerned with our only in a concrete symbolinto which 
actual experience, will have their the work of thought enters, but ·not 
significance in their own ideas, ideas into anything that can exist without 
which may be, both in fact and in the co-operation of sensuous imagina
logic, irreducible to those of science tion. 
without conflicting with the principles What is actual in art is therefore 
which rule there. For the two sets of a nature that ~tritself has a varying 
of ideas ... belong to different d01nains material; But it ·iswhatjt· is.because 
of knowledge, . and the . principles on . of that as pectin itth~t rs:m.~ip.schange
which they base .themselves belong in less, atid is riot dependent on.the ~ tirne 
the case of each setto its own domain · and space to which belongs'the element 
in knowledge and reality. They have of feeling. The object o.f art is thus 
logically distinct places in the full what abides throucrh change, and this 
system of knowledge, taken in its is true of painting,bofpoetry, of music, 
largest sense, and in experience they of every form of art. It is also true 
do not conflict, when we bear in ·mind ·· of the religious tonscioti_sness. It is 
that the domains to which they belong the revelation of what is not subject 
are domains of wholly distinct orders, to time or space in thoseto whom it 
which ·. wust .. never be confused or has come that gives to them. the sense 
sought to be redL1ced to each other. .· that in this ldnd ofknowledge the 

The individllality that is character- ordinary problems of life are not only 
istic in a~tredeems at once the .form- . transcended but have ceased to present 
lessness of mere . feeling, and the themselves. . So far as it can in the 
emptin,ess of ~ler~genera.lity :divorced . ordinary . sense !Je caJled. knowledge, 
from 1ts bodily express10n, by · the ..... · ~uch kno\Vledge is of a· dlfferent level 
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from that of science. ···• .The .relati.ops 
of order in • externality which have 
become for most • purposes the begin
nings ·of. wisdom,. have cegsed to be 
the end of wisdom. < 

It is thus .• that art: ~~d · r~figi8ri •. lift 
'> above wh~t. is .. J:llerdy transient 

r.I •.• contingsnt,.however .much.their 
·aphors •• and similes .• may. be ·drawn 

the passing experiences of daily 

it not be supposed that this view 
.e actual as fashioned by mind in 
.vledge of different orders affects 
?rinciples and procedure on which 

11ce rests. In physical science, 
I e;xample, we are concerned with 

relations and aspects of things that are 
)nsepardble · from order in externality 
and from certain other orders in our 
experience. None of these hinders or 
is hindered by • the work. of reflection 
in isolating the aspects which belong 
to the domain of science. There is 
no conflict simply because the con
ceptions under which science makes 
and can only make its abstractions are 
of a nature different from those implied 
in . art and religion. If we keep the 
orders to which the different kinds of 
conception belong.distinct in our con
sideration· of them we see why they 
do not conflict. A • sunset means one 
thing for the artist and quite a differ
ent thing for the physicist, who is not 
for the moment concerned with beauty 
or with imaginative investiture. It is 
only when in either • case we set up 
rigid metaphors .•··· and affirm them to 
be exhaustive descriptions oLthe real 
that conflict arises. If we remember 
that in neither case is the description 
more than symbolic of a reality so 

full. .t11at it has many aspects, and 
that the symbols employed have been 
determined • by · conceptions severally 
indicatc:d. to us by ourspecial experi
S!lce~, 9¥t.logically .so . different that 
they do not .·· conflict, • we shall be 
delivered from. perplex:ities that are 
prese~t only because we have created 
them by ot1r exclusive views.. • It will 
remain ... as .. true.•••.· as. before that the 
physicist . must proceed by methods 
which are strictly those once inspired 
by.. his ,inheritance . ft()m rp.en like 
Bacon, and are founded on observation 
and experiment. All he is asked to 
do is to keep in mind .that by such 
methods he can no more exhaust the 
many-sided aspects which experience 
presents than his comrade the mathe-' 
matician can exhaust them by tha 
methods of algebra. 

But the other extreme has equally 
to be avoided. Art and religion 
speak directly because they speak in 
metaphors and similes. But these, 
although they imply conceptions which 
belong to their own orders, aspects 
which are necessary if the . truth about 
reality is to be fully given, do not 
express what . is alone true .fro111 the 
standpoint of science. Into the 
domain of science .they • have no title 
to intrude or to question. what its 
special principles establish. The levels 
are different as regards both know
ledge and the reality to which it is 
directed. The conceptions employed 
are of necessity of different orders. 
That is why art and religion on the 
one hand and science on the other do 
not conflict, if we only interpret and 
limit their deliverances aright. 



HOW 

PEOPLE are perplexed when of 
told that it is meaning that gives its we properly 
reality to the actual. They imagine knowledge itself in 
that the actual is what is there inde- and of it as more than any .JUCi 
pendently of ·the thoughts of the happening to. the individual organism. 
spectator. Now that is from the If to know implies what is no merely 
point of view of th~ daily practice of passive reception of isolated sensations, 
men quite true, . and it would be so but signif-ies that these sensations are 
from a standpoint more searching if present for us only .in so far as they 
the object observed could be taken to are set in knowledge itself as a system, 
be in truth one thing and the mind then reality apart from . knowledge 
that observes it another. But is this seems to vanish. Now we can bring 
" two substance " view a tenable one? this to the test. For. if we find that 
It assumes knowledge to be a property in order to niake it possible for what 
or activity of a thing called the mind. is observed to be a fact for all men 
No doubt we do at many standpoints who obse~XS it they must observe 
and for ordinary. purposes treat the under the sim1e conditions, which can 
object we observe as .completely self- only be the case if they interpret it 
subsistent, shutting out from it all through conceptions which are theirs 
intrusion of ideas.. We image to our- in common and identically, this will 
selves the 111.ind as • a thing located go far to show that it is in the identity 
somehow in· the brain,. and passively of logical conceptions applied, in other 
looking out. on. its object as another words in identity of interpretation, 
thing with which the mind coexists in that the reality of a common object-
the world. l3ut is. this enough? It world consists. 
will be insufficient ifthe interpretation Our . best way ofntaking a test 
that has. in the end to be put on our appears . to be to start .. from • some 
knowledge and the meaningsin which concrete . and. individual experience, 
it results is, npt that knowledgeiis an .and to disentangle its significance. It 
event apart from the existence of the is. so that we can most easily see the 
object, but that it is the activity of distinction implied between notions of 
thought entering into .the constitution universal application such as we find 
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in our experience, and the particulars 
of sensation which they seem to 
qualify. 

Let us imagine that we are in a 
crowd that is listeni11g tq an orator in 
a park. It consists, we yvill suppose, 
of two hundred. Englishmen, all with 
ears with which they hear • and ·with 
eyes with which. they see. We put 
things onlye111ptically when we say 
that the orator addresses them. What 
he actually does is to m,ove his hands 
and his features and to fashion with 
his lips waves in the air which come 
as sounds to the listeners. Their 
visual perception of his gestures, on 
the other hand, is not less indirect, for 
it is based. on electro-magnetic. waves 
in what is sometimes called the ether. 

The waves of air fall on the drums 
of the listeners' ears,· and the waves 
of light produce chemical changes i11 
the retinas of.thcir• eyes •and so stimu
late the optic nerves. There thus 
arise in the individual members of 
the audience sensations or feelings of 
these two kinds. Tl}ey affect the 
individual organisms privately. They 
are events in the inner life of each 
individual in which .. no others can 
participate, directly. The domain of 
each private self is impenetrable and 
can be recognized only by description 
in ter111s "V'hich are altogether general. 
Such terms are names for interpreta
tions through conceptions, fashioned 
by logical processes in which feelings 
are •.. classjfied~1J.9in ..• tQ;J.t "V'ay icientified. 
But the feelings themselves.·are beyond 
the reach. of direct description. There 
is in • the111 .. a fqrfl1less particularism 
which can 11ever be exhausted. All 
that is possible is .to describe the 
similarity of someone's feeling to the 
feeling of another person~ and•···such 

similarity, depending as it does on 
a common understanding of the 
language heard and • the. gestures seen, 
is necessarily of a. merely general or 
conceptual nature, signifying that each 
Il1.~11in the audience attaches a similar 
meaning to the words and .svents, and 
so errtplpys similar ideas in construing 
the feeli11gs .. which .are • particular 
happe?ings pertail1i?g to him··. alone. 
The. coll1mon ?9ndis the • conceptual 
identity which .presents .••• itself right 
through an infinity of minute differ
ences. It is in other words only for 
reflection, that is for mind, that the 
same object exists and is recognized 
as the same. The identity of the 
common world •. observed lies in same
ness to a sufficient extent in what 
is a common intellectual.. process of 
recognition. 

The .· element of sensation in the 
general experience is essential, for with
out it there would ..• be mere general 
reflection determining nothing actual. 
In all human experience the factor of 
the particular com~s. •in as •. well.as that 
of the. universal• ••. of • .. thought. But 
neither can reach reality apart from 
the other. The· •• individuality that 
characterizes········actual experience em
braces both as • factors or moments 
which are essential for its constitution. 
Deprived of either of these the individ
ual experience could not be actual, and 
each of them is only actual as entering 
into individual ·knowledge so con
stituted. But when we know and 
formulate and express our knowledge 
it is on the universal ·element alone 
that we have to cqnctntrate .ourselves. 
That of the bare particular eludes us. 
We .cannot. fasten on it in its own 
isolated nature•because it has no nature 
that we can describ~ to ours~1v~~ m 
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anr terms. It is a residuary f~ctor carry this to;its if~fltconsequences. We 
whiCh we cannot exhaust or even reach arecortscicms -th~tw(arerD,inds within 
or de£ne, a Jimit towards which we . a " woild~ ·~and ~·in-~this· · ·sense · we are _/ 
proceed as we ·_ endeavo~r to cover _· the- .• _aware .of_-activities -iri ._.reflection that ·\ 
whole character of the individpal object ': ar-e bodlly_-as_\Vellas ·111er1tal: ·But our ! 
of our experience by description in._ knowledge al}d th_e object are in this i 
general teri!ls. · But it .. is a limit _ case treated as. indisti11guisl1.able, and/ 
t? which _we _approach only asyinpto• __ .. the proce:<;lpre of _ tp_e · psycB<:>l<;>gi~t, __ ,_ in 
ttcally, that is to say, we never can ~ concentrating ori . cefl~iYfias.fWc.t~( ~;x:c!u~ 
come up to it.. If we coUld, then our - sively ·of others1 ·is -arti~Qi<ll.- i '"\V e are 
mere ordinary reflection ·would create · a_ware th;lt.k,tJ.qwJeqg~} 9~C1_l;lgs~ .• :J,11_<;l we 
actual experience, and this for us it _ are conscious also- of tb.e -natuie· (_:if ' 

never does. _ . _ _ · .• _ __ the ·changes. It--is --now -.six .o'dock. 
Let us now turn to the other aspect -. Presently it will 1?~ _fi.Vs_c.l_l}intrtes past 

-J experience and ask in what know- six. When the sequence of impend
;:~dge consists. __ In knowledge we so . ing events is accomplished, what is 
ctr £nd true identity. Logical con- "now" will have become "r,:hen." 

·.::ptions can be identical just as much But " now-ness " and -,_, then-ness " 
·s_ logically they can be different. For are not events which happen and which 
they are not happenings or events in we hold out, as it were, at arm's length 
an external world of space and time, and observe. They are in the nature 
occurrences which can only be com- of relations in our perception of the 
pared as separate objects of perception, world, adjectival to ourselves, and 
a~d pronounced to be like or unlike different for observers under different 
to each other. They belong to the conditions, as the modern doctrine of 
activity of thought for which space physical relativity tells us. . They are, 
and time as relations of .objects to t he in short, m.odes _in which . mind 
observer are there, but as thoughts exercises its activity in thought, refer~ 
about objects they are not themselves cnces to itself which it makes in reflec~ 
events external to the mind that deter- tion, . and not qualities. of objects by 
mines them. They can therefore be our abstraction . regarded as independ
identical in . the strictest sense. A ent of us. It is as such modes- of its 
proposition of Euclid, though printed own procedure that reflection is aware 
?n my paper and not on his papyrus, of them and recognizes them as adjec
ts in logic an identical proposition for tives of an application which is wholly 
me and for him ~, .. Mind in its proper general in character, even when applied 
sense here means simply the activity of to the particular circumstances of the 
thought vvhich as it determines our object-world. They e1re, in brief, no 
logic i~ thus. identicalin us. Of course more than universals of reflection. 
psycho!og.ists -by ' ~bs~ratti.op, af}d by- . Such considera.ti.ons cairy us yet 
what ts always a ·dtstortton ._of their further. The vtew that seems to 
final character; ofteri tre.at the activities account best for the actual facts of 
of ~hought as thoughtheyw-ere objects experience is that by the conceptions 
wh~eh couldbe looked at as -if external in which progresses we do 
to the observer. The Beli.aviourists not simply and loose 
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images . ·which . mere wC>rds are usually , "Such . developrrients, .. '.arising in various. 
taken to indicate. We do not really branches ()£ science, are having a far
in reflection disregard thep·articulariti~s . reaching effect on the theory of indue
which appear to · confront . us. We tion, now based on the recognition 
ratfier see_}<: to show jusft~e . necessity, .. of relations, only to be expressed con
of the occurrence and relations.:of these; ;··ceptually, tilat enter genuinely into the 
particularities. . It is • not .the '' trni- constitution <>f th.~· ) !lqividual objects 
versality " of an isolated presentation of experience . . :A great . deal of work 
that we ·. aim at, . but • the universal is being .. done .in the i~ubject on the 
validity of a system and a principle of Continent by . men of science them-
order. The concrete universality so selves.1 

.·· .. , • . · .. ·., ..•• , 

attained belongs to the systematic Let us now return to the considera-
whole, which takes up into itself the tion of the experi~nce of the crowd. 
particularities falling within it, and . Each of the two hundred listeners 
develops them into a systematic entirety to the orator has his own sensations of 
according to a principle. The func~ sight and sound, and, as we have seen, 
tion of reflection, and of all induction, these sensations are· comparable only 
is therefore to . be actively transforma- in the meanings a rising from their 
tive, and .not · merely to be receptive. setting in reflection, and not as bare 
The procedurs is not from inert things self-subsisting and exclusively private 
and their coi:I).mon properties, but from sensations. T~e listeners are certain 
relations _b etweert concepts reached in that they see and hear the same man. 
the progressive rendering of reality in Their bare sensations cannot tell them 
knowledge. We do notcopy; we are this, for these are transitoryand form
not static; we . pass from pictorial to less and are not, taken by themselves, 
functional expressions. of any significance at all. It is surely 

For instance, the conception of the in the common .. meaning- which all 
physical " field " in Faraday's sense is incorporate with their feelings that 
a n.e'y tp,~!;iia~in.g. and functional con- perception of the actual lies. More 
c~ption, bringing together · what we · ·· than this, the ~common, meaning and 
call "matter" and "empty space." t?e reality of its ·occasion are not dis
Thereby modern physics gains, and tmguishable when we analyse them. 
not l.eas~ from an epistemological point The feeling and its interpretation are 
of vtew, a sharper and more distinct not and cannot be dissociated in what 
idea of its subject-matter. Faraday is actual. Neither is real excepting 
reconstructed the conception of matter as entering into the other. The mere 
by treating it as arising out of " lines sensation could not be known, the 
of force." What he arrived at was mere reflection would be ·less even 
that the field made up of force does than a vague impression, or an unreal 
not depend on matter, but that matter image, such as is a dream. Mind in 
is nothing but specially distinguished the listener requires reference to the 
phases in the lines in this field. The · 
doctrine has been since his· time 1 See, for example, Professor Ernst 
much further elaborated by means ·cassirer's remarkable account of this work 
f h · f in his Suhstanzhegrif} und Functionsbegrif} 

o t e equat10ns o electro-dynamics. (English Translation by Swabey). 
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position and state of liis organism for - which finds nothing but ' u'niVtts~fs m 
its expression in him. Th~_i(jentity in "-~our _ percepti?n. To . be a !llan is to · ,l 
the experiences ofthe two hundred has come withii). 'a class, a .coi1teption of 
to be sought. for in the 'co111rnon .refer> - general appli<;eti()D··~ To _he an. orator .. 
enccs made in these experiences by ':~ -is still to belong to f dass, .a _ s.'!b-.~1.:\ss · 
those who have_ them, that is to say, __ of th<tt oLmah; . __ . JJ) .sucE:..instances it .. 
in . their .• CO[l1mon .. mode . of teflectiof1/ ' ;is ' \VltlT, j)!eq{cif~s~ ---?r~:~~2U.nlver~a[~: , 
That explaif1s, _· .• too,. iwhy •·-· they ·./can·· .• character . thaf \Ve• are •. c?ncerned•. when: 
communicat: .them to . each other. ; 'we perceiyc and .• in p~~c~iying judge . . 
What is the · nature of . such com-' Now what the audience does in the 
munication? The members df the case we are c'Onsidtfing-'.'is to--make in 
audience . reflect in ·forms or ' modes · common . various interpretations of the 
which are relatively identical from the speaker. Quite consistently with their 
standpointof logic. Butthere 111ight common interpretations .. he may appear 
be a different level, as in the case of --· differently to those in the . audience 
a beetle among the feet of the crowd, individually. Some of them may be 
or of a dog who had intruded to seck short-sighted, or colour-blind, or un
for food, or who hoped at least for i. _usually ignorant. Butih the essentials 
some attention f rom those listening to required for a common experience 
the speech, or even in that of the · · relevant to · the purpose in hand they 

. foreigner: who could see gestures that ; all judge him in much the same way. 
seemed to indicate patriotism or ·_· This they do because they think 
religious emotion, but could not make · identically in concepts appropriate to 
out the words used. The process of the purpose in hand, which is· to hear 
perception by the crowd is a conceptual and estimate the speaker; The beetle 
one, although its concepts embrace or the dog that had strayed into the 
within their general character rnany crowd would judge differently. Their 
individual possibilities. Such concepts standards would · not be the sar11e. 
are therefore general, and are mean- Their notipns, so far as . th~Y J.l<ld _any, 
ingless if we try tQ treat them-as merely ' ·and their mental levels would be lower, 
particular everits i.ri the space and time .. and their concepts would . fall short 
of the objecH¥orld. They belong to of what was required to inake their 
thinking .. If we were to say that: . interpretations equal to those of the 
universals like · these were _ themselves human beings. We should not find 
facts felt in the'object-;world we should . in them that identity · in conceptual 
find ourselves,in thedifficulty that all -_ understanding that _was reqt~isite in 
such facts ·-would be individual in - order to constitute the expenence of 
character, that . is .. to say~ they .must a meeting for a public; p11f,pose. For 
embrace the 1non1ent of the particular them the ·State does n?t exist. But 
in order to. exist .asfactsthat are actual. · for men it does, inasmuch as they 
In such a case· ) t cquld , only . be by _"':-:·h~ing identical knowledge· at a su~c~ent 
disentangling · the mon1ent of ·: the ··>::JeveLinto the interpretation of sigmfic
universal in · tl~eni that V/e could kno\V :. a!lce .... That is · how tl-ie e:x.perience of 
them, and we sh?uld be thrown . bacl<: ;;:-~,:!h~ J'll~e#p,g "has c?r:le,i t?.. __ b~ .. _actual . ... 
towards another line of · reasonin~ :- .' _Me~ning i$ not ·pnly' o,r~¥.e essence qf 
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that actuality, but the interpretation meeting. is just of 'this nature. Their 
out of which it arises enters into its _sensations of sight' and h~aring are 
constitution, and all experience is · all individual; but the interpretation, 
relative to it. . arising as ·it does _ from the character 

The factor of sensation in such con- .< of the subject in knowledge which is 
stitution o_f . the actual is dependent on -no . thing, is_ in. all e~sentials identical 
the orgamsm of the observer. . If the and .• unayqidabl~: . 'fhis does . not 
organism does not have sensations the signify that tlu.: sensations exist inde
experience_r however lucid, is not a real ·-··. pendently a11_9 afford by themselves 
one enjoyed in . common. That is some sort of limited reality. Nor 
why a dream picture, however un- does i_t import that _ the concepts of 
limited and vivid it may be in our the onlookers · ar~ applied to them 
version of it, although in itself a fact arbitrarily. _For abstract universals 
for the dreamer, is .never a reality for : .. cannoLconstitute the ·actualany more 
other people. The element of con- than bare sensations can. The two ' 
tinuity of the body with the surround~ ' are actual only iil. their union in the 
ings ·. pictureci: is absent, as we . find . individual and . unique ••.. fact •• actually 
when 'Y~ <i'Yaken and bring our ideas experienced. . This fact implies ,both 
to the t(:srqf harmony with .the full •. in its constitution, and it is. only within 
context of these surroundings, and of the fact thus constitute<f that the general 
the lives of our neighbours. In order and the particular, the concept and the 
to participate in <what is actual for · feeling, are recognized and logically 
others as well as for ourselves we must distinguished as . separable:.. ._.We saw 
recognize ·it as possible for . their _· how the resolutioq ' thus . made into 
organisms. as _ well as for our own, a . universals by rdlec_tion is for mind 
possibility which depends not . only ·_operating in the ; grd_~rs with which 
on universals but on sensations which . · we · are familiar an: pnending one, 
are inves~ed with the . character of. . confronted by , tb.e P(l:rticularism of 
generalityin .pur re:cognition of them. feeling .as neg(ltiqp ,m: limit which 
Suc~1;:: i~cogg1.1:1o~· is .. ini poi~t .. .of ~fact ·· is never .. reach¢d · ·-no·r . fix~d · in inde
infer.~B.ti_C(l ;•~;;,'Whe!ll .saythat if 1 walk ~. pendence. .·_ Whe!lever . we ·. seem . to 
fartli~r ~ F~h~ll .~qJJJ.e . ~q . th.e· next street, have fixed _it as an independentfact we 

': ·: thaC.ffJt;~i:::~~e~i!JEE~·:rft~~~~~~ - ~ir.ec~y, .,_,; .. ~PA. ~J~.at _yv~. have··. only -· d<:me · so by 
-•. -•.. but- E~cal},s.e ;!: l~fe;~!rorn . IllY·- prese_9-t : .. . bnngmg_ .tp ... hgln;. fre_sh . uruversals of 

::- expefience:·:-~~?:i]if9tpi~t~d a~other ·and rdlection: :_ ;I?u~ .!tl . t~e ac~mil facts of 
-- a diflere'Ii( :e*periencewhichi forecast experience from which we. start both 

from •. a gener~l interpretation of exiw ·. moments are iTplicitin . their • union. 
· ing . e~}2eri)p:<=e. Jvlyknowledge is .. We .. shall ,have tq_ ask: how_ it is. that 

based on tli.e systeminto which ndlec~ ··· the mind which seems .to be identified 
tion . has casr.rny ,usual experience, and • , with _ panic~lcw ·organism .. can ,; be 

_ into _this systernJ expect reality to fit> taken to he so important a factor in 
But much IilOre. t.ba.n.bare sensatipn is _;:. the .constitution of the reality which 
required t~~,'.M . .P,!il.U-.i~~ - cf~!gil},,.:'§f_ the _;·: we prori()utKe to be independe1_1t of it, 
system of such--~expeficence; ..:.:~-~;;; ... :·::_,:,:;~:· .. :. and :we· shall find that our dlinculty 

Now th~ __ exp§:_Fience of !hose at_ ~he, arises fron1 our. taking too narrow a 
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view ofthe nature .. of the mind .. ..• we " thl1s .knowmuch.-n1orethanthe beetle 
shag se~ · t!1_at itfinds .intheobjecty.rith :, ?! . tl1~49g: _,j~y!Jf~- '~Qg1_g~J.!91. ~J:l()\V 
whiCh 1t IS . one . both uniyersaTj uid C \Vll?-t" t~.t; ,_g<;_s;as~on ~s.i.gnifie,si, Jor the 
particular, and . does not, in the tneta:- ,. gth.ers . . _pp:;~~~h ,'.~g,r,,.,,}YPcet.i~,,~~~Y:~~·· were 
phorically imaged and narrow.way>in_ .. sayiriK~o_ e~_ch .9ili~Z~<iLtlii.nkirigamong 
which we . have . conceived .· it, create ··· themselves: .. ·. For ''th~ ' n1~rril?~f's ___ of . 
them, But not the · .. less •. it .finds bY ... the ~11die1l~e~.- ~he:nJ-.!i~x3riie[cbang~d .. "-··· 
its process of abstraction through reflec- ·· ideas about the.·subject pf __ ~l}e spe:ech, 
tion universals which are • of its own .. could only do soin words or gestures . 
character and art;Jike itself activities ·,0 :which . again came~·:- ' under ... general 
of mind without which the . pbject conceptions that were familiar to 
could have no meaning and could not them only because their minds· were 
be. This we shall have to consider sufficiently furnished. . . . _ .•..•• . 
further later in. the inquiry. We seem unable to get away from 

Meantime, what · seems to result so the conclusion that the minds of the 
far as we have gone is that the actual listeners are minds only in virtue of 
meeting, the speaker . and his speech some sort of identity ·in their activity 
and his audience, require for their full . and method of judgment and inter
realization as facts a certain level of pretation. But if so, mind can hardly 
intelligence. A foreigner who did · be just a mode in which these listeners 

. not understand the language would have sensations. In what the character 
recognize that there was a crowd and of mind lies is a question to which we 
someone talking ·to it. He would must give further attention. 



CHAPTER IX 

INDIVIDUALITY IN EXPERIENCE 

WHAT is real for us is thus our accordingly also displays such . levels. 
ex enence: "!ts--=form~ is" .. inCiiviffiiai. It is .the recognition o~ this that 
~rsals ~tli:e;d~re=~·-~t;:t~; "·=i~to ·its delivers us from difficulties in accept
constitution and accordingly reflection ing what experience teaches. It is 

. ~~~~e~ttsio~ts,to ~~t m!~~s ~orY~ner~i ~Ia~~f[·~=ri~-~~~-~~~~m~~ 
experience is nothing that can be, as , p~g£~S§ " ~hisJ!j,uJl~!~J).Jlr,..Jk~ei1ds on 
it were, held out at arm's length, and r~J:l~£tl9_fl_· . ~!?:~LJL~~!£:~"Y,g,Lyjgg,and self-

:~:~s~ up ~~~0 ;~~si~f~re~~~s0fs!~f f~~l~{d~~r ,~r{}~~rz\~a~NYar!ve~:ar~ 
times to assume that it can be, but seek for particularism as such as ·well · 
that is obviously because his method as for the aspects of generality which 
is that of abstraction. H e shuts out .are characteristic of reflection; In 
the relation of his object to mind, and experience the mind is constantly 
from the dynamic activity of mind he varying · the setting in which the 
severs the experience with which he is object is _ presented to .the intelligence 
dealing. That-is··nota wrong-method . .-·,_ thal construes -it; . _jtis· in what are 
It is the . only one that can serve his: :the)dentities '\n thinking ; which this 

" P~tpose, which is to exhibit special process of investing brings to light that 
prin~iples iu. his subject-matter, prin: what we call objective reality seems to 
ciples of the kind required for lie. It is identity of this kind that we 
simplification and definiteness. His mean when we speak of the object as 
method is that (}f all effective human the same even through different aspects 
knowledge and he is fully within his of knowledge about it. My neighbour 
rights in using it. But he must not .has his distinctive chemical structure 
forget that he has shut himself off by and is yet the identical social figure 
using it from any full vision of the that 1 know. For this structure is 
actual, and that he is resolving this only one out of his many aspects and 
into sets of abstractions . ..... Now our does not explain the activities of his 
world is no set ()f abstractions, n.or is 111ind. Yet there is no object that is 
our knowledge -of it all of one kind. actual for the human niind or even 

Experience has levels in its individ- ··· · intelligible ·. to it from that 
ual forms, . :lCtual for US " ""'moment of . the 
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?! _which~ w; _hav.r : al~.eady .discussed ....... ~s a •...• n1ereiy )ivin~~ -C{i,g.~Ui,gn. < _._As· . a 
Ilus part1c~lanty _In .• <::)(.f?.t::~iS£SS ~l1tp..~l) ..• ,:.~ornprehsndipg· •. -ssif·. ?f ·' sof11~- -- ~i~d·· ·ir 
reflection d?es not _exhau~t- . and, . it ,, does ipnds its·~~f · ~ ~\ -'ielafi§p;·]§" .. ';~!'sOci~ty of 
not create lt: lt _ls essel)t1al1n what .·.: :other selyes, .· :md ttsrelabon to these 
is actual, but its nature is- of a merdy '. -bth~r sd_v~; ::· i~-!-~- '£i>~:P:d.~'ti9iiaf6ne of 
negative or limiting kind, and ' yet . isc·''·5identity .'arni:&> rliVcfg~~~-cs·· · wh}ch- it 
such that .· our rc~ection cannot con;· :'interprets . . · '· 1vfind i~ ~ 'nq thitt~ ·• §:xed , · 
~tr~c~ or e_ven .ciescnbe it, i •· Not the less once for all as an everif<)ractivity in 

. Is It .u11p. hed _m .the· .. constitution of all : space and, tim~ .. < }V~.S~ ;·~;o .. 5 Pl1fP«JS~s 
human expenence. . · . · . " that are only partial · we -1dent1fy · 1t 

F~r the significance of the activity with the organism, even conceived as 
that 1s characteristic of our knowledge . ;intelligent, we have . not understood 
we must look below a surface that is · all there is to understand about it. 
strewn with our own abstractions. We are in truth h~re' as elsewhere 
Knowledge is not constructed or put more than we have taken ourselves to 
together mechanically, by adding con- be. Minds are actually as . well as 
ceptions and particulars to each other. · logically identical as they think 
An individual form in which these are identically . in . conceptions~ So far as 
not dissevered appears to be the real ,,,the knowledge of different persons is 
form in .which knowl<:;dge discloses .indistinguishable in its content, it is 
itself in self~consciousness. · Such know-· to that extent no . separable set of · 
ledge is not static, and it is by abstract activities, but is logically one and the 
methods of self-development that never same, however separated may be in 
take account of all that is implied, that time and space the physical persons 
disseverance in our reflection comes who think. Thinking . ca11 be no 
about. The process is never adequate -property of the organism: -- ,It is the 
to the full reality. In our experience prius required in order that ,there 
mind and its object are there as one , )nay be an object-w8rld ~t all. The 
and indivisible. _ But the movement subject, when we rder · it back far 
of experic::nce is dynamic in the :: enough, we find to s~1ow the . know- . 
impulse to disentangle by reflection )edge for which the object-World is. 
the universals that enter into the con- lt is activity, but it is the activity of 
stitution of what we feel and see and mind as such, and not merely of any 
smell and taste and hear and touch. particular . mind in its aspect as a 
We do more than merely disentangle. particular object. It is not through 
For we are cons'cious of , experience as the senses but only in concepts that we 
enlarging, as the result of its very . reach it, and yet, . because it is the 
nature, its . own scope and its own centre to which we have to refer the 
act1J.al standpoints. . The identities of whole of our experience, it is in that 
which we become aware in perception · sense individuaL I?ut this individ
and -concef)tion aHke imply selvesthat ,. uality is su~h that . it ~eems to reach 
know and p,te· more than isolated and . . _over_all . particular expenence, although 
static units . ... ·. ;The ~urn~u:t being, and . · it. requires such experieg,cc for its self
som'ething of thesameso~t - istrue of :r ealization . . · · .. · T~vs :expsrience lifts 
the ~conscious ::~nhtial; is tiru!ltdligible - itself, by .the· <:lia;lectic~t. q~Cility w4i~b -

' . - ; .• : ~ - _: ,-_- _-- -:- -- -- • .,. "". - . :• ~-o '•:-~·>•:-'. - :·_------ _-_ --- ·--".:-"·· . ··'· .. 
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is inherent in knowledge, to . new absorbing all possible meanings.· There 
levels. is experience.· pfthis. sort only for such 

In art, the character of the universal a mind. 
raises to a higher1evel \V~at.isin •. its That,• tqo, is.••\Vhythe mere animal 
primary aspect of an everyday nature. has no religion. For religion has 
The mother of Christ and her. Child .· significance andis a fact only for the 
are from the . ordinary human stand- mind that can· lift itself to · its level, 
point in the picture of. them like any and knows what··.· it signifies< to be 
other mother and child. Yet the ready to surrender the will and to 
genius of a • great artist changes the die in order to live. Still, it must not 
standpoint to a different one, at which be thought thatthe mind ofan animal 
we interpret the picture before us is incapable of higher levels than those 
through new and higher ideas that that are its common levels. No one 
enter in. The simplicity of nature is who .has been in affectionate relations 
there, but it yields to and is made to with a devoted dog can have failed to 
symbolize • what is more than mere notice how his attitude. to his master 
nature. When a great painter brings becomes one of regarding that master 
before us aHighland burn he tells us as a being of a superior .order, to 
of features which we may see any day. whom at times he accords something 
But he invests the scene with a like reverence. There is. here some 
quality that is symbolic of something analogy to nascent religion. 
more. He expresses for us no merely The function of education is not to 
casual features of the . landscape, but create the higher attitudes of the soul, 
by stimulating reflection suggests that but only to render. them more readily 
which transports us beyond what is attainable. The good . man may not 
momentary. We have in our minds be educated. The educated man may 
a characterinterpreted as belonging to not be good. But education does 
the u11iversaiand eternal, to reflection render it easier for the mind to 
and not only to sense. S() when we emancipate itself. to higher •• levels. 
hear a sonata or a nocturne we may be For it enables abstractions and partial 
lifted above the music of the moment views to be recognized py which the 
to a frame of mind where that music real has been crusted over and con
stands for something else than what fined, and it thereby delivers the soul 
is simply pleasing to us, something in from fetters that have restrained its 
which we realize that time and space self-development. 
are not even for us final, but fall within But we must be clear as to the place 
ourselves. in experience of what we call know-

To the mere animal none of these ledge. As we find ourselves driven to 
things are open, even when he is give so important a place to knowledge 
intelligent. He is deficient in the we must consider what is its true 
necessary concepts. Experience at the nature. It seems to be distinguished 
requisite level comes. only to mind that in a material respect from that to 
has at least a capacity such as we which the word " experience " is 
human have. For mind commonly applied. When we use 
alone and the latter term we make implied refer-
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ence to the knowledgeand f~eling o( __ The~ expe~ie!lce·::•·i;rr :• wliich:: knowledge 
particular_ _persons. . The particular . __ is _e~PE<:.ss.~SL12!$S,~PHQSF.S. ~if~-..<\S~JAt con-
-person 1s m a promment aspect · ah_ :, di~o!l of)~s . p6~sibilify;.:.Dut.it . actually 
orgamsm with a stat1or1in space and · describe~ -. what . is._:, .Q~ .. Jn.P!'e limited 
tune. Not the less do we -regard him· application, kiiowledge·-·ai expressing 
as a subJect that knows, but knows . itself under restrictiiJ.g . conditions. 
under the condition that he is himself None the less these · conditions • are 
an object in the world. If I askwhat themselves m~ani!igle~s. ~xcept as set 
7llY sei£ 1s l cannot get away _ from the · in universals . of reflection. __ • .The pre
~de~ that it sits in a chair, even when supposition of capacity for s ·uch reflec
tt 1s . surveying the universe in its tion is required in the petception even · 
reflection. We must not make the ·· of the barest feeling . . ·· I cannot 
assumption that because in one aspect · recognize my own sensations ·as occurr
it sits in a chair there is some numeri- ing in a series unless I can hold them 
cally different self that is subject in to some extent together, and this I 
knowledge. It is quite conceivable can only do if I recognize a general 
that mind may be object in nature as character which I call their resem
well as, at the same time but from blance. The merest feeling has some 
another point of view, subject in reflec- general quality in which it resembles 
tion about nature. When we think a different feeling. This seems •· to be 
of ourselves as merely having feelings the true explanation of the principle 
these are always the feelings of a mind of the association of ideas. It is, 
that is a body. But, hereas elsewhere, moreover, only by comparison based 
when the object is set in reflection it on inference from their behaviour that 
is set in general conceptions, and the I become aware that other people have 
language in which we describe these feelings resembling my own, and that 
is never directed to anything excepting my mind so finds itself in them. 
general notions. In other words, it .. _ Apart from recogp.itio1:1 :,9~ ~I1 u.niyersal 
is never exhaustive of the actuat ":·character in it feeling is meaningless 
Although we take ourselves to be here and is no more there for me. Even 
and now, so do other people who are bare aware~ess implies judgment, 
for us there and then. ·- We all use ·. however rudtmentary, through general 
concepts which apply equally, with conceptions. 
the necessary modifications, to a It is thus that we appear to come 
plurality of individual instances. It by systematic knowledge. If we 
is our standpoints that make the differ~ identify it with _ experience in which 
ence, and standpoint may depend on a self expresses its na,ture, we call it 
view asto position in space_ anAtime, the experience of that self, notwith
as well as .. on view as to other standing that such experience is being 
circumstances. progressively resolved into universals. 

In all such ·· cases we _ are brought The thoughts that . are found in 
back to the universals in which we analysis to constitute it are always · 
think identically asourcommon b_asis, . morethan happenings. in space and 
and it is as referredto these universals tirrte, . .forthey are:without the .. particu
that we :use ' th~ word kno-\Vldge. Jarism of these . . 'Y:~. ~.ay regard them . 

. <' "'_,,./. ,•;; 
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from a limited standpoint as events, 
but we have always to bear in mind 
that such a standpoint is in itself 
inadequate to the actual, inasmuch as 
it ignores the way in which thought 
enters in all contemplation. The 
psychologists when they use psycho
logical methods are justified in doing 
so only to the same extent as the 
physiologist is justified when he works 
with the methods of physics and 
chemistry, but neither can realize in 
this fashion the whole truth. Mind 
and its object are never separable 
excepting by abstraction. When I 
perceive, my attitude and aspect are 
those of subject in knowledge, and I 
bring· universals to bear. Could I 
reduce to terms what I perceive, by 
some searching method such as that 
called in the language of mathematical 
logic the method of extensive abstrac
tion, I should be left in the end with 
general concepts as the outcome. 
These I should recognize as entering 
into the nature of the object of my 
study. For the object can never be 
divested of the work of thought as 
entering into the constitution of its 
reality. 

To be subject is to be more than 
a mere isolated phenomenon in the 
object-world of experience. I am 
sitting. in a room, writing at a table. 
Tbe t~b!e is dearly no part of myself. 
Nor arc my clothes, although they 
may be characteristic of my individ
uality in some measure for others as 
well as for myself. Nor is my little 
finger myself, for I could get on with-

out it. Nor are any of my organs 
myself, nor indeed my body as a 
whole. No doubt I should die if 
these were destroyed, and I should not 
any longer .be known by others as 
existing. I might also cease to signify 
" me " for myself. But implied for 
the possibility . and presence in my 
world of all these is the self that is 
more than any of them. . Jf they are 
gone it may no longer exist in time 
or be aware of itself as in any way 
expressed in them. But, when they 
were there, they and the space and 
time in which they were related to me, 
the future, the present, and the past, 
implied the self apart from which 
none of them had any meaning. The 
activity of such a self thus could not 
have been an event in the space and 
time which required it as the condition 
of their own presence, but must have 
been of another nature, that of know
ledge or mind, if we like· to call it 
so, a condition of events but not itself 
one among thern. Knowledge or 
mind is what holds the entirety 
and all its details together, including 
relations in space and time. Apart 

. from the:ir presence toknowle:c1ge these 
would be meaningless and therefore 
unreal. Universals are vital to their 
actuality, and it is only through 
universals that they have any signifi
cance for ourselves or for others. 

We must try to be more definite as 
to what the subject signifies. So far 
we have only distinguished it as what 
is essential as a foundation in know
ledge. 



THE 

Vv.E came very early 
that the nature of the 
found in our experience, that this that experience compels us to strive 
experience was individual in character, without our being able to •• present it 
and that therefore, being individual, in pictorial form. It is through the 
reflection with its general conceptions principle already referred to of degrees 
entered into it. The real is insepar- or levels that manifest their presence 
able from knowledge. But the work both in knowledge and in external 
of knowledge always calls for explana- reality that the object discloses to us its 
tion. It may be true that our know- character as signit1cant of an essential 
ledge does not <:;reate or even exhaust relation to the self. 
reality. That may. well be the case, In terms that are general and belong 
consistently with the .fact that apart to reflection only we can express how 
from subject, object . is not possible. it is that the subject does not wholly 
But the way . of . deliverance . from evade us. In self-consciousness we are 
obscurity seems to be treat the two aware of the activity of knowledge, 
aspects, which reflection distinguishes, not as if it were any object external to 
subject and object, as falling together reflection, but as present in the object 
in an . entirety within which the for reflection turned on itself, and 
universe comes, and to look on neither aware of itself in that reflection. Such 
aspect as actual apart from .. its corn::" knowledge seems to ·· disclose itself 
lative in that entirety. . ··• · .. •. as self-consciousness in the thinking 

The subject cannot be as such a self- which is of its essence: . The validity 
subsistent object for perception. For of knowledge in general we cannot 
it is what is required to make it con-. question. For it isno external instru
ceivablc that there should be such an ment with which the mind w~::-!::,;r·b~l:t _j

object at all, .. and is the condition . of really is just ·the mind itself as the 
the object having any significance. activity in which our consciousness of 
Just because. it is only for the subject the universe consists. This activity is 
that a world can have any meaning, one behind which we cannot go, 
and just because it is as having mean- simply because we can only try to do 
ing that the thiT1gs vye kno'W are in tlw so by making use of and so relying on 
end to be interpreted as re~l, we find it. Knowled~e cannot analyse itself 
the subject, treated abstractly as reflec· into anything outside itself. . For it is 
tion treats it, and taken .hy itself, .. to be itself the. foundation. and the essence 
no more than what we may call a of every act ofanalysis. It is 

74 
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to us not as . a detachable aspect of the the self, unless we rnake abstraction 
real but as our . own mental activity, frornvvhat belongs to the character ' of 
inseparable fronT theself and operating mind alone. It is within the range 
at levels or degrees that are divergent. ofreflection that the real is presented. 
We may doubt particular conclusions, Itcan only be adequateLy so presented 

· ·b]Jt ') \ E<?l!lpletely sceptical __ .vkw .. _of in that•underits higher • .. aspects it falls 
kno-wledg~ is i1Ilpossible, for it,at .once · within. and •. belc>ngsto mind. itself. 
defeats .. i.t~~Ig~ . ·, l(nowledge . as st1¢h, . i~ ~ .. . . We corne · ... so. to a deeper . view • of 
no _means to. anything beyond- itself. · the self tharr,that .of th_epsychologist. 
It is no instrument, no way to truth The real .is of c9urse b~yond our 
beyond _ knowledge. Its _criticism is individual control, and is independent 
self-criticism, the recognition in itself of the self so far as this is. conceived, 
of that development which belongs to as the psychologist conceives it~ only 
the inherent nature of mind in ·its in the form of a particular object in 
freedom. This is the " I " to which nature. But, although the individual 

·a'!"_ ~se_s· .· __ ua_··.·.r_c· .•. e_.--... -.. · .... ·~_a __ I_n·.w·.···.··· .. · .·'"'"'_a1._ .nldfd1.-v·_·--1$dT_vu~_ea_l11~ ._ -_0·Qb:a1.cekc·~~t:_~1; -nJ ___ tnia~_~t~urro.et,· •. self canh be treated byhabstraction as 
1:> :sucn )>eing tis, itis in trut more. It is 

for its character lies in universals the what in a more generaL. aspect is 
operation of which remains always .•·•·•· identical ·in the Strictest . sense in all 
general, although it transforms objec- individual selves . . lt is their founda
tivity. Tl~~~ · : ~I~ '.:,. ,~~,.,~!PL~~~~sL in tion apart from which. they and their 
perso~_:_. Personality finds itself worlds would have neither meaning 
m an . external world, hypostatizing nor reality. The full self must be 
itself by 'abstraction from its own interpreted through conceptions at a 
nature in the idiosyncrasy of the degree higher than those which suffice 
individual organism which, although for the observation of mere events. · 
it is intelligent as well as living, has As reflection develops, the character 
a place in time and space. But even of the conceptionstowhich it finds 
when personality assumes the Jor111 itself thus impelledbe\omes apparent. 
fqrit~e_lf OLa. mere one among many; Freedom amt~c:reative -activity are not 
of a plu~ahty ofselves,it still refers ideas which we encounter as relations 
back to ·what is its foundational form, . in time and ·space. :Of levels higher 
the knowledge fQr which its world is. ' than these, and " of corresponding 

It is thus thatthe self presents itself degrees in reality, there may be various 
~~~as-expressing its actiyityat l~:yels which orders. Our logic indeed discloses 

are more than it takes itself in its · progressive variety in these .ord~:rs, 
immediate object form to possess. . Its progressive in so far as the further we 
organism knows as well as feels. The get the n1ore do they prove adequate 
form of a living object that has experi- to the comprehension of what we are 
ence implies in that experience both faced with in what reflection tells 
aspects. In it · they are related as us of our fuller nature. We can 
belonging to · different levels, but are obviously form no picture o£ . objects 
not disseverable. They indeed com- bel()nging to any order that, because 
prise aspects under which mind pre- it is too high for pictorial form, is 
sents to itself a world which includes ··· reached only in the universals of refiec-
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tion. But the process of growing self~ ' At sucha sta~dp~fri(~J:Uilt:frefiec- .~ 
comprehension impels us towards an .... tioJ1 than that whi~:lFis etnploysd. in 
ideal. It is that of a self b~yqnd :,,_ everyday soi::iaV ~lifE~7:featiies -·us· to 
numerical distinction, and yet idei).ticat . recognize .tl?-e .. tn.~~.f!,i~ng,£;9f,J;l:n~. ideal · 
e~e~ as disclosed in numer~cally . :: lor w~ich ~e: ~~f5}?::!~i.(2li:,~.~~'X~t::ln .. 
d1stmct selves. For S\lch a self1s no 1deal 1t r~J:na1ns. :, \We · ~annat see or 
"event.'' From what we have already . hear it. .we mayinde~d express in 
seen this isnostrange viewif the real the metaphorso£ artai).d religion the 
na~ure of mind is to be looked for as conceptions it i:f:11p!if~' • butthey are 
aktn to thought with its t1niversals, metaphors which are drawn from sense 
and not in any mere partict1larism of experience and they are no 111,ore than 
sense which has .its significance only symbolic of what they really signify. 
when presented in thought as an What they point us to ·has a character 
apparently independent object. The . that may be called ~' absolute," because 
self in this higher meaning is un- dependent on nothing at a lower level 
limited, as thought itself is unlimited. than itself, the very foundation and 
It stretches in reflection over its nature of the universe without and 
universe, · as our thoughts do-without within. But here as elsewhere when 
barrier. It is what gives their the word " absolute ''is employed it 
character to the various orders in is employed as indicative of a degree . 
experience, and founds progressively in knowledge rather than . of a ·final 
different degrees in reality, such as result attained. There is indeed no 

·include causes, ends, and freedom. legitimate meaning for final truth in 
In this aspect the universe falls within this connection. For us it seems 
mind, and we are faced in it with the rather to be in the continuous and 
inner universe of which Goethe spoke, conscientious employment of a method 
a universe which takes up into itself of reflection that can never be wholly 
that which at first, in a view that freed from the relativity of the every
abstractly dissevers, appea~s tobe incis: .,.A9oY .. standpoints to .which • we · limit ,i 
pendent of it. · For it . is- onlfior the ourselves in the daily experience which .. 
self as expressed in the forms and at is ours, that the highest truth for us 
the level .of nature, as a finite mind consists. 
expressed in an organism with a period Of God we can have no pictorial 
and station there, that sense perception . vision. But if we recognize that He is 
is marked off from knowledge, and not conceivable e){cep\i,l)g .. as . imman- ·- ·· 
that particular and univetsal are split ent and as not less than in that way 
asunder as though they could be · personal, we lose nothing. The 
objects of independent natures. Here, symbols of art and religion enable us 
within the entirety, we become pro- .·. to have a vivid . sense of His nature. 
gressively cog11izant of the . severance We require their constant aid, ~ve~ if 
as superseded, and from . the . new ·.· we cannot .ask them : for a · sat1sfymg 
standpo~nt we areforced so to conceive ·· view ofJh.e foundations" of the real. 
it. The uegation or limit which is· alr .. Jf . "ve, have tha,t: ,.<ii:d .. we can. fmd 
that the particulatis1ll of sep~.e ionsists .. ~:,:HuJl.":: i~ .the ;- ()~je·¢H.~ .. ;of' oui .daily 
in becomes. transcended. · · ~;c' experien~e_; ····· ··· ··"· 



CHAPTER XI 

THE POINT OF DEPARTURE 

WE have considered universals and of? Only by giving up the notion 
particulars. We have seen them to be that mind is merely an object in our 
no self-subsistent or even distinct facts. world existent at a single level in 
Our ideas about them are arrived at knowledge, something, • too, of which 
by abstraction from a nature that is a experience is an attitude or property. 
whole and is individual and concrete. · What we are forced to do is to turn 
All their inferential derivatives, such as . to experien~e it~elf, .and to seewhether 
c:mses, atoms, electrons, and ends, on in our experience of mind it has 
the one hand, and the irreducible aspects other than that of a mere 
residua of feeling and sensation, on the object among others. It has this last 
other, are likewise found to be abstract aspect, but that need not be the only 
ideals, when sought for as actual aspect which it presents. It may be 
entities. But they are abstractions subject as well as object, and these may 
appropriate at levels in which reflec- be inseparable, save in an artificial 
tion is active, and are ideas required disseverance which hides their real 

· for the interpretation of the real. nature. 
Mind itself, but only again by abstrac~ What is our experience? In it 
tion, can be presented for· science as _. both universality :md ·particularity are 
what has developed into what it is implied as moments. Actual experi
through evolution in time and space. . ence consists neitheronly in. quantities 
That abstract conception of mind as a nor only in feeling divested of all 
pure phenomenon leaves over another . generality. As we saw, this is true 
question, to what it is that e:volution even of here-ness and !low-ness. They 
and the world which it implies present are general conceptions present in what 
themselves. It is only for mind that is actual, but in what as being actual 
they are there, and as the consequence · implies the presence of characters that 
of this the mind, which is the objec- belong to what is universal. 
tive existence to be accounted for by Experience always involves reference 
evolution, has been postulated as to an " I " which stands for subject 
already actually present in the world in the experience. . The " I " thus 
in which the evolution takes place involved is, taken by itself, no part of 
which is to account for it. its own object-world. Such an " I " 

How is this to be by the world within 
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which ·· alone evol~tion/ takes · ~l~:ce, 'A:~ijorlg •. p_'_ Wlle~~~~~e~!~s!.t~*±:§~{:i: .t.'' 
and ~herefore ·~volu t10n . cannot · account · :·. we i1~tve fl6tZo gicd;lly · go.fto·spaceand ._, 
for. tt. . The tdea even of myself . a·s:<. lifue; .. -ReHediorf'::''':carr!es ~'us :further 
s1tt1ng m a chair .. __ writing postal a tes • .the.)tfthan. it .is . sqmer~n'!SS>:.te~p~~tt:> . - <19· • 
subject for which this ·very,. 1dea · is · On the qth~.r ·,·Jt ;t J\d:. i:ri~s.brssielethe ·· 
present. .· Such , a •. subject is . !lo l110f.e, , poi11t •. t() tal!s.::cgt·. : ~tJ;t , ·.) glJsol]Jt<; ·a.& . a 
when we. have ,. excluded by abstpction;::.' s.eparate _.and:. ~S11'nitc· ::·, cntity ·. to : be 
its particularis1ll, thag what Jhdl,lght .. ·. assumed•• .• in thi~ .. ~P.n11~ctiom_ ..•..• .AIL we 
always _requires as the ,.centre •-. for _ its ___ ... _. can do, hereaseagiet1 _·_ i~t? .• P?int out 
activity.: .The "I'' is in this way df .that in the Jn&v,;-~h!al":':.:form of all 
the nature of a universal, inasmuch as _realitytheunive~~al is . ~s rn.:u,c.~i1Ilplied 
it is the form, not merely of experi- as .. is < the niere. •' par:tis.:\ilat ,: ahcl .that 
ence of a particular object, but of the'· neither is actual :ap:irt'fiorrrthc other. 
activity of reflection which, entering It is to the meaning of individuality, 
into the constitution of experience of with levels at which · it discloses itself, 4' 

every kind1 makes it actual. Of that we are thus again brought back in 
myself as pure subject I can forn1 no a question that is concerned with the 
picture at all. For my images are root of reality. 
always descriptive .of an object con- The actual is . our experience, and 
fronting my mind, not the less that our experience is the actual, with its 
presentatiori to subject is implied1 and implication of general and particular 
that the self which is the foundation :ts moments in involving each other. 
of the object-world and the condition We start from experience. W c cannot 
of its reality cannotsubsist by itsclt as direct!}' get behind it. All construe
object. It is by conceptions arrived tions, such as the space-time con
at by reflection, conceptions that are tinuum1 relations and their terms, the 
necessarily general, that .we define the categories and ideals, are discriminated 
" I." "J see what I am writing." out of experience a~ having their basis 
This experience implies reference w a . in it. It appears .tlp~ :experience is 
subject which is not itself definable in . always an active proce5s: · Its nature 
terms of the experience which it only · is to appear in degrees and at levels, 
renders possible, and apartfrom which · and so to point to an ideal and depend '. 
it is not perceived ·as actual. It is . on a character that is essentially self-· 
through divergences in particular · developing. 
experiences that I distinguish myself Now this is no mere metaphysical 
as known in experience from the hypothesis. It seems to be · what 
selves of othds as similarly known, observation and the reflection which 
and find myself free to make mistakes, · observation require~ disclose. What 
Everyone s(lys ." I," and in so doing is stated is what characterizes all 
everyone expresses a universal whichis expenence, xsthetic, religious, and 
not merely resemblinrbut is identica~ .. _ scientific. ]~,:Jfperience cannot be re
_in aU -individual knowledge. ··· TJ?§ jplved _j.n,tQ .... rn~r~: ... Ji.1f~Q .. ~. terrns, .. and .. 
distinc.ti9n • .' of . individualities · numerE-.•.... relatioq_s_ . .. ~ Tlie~~- _ at:~ -.: wlia.t. t4,eyare 
cally impl,ies S.E?~e. and thne, a~d·· these ;· Qnly as· deterfili-ll'e(L.::iii ' abstract . con- _ 
involve. arif 4epend . on ari object~ ·< cep~ionsfashi_oned by the mind, The . 
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same cnt1cism applies to all attempts 
to display it as point-events on . the 
one hand, or universals on the other. 
It is no " complexus of intelligible 
relations." It • is . attempts of. this 
kind that have led to. the sharp opposi
tion between the standpoints of realism 
and idealism. But if the actual is 
neither universal nor particular, but is 
an individual that implies both in its 

constitution, there is no room for this 
sharp • opposition any more than there 
is for ruling out the larger ideal which 
is involved. The supposed antithesis 
seems to arise out of views which are 
too abstract. Science and metaphysics 
are. apt to live r1ot o.nly in ignorance 
but in contempt· of. each other. Yet 
both are necessary in • criticism if we 
are to get rid of our prejudices. 



CHAPTER XII 

MAN AND GOD 

WE have seen how mind not only 
moulds the. object-world of nature 
but itself appears as an object there. 
We have also seen how in the activity 
of mind,. as the essential significance 
of the self of which we are conscious, 
there discloses itself a universe within, 
that inner universe of which Goethe 
wrote. These two phases of the 
universe do not signify distinct facts. 
They fall within a single entirety. In 
its fullness this cannot appear to us in 
mere pictorial form. We interpret it 
as a single whole, but we do not, even 
in abstract. reflection,. ever completely 
grasp it in the full phases of its detail, 
notwithstanding that the principles 
which underlie reflection know no 
barrier to their might. .. For they are 
forms in which we generalize, and it 
is as such that the conditions of our 
station in nature. open them to reflec
tion. Art and religion · bring us 
nearer to them at their proper levels 
in the actual facts, but . in the shapes 
of symbols that are no more than 
symbols, incapable of giving.us the real 
adequately in individualshape .. That is 
at least' partly because human intelli
gence in its activity .finds ·limits in the 
organic conditions under which it is 
expressed in. the object-'cvorld. The 
universe is for us fuller .dnd higher 

than the universe for a dog, but we 
can conceive a view of that universe 
just as much fuller and higher than 
ours is above that of the dog. 

What art and religion do is what 
abstract thought as such cannot accom
plish. They bring before us, in 
ideals fashioned through reflection, 
individual experience, transformed and 
raised in interpretation to higher 
degrees than those of the other obiects 
on which the mind naturally fixes. 
The power of mind outstrips the 
activity which is present in perception, 
and so develops it for mind that our 
experience takes. place at levels .that 
are above ·those of .daily life. ·• Such 
experience, like all other, is individual 
in form. The particularism of feeling 
is implied in every phase of existence. 
But the transforming power of the 
mind makes its object •. symbolize and 
become expressive of conceptions which 
lift it. It is the character ·of mind 
with the limitless freedom that is its 
foundation. which . .brings this .about. 
Mind •• alone\.h~s t~is lifting •. power. 
Through· ..• theconceptipns···which the 
objects of art .and religion symbolize 
what .• it has fashioned in higher order 
is freed from what binds it to ordinary 
immediacy. 

We human beings experience our 
So 
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world through our senses. It is a belongs to mind expressmg itself 
felt and seen world in imagination as through the senses. But none the 
well as for direct perception. The less such a universe can be the true 
organism can know only under this interpretation of the ultimate character 
condition. Even when its aspect is of our experience. If we usc the word 
that of being intelligent . it is bound " absolute. " in this connection it is 
up with the limitations imposed on well to remember that the expression, 
.perception by the brain and nervous if attempted to be exhibited in detail, 
system. But these are still expressions has in the history of thought invariably 
in bodily form of intelligence and are broken down. It has broken down 
its instruments . . · They bring about the because it has .always come to suggest 
entry into experience of its particular- what is really relative, either something 
ism. But they are mind itself in a . revealed not by inference but by feel
form that not the less . is that of mind, ing, or else a systematic construction 
because "it assumes for us the aspect of by thought which has proved ~tself to 
an externalobject in nature. be beyond human capacity to compass 

Thought enters unlimitedly into all adequately, undefiected by. insufficient 
perception . . _, As with the physicists in definitions. .. Metaphors, with their 
the case. of time and space, we are images of individual character, are not 
always discovering more and more enough. We seem to be confronted 
how it moulds . the object. Yet the with an ideal that for us, conditioned 
process is for us inexhaustible. The as we are, must remain an ideal. But 
residuary aspect of feeling eludes com- it is an ideal of great potency, which 
plete reduction. Still, in theory, for enters into all .knowledge and is for 
us mind is intelligible as delivered all reality the background. In such 
from what presses itself on men, the a form the structure of knowledge 
unending separation of general from requires and postulates _ an absolute. 
particular. _ It is just in its operating as such a 

Just as in theory we can sum up a background that the reality of this 
series with an infinity of terms, so in ideal consists. It is implied in our 
theory \:Ve _can conceive mind as raised . experience, which always stretches 
above this separation. Mind so con- towards infinity. We are compelled 
ceived must not be treated as if by the activity of refiectionto be seek
confronted by any object foreign to ing for ever larger wholes, and to 
itself. Its object must be itself and conceive of the ultimate whole as such 
it muSt find itself in and as its object. that, though we cannot envisage it, all 
The separation between subject and else falls within it. The story _of 
object is progressively superseded and philosophy in its most diverging forms 
the . universe . wit}J_out . becomes .. one is the story of this striving. Whether 
with the upiverse '•\Vithin, · the single· we call it the Infinite, or the Absolute, 
whole into which all that , is, . was, of (;od, thejdeal is present, if to be 
and can be,- falls. .. §\lch a: . utiiver~e -regarded as • unattainable in imagina
we cannot prese1lf to ours:dve~ "as tion. But to regard it as thus un
an image. ·Fat what··fs '' irn-ag'ed ~~ , --attainable' is not to destroy it. If we 
dependent on feeling; and :-~ f~eling '' cal1n6t el1"<'isage the foundation of an 

_ ,_.:.~.~·-:,' ·:, .. -,>. .:;;--:•:;::"T'.--,':'f;·;~:·:.';';oi'\'.':i'c~-:-{;- < <· .c> - ·· · - · · D 
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exp~rience ·we_ can tell _ what it ~s not,' - ~rtanclreligitir(-liave symb?lsin.which 
·and so, rising . ·beyond __ mere __ sen_suo~s~ ,, !Jj.is ttt1tJi - isj9)Q·to:·us·i:; :,~T.n~st!" symbols 

. metaphors, attain to notional grasp of express for us · 'dl.recily~- bec~use·-nieta:. 
it. The external -universe it ·cannot phorically the-universals which fas~ion ._ 

~~~~~. th~o)'IS1i~ i:t:n~e un'f: !~t;v/Th1f:Ji~~~~~~~4A:T£ff~ 
verse in the sense of being .what is• In themselves th~Y ;a.re, not adequ~te{--
confronted by a not-itself. It is the but they point us t?wards conceptions · · 
e;ntirety which reaches over both. Its that would be adequate if they were << 
nature must be of the nature of mind, capable of e;xpression in our human · 
because mind alone reaches over and language . .. ·· . . _ _ . _ 
includes both aspects of the universe. God · cannot mean ~ less than the 
Yet because we are forced to fashion universe. But this does not signify 
symbols even when ·we reflect in the point of view of the pantheist. 
abstractions as the mathematician does, God is mind, mind th;tf manifesting · 
we. have always to watch our symbols itself in us embraces .a universe that is 
and to see that the thought of which more than one of matter and energy, 
they ,are the expressions does not a universe of spirit that in. us has rest, 
become inadequate. Close criticism and fashions all that is for us within . 
of the categories we use is not less and without. Th;:tt is the explanation 
desirable here than elsewhere. of why the world, despite a contin-

For what we mean by God we gency which is the outcome oflimita
must thus primarilylook within our- tions in our experience, is ultimately 
selves and not to what is without us.. rational. That is also why we have 

. Less than all-embracing mind God faith in the harmony of experience, 
c_annot be; mind, too, that knows no and can rely on it as a basis for our 
foreignness in its object, and is nQt faith in the working .o\.].t in, the long . 
limited by an inexhaustible. particu;. run of probabilities. .God so conceived · 
lar:ism. Such an all-embracing reality is closer to us than breathing, nearer 
is conceivable at least in reflection. than hands or feet. Yet define Hini 
The partic~ .. Ilar has no existence ex- ·. in language that does not mislead we. 
cepting as disappearing within know- cannot. Such .definitions are always 
ledge to an extent tha.t is limitless. in the end pictorial. It is only with 
Taken by itself it has neither meaning what we sometimes call the eye of . 
nor reality. We must not image to . faith, the realization of things unseen, 
ourselves mind at its highest level as that we can behold God, but :rdigion · 
either confined to abstractions . or as and art alike tell us that such faith can 
sentient. . The two phases arise from sustain us. 
a distinction which falls within it. 



CHAPTER XIII 

LEVELS IN KNOWLEDGE: AND REALITY . 

WHEN I consider my world I find that . mind should present itself as an object 
I have experience of the most various · is a fact which experience makes 
kinds. I see, • to recur to a previous manifest. The portrait painter daily 
illustration, a familiar friend approach- demonstrates this · possibility. Even 
ing. What interests me most is his . our own minds we recognize as em-

. identity, and the qualities attach- bodied. Had I a bad headache or 
ing themselves to it. His past, his were I drunk I should .find myself in 
present, and his future alike enter into part deprived of both capacity and 
his personality. . He is continuously mental · freedom. The Behaviourist 
changing, physically and mentally, and .·. School in psychology takes a view 
yet he remains identically the in- ·. that appears to be too restricted. But 
dividual person I know. Now this at least it has shown how much of 
identity is not material identity, for what we call mental bodily move
the stuff of my friend's body and his ment is capable of expressing. Mind 
appearance are always altering. Nor thus objective is really mind. We may 
does it lie in sameness of behaviour, not be able to find a sufficient expres
for my friend 's mode and manner have sian of the self-creating activity that 
changed as his . surroundings have . distinguishes mind thr9ugh mere sense 
changed. His knowledge and his · perception of the living human being 
moral qualities are to-day different whom we know. . It is obvious, too, 

.· from what they were when we · first · that the dissectio:rCof a dead brain in 
knew each· other~ - The actual identity the laboratory is the dissection of what 
of John Smith is one which has per- · is dead and is not the same thing as 
sisted despite continuous change. It study of the conduct of the living. 
has . required unbroken evolution to But our hmnan personality involves a 
render it what it is. The identity is living body as well as a soul, and our 
of the character of what is understood knowledge embraces all of the orders 
rather than of what is directly per- or levels in which these are made 
ceived. Apart from. the particular -·manifest: 
circumstances and conduct of John What is the soul? Not an entity 
Smith it has no meaning, but on the . apart. Not an animula, blandula, 
other hand it gives significance to his vagula! It is rather thatin a man's 
::ircumstances and conduct. His personality which the expression of 
)ersonality is not a mechanism, nor ·.· his face and his free action express; 
1 mere life, nor a psychological con- ·. the form to which all the rest is as 
truction. It is mind expressing itself matter; the organism at a higher level 
n the object1world, but as mind. That in the actual .. world. The personality 

· ~ 0 

."':. 
·'./ :..;;. -
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of him who is speaking to me depends 
on more than can be rendered in 
relations of time and space; on more 
also than on mere life. It belongs 
primarily to what is intellectual and 
ethical, and has other qualities that are 
qualities of the spirit only. That 
seems to be the nature of the soul, the 
personality as expressed in bodily form. 
It appears in an aspect which belongs 
to time and space. Yet it is no more 
the creature of time and space than is 
knowledge itself. The doctrine of 
degrees and levels in reality appears 
to render intelligible experience that 
without it would involve dilemmas. 

That doctrine delivers knowledge 
from being confined to the exclusive 
and single aspects which would limit 
its activity to the interpretation of 
relations in external order in time and 
space. Knowledge does not admit of 
being expressed exhaustively in these 
relations; they are for it and enter into 
the object-world from which it seeks 
to distinguish its activity. That is 
why the rendering of mind into an 
assemblage or succession of point
events has always broken down when 
tested by epistemological scrutiny. The 
truth, here as elsewhere, is the whole, 
and the whole includes the subject 
as well as the object aspect, not as 
separate existences, but as aspects 
separable out of the entirety in 
reflection only. 

With personality we are in a region 
where what concerns us is what dis
tinguishes humanity from the . merely 
animal as .. well •• as from the merely 
mechanicaL .. J'he three aspects do not 
exist as facts . side by side and inde
pendent .of each ••. other. They . are 
different • presentations of facts in 
experience, not reducible to each other, 

but requiring for their description 
different concep(ons and different 
language. . The r;cod, the beautiful, 
and the true arc ideas that illustrate 
the field of disccurse that)belongs 
to this higher region. We see them 
and their contrasts expressed •• in • the 
faces of our fellow human beings. 
They are no . doubt in a . measure 
dependent for their . maintenance on 
the bodily condition. But this con
dition does not explain or create them. 
They belong to a level in knowledge 
beyond that at which a merely living 
organism is presented. 

Yet without a body the soul, which 
is its form at a higher level of know
ledge, could not be there. It is to this 
extent conditioned by the body, and 
by station in nature at which mind is 
object for mind. The processes of 
the brain are requisite for the activity 
of intelligence. Physiology plays a 
large part in the modern science of 
psychology. 

That knowledge has levels at which 
its forms are different is no a priori 
deduction. It seems rather. to be a 
fact of which we have constantly to 
take cognizance in observation. The 
rabbit, the horse, the elephant, and the 
ape all display intelligence of degrees 
which are short of what is human in 
normal cases. The respective ranges .of 
conception, with the resulting limita
tions in " universe of discourse," are 
apparent to the observer. When we 
bring ourselves back to the starting
point, which is our individual experi· 
ence ofthe object-world of nature as ar 
enti~ety, it ceases.to be perplexing whj 
knowledge should) he thus. graded 
What confronts us .in that experieno 
is a world in space and t~rne which i 
developing itself. Mind .appears i 
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that object-world and is recognized as 
to some extent symbolized in temporal 
and spatial forms. These are not 
adequate for its full expression, but 
they . enable. its partial expression in 
ways that show us that it is mind that 
is there in the behaviour of the men 
and animals we see. It is so that we 
find before us mind that has an object 
aspect. But we are ourselves more 
than mere objects in this world of 
nature. We experience it, and the 
particularism of that experience is fact 
only in virtue of the universals of 
knowledge. It is on the character of 
these universals that the grading of 
experience into levels depends. The 
" behaviourism " of the intelligent 
factors in the object-world enables us 
to classify and de.fine the conceptions 
that enter into their mental activities 
and their worlds. These activities 
extend to what we call mere instinct 
in one direction, and to human intelli
gence in another. But for their com
prehension and for their very presenta
tion in knowledge our minds have to 
be more than they appear when merely 
observed in their settings in nature. 
The entire universe ·· belongs to the 
object-world which is for the subject, 
and the subject reaches in reflection 
over it. The subject taken by itself 
we can reach, not perceptually but 
only notionally, by abstraction from 
nature. It ,is a logical aspect of the 
actual which has no significance apart 
from it. Only by reasoning, based on 
the fashion in which we are conscious 
of the dynamic and developing quality 
of knowledge when it expands its 
implications, do we reach its character 
as essential in the actual. When we 
observe the self in its object form, as 
it confronts us in nature, we find it 

primarily invested with the attributes 
of time and space. It appears as a 
history or seqt.1ence of events in the 
world. That is how people, ignoring 
the other phases which what they are 
aware of presents, come to think that 
it can be resolved into successions and 
assemblages of point-events. When 
they think so they are considering 
experience only under one of many 
aspects, all of which are essential. 
As has been seen, the various aspects 
under which the real presents itself 
to us are not subjective qualifications 
which the mind imposes on something 
which exists independently of it in 
another form. The various phases 
of the object-world do not conflict, 
because they are the outcome of 
different standpoints with different 
categories. But these are all objec
tive in the sense that they enter into 
the character of the actual and make 
it what it is. Life is as real as 
mechanism, and intelligence is as 
real as life. The beautiful and the 
good and the divine enter into and 
fashion the constitution of our experi
ence of the world. When we do not 
find them it is because the standpoint 
of our knowledge does not include the 
conceptions which are required to 
recognize them as actual. That is 
why, if we knew all, we should find 
the whole universe revealed in the 
flower in the crannied wall. But, 
fashioned as our minds are, they 
require to proceed by ignoring what 
they are not searching for and to 
employ methods and outlooks which 
do not admit of the whole nature of 
the real being taken in at a glance. 
That, too, is the reason why our 
metaphors, mere images as they are, 
never appear adequate. 



CHAPTER XIV 

KNOWLEDGE AND ITS LEVELS 

WE have seen how we are driven to a 
conception, fuller than we ordinarily 
bring to bear of. ourselves. In what 
is different from Professor Dewey's 
conception, and is more nearly analo
gous to Kant's synthetic activity of 
intelligence, we find what transcends 
the separation of personalities, and 
indicates a universe that includes both 
what is within and what is without 
the mind. That which is all-embrac
ing and is creative is in us. But not 
as a separate entity. The nature of 
ultimate reality is that of our experi
ence raised in reflection to a degree 
that supersedes the separation of its 
object from itself, of the particularism 
of sense from the generality which 
characterizes thinking. That experi
ence is, in the aspect in which the 
might of thought can render it, the 
self, but the self as an ideal one 
towards which the highest forms of 
reflection can only impel us, con
ditioned as we are in brain and 
organism. We cannot truly describe 
it even in symbols, for these are 
restricted by their sensuous nature, and 
can only suggest and. not be adequately 
envisaged. 

Still reflection even of this order 
knows no barrier to its range of 
actlVlty. It can free the range of 
thought to an extent has no 

limit, if it cannot exhaustively define. 
The self, delivered from distortion by 
metaphor, we find it difficult to 
describe in everyday language. Yet 
some definition is possible. . Despite 
the hindrances referred to knowledge 
ought to prove to be sufficient for its 
task. Were it not so the self would 
have no final reality, for it would have 
no final meaning. . 

Suflicient knowledge of ultimate 
reality is, however, knowledge of a 
kind different from that of any object_ 
of perception. It has obviously to be_ 
at a level at which the distinction of 
mind from its object does not obtain, 
and at which what reflection points to 
is an entirety within which an. that. is, 
the particular· as well as· the universal, 
falls. It is therefore knowledge 
through conceptions of an order such 
that human beings do not employ 
them in their everyday practical 
classifications of experience. 

That there are orders in knowledge 
through which its kinds are distin
auished, we have seen. Such orders 
~ay bring us to larger conceptions than 
those which we deem adequate for 
ordinary use. .This is so not only in 
philosophy but also, for example, in 
the severest mathematical physics. 
One of the greatest of contemporary 

uuLdu:.. Hermang \Veyl, con-
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chides the . mathematical investigation 
in his book on Space, Time, and 
Matter with a passage that is worth 
referring to : 

few of the fundamental chords from 
that harmony of the spheres of which 
Pythagoras and Kepler once dreamed.'' 

· This passage suggests that the roads 
" The laws of the metrical field deal of approach to the n.ature of the real 

less with reality itself than . with the converge. It is in all cases a question 
shadow-like extended medium that of how we can examine our categories 
serves as a link between material sufficiently critically. It is evident 
things, and with the formal constitu- that experience carinot, if it is to be 
tion of this medium that gives it fully understood, be divorcedfrom the 
the power of transmitting effects. . intelligence · for which it is experience. 
Statistical physics, through the quan- · Knowledge is in the deepest sense 
tum theory, has already reached a foundational for reality. Mind and 
deeper stratum of reality than is its object are in the . end inseparable. 
accessible to field physics; yet the The symbols which the mathematician 
problem of matter is still wrapped in requires are images not the less that 
deepest gloom. • But even if we recog- they are pregnant with his interpreta
nize the limited range of field physics, tion. Object requires subject, and 
we must gratefully acknowledge the together they enter into the individual 
insight to which it has helped us. . form which is that of the actual. 

. Whoever looks back over the ground To get further light on experience 
that has been traversed, leading from we must therefore again turn to the 
the Euclidean metrical structure to the nature of knowledge. Its nature is 
mobile metrical field which depends on capable of being exhibited in the 
matter, and which includes the field domain of logic and it is identically 
phenomena of gravitation and electro- present in minds that know, even 
magnetism; whoever endeavours to get through their divergences. For truth 
a complete survey of what could be and error are the outcome of freedom 
represented only successively and fitted under those organic conditions through 
into an articulate manifold, must be which alone knowledge is possible for 
overwhelmed by a feeling of freedom us men. It is thus conditioned though 
won. The mind has cast off the not created by our station in nattire, 
fetters which have held it captive. as the outcome in those aspects of the 
He must feer transfused with the self that belong to nature through a 
conviction that reason is not only a process of evolution. Freedom is that 
human, a too human, makeshift in the of a finite self when it reflects. But 
struggle for existence, but that, in evolution takes place in an object
spite of all disappointments and errors, world which has meaning only as 
it is yet able to follow the intelligence there for mind, whether perceptual or 
which has planned the world, and that conceptual. Now if we look at the 
the consciousness ofeachone of us is ·. na~ure ()f kn(}wledge as it . displays 
the c~Iitr:e at which the One Ligh:C~md "'- itselfin consciousness we find that it 
Life of Truth · compreilc~ds itsdf in is of different kinds. · The experience 
phenomena. Our ears have cau·ght a ·· of the mathematician is different from 
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that of the biologist. The first gives 
meaning to his world through ideas 
of order in externality. , The second 
gives such meaning through· ideas of 
behaviour, not under the influence of 
causes, external in time and space to 
their effects, but in realization of ends 
which operate apart from consciousness 
as immediately present; not at any 
distance however indefinitely small, 
but directly. That is what our 
observation seems to tell us, and bio
chemistry, if properly assigned to its 
own level, docs not detract from the 
testimony. It is the power of the end 
as realizing itself that seems to account 
for the uniformity of the myriad 
descendants of a minute organism, 
and for their inheritance of common 
forms and qualities. The kind of 
interpretation is for the mathematician 
and the biologist radically different in 
each case. The immediate influence 
of ends in moulding the modes of 
behaviour which we recognize as life 
cannot be expressed in differential or 
other equations. As reality depends 
on meaning, the mea.nings being 
different the aspects realized are in 
their truth different. 

But the two kinds of interpretation 
do not come into collision. They 
belong to different orders of reflection 
and of what is actual. The organism 
is indeed subject to the laws of cause 
and effect and of the conservation of 
energy. It has aspects in which these 
dominate it. But they are not the 
aspects which make it an organism. 
The latter aspects, when presented and 
isolated by abstraction from the con
crete actuality, are what they· are in 
virtue of the conceptions which are 
foundational to the kind of experience 
with which we • are confronted. The 

mode of . observation depends on the 
kind of knowledge . that our direct 
experience requires us to bring to bear, 
and this again. depends on the con
ceptions that control in these kinds of 
knowledge. .• •......... > , .••... . 

Conceptions enter not o11Iy into 
knowledge but into· its objects. It is 
by their significance that objects exist 
for us. ·That is why the latter as 
exhibited in reality always express and 
embody conceptions. But objects thus 
displaying themselves in different 
orders are not necessarily on that 
account and in that fashion numeri
cally distinct. The constituent sub
stances of living organisms may be 
investigated chemically. My friend 
whom I meet in the street is so many 
pounds weight of carbon, nitrogen, 
oxygen, hydrogen, etc. He is also 
a living organism, embodying the 
features of life and of ends realizing 
themselves, and preserving functions 
which remain his normals through life 
and through continuous changes in 
material. But it is the same object 
that appears under the two aspects. 
Again this very object is perceived by 
me who encounter it in the street, as 
a self, as another " I " numerically 
different from myself in so far .as it 
occupies a different station in . space 
and time and has a different history 
and content as an object .. of nature. 
But my friend is more than a living 
organism that may have this separate 
existence. He is at a different level 
an organism with another. aspect, that 
of human perscmality. As a person 
he is distinguished by me from myself, 
not only by his different place and 
appearance in nature, but by a mental 
history moulded by these differences. 
Still . .he ... <u1d .. l .. thil1~il1 .• Ja.r.~~ll1easure 
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identically. We have notions which 
are logically the same, and not merely 
resembling as objects in space may 
resemble. Each of us is for himself 
" I," and in that way each of us recog
nizes the other as " I." If we did not 
think identically we could have no 
common world in which we lived. 
Mind is not a thing, neither is it, in 
its distinctive nature, a happening in 
space and time. It is the activity of 
free knowledge, and as such it has 
no locality, inasmuch as locality has 
meaning only as its object. Know
ledge is in logic the prius to reality, 
and its form even as moulded by the 
organism implies that it signifies that 
it is more than what is so moulded, 
ahd is the foundation of that form. 

We have now seen that the general 
conceptions which it employs deter
mine the levels at which knowledge 
operates, and, as the result, determine 
the kinds of objects which it fashions. 
It is through conceptions of a higher 
order than those of mere life that 
I perceive and interpret the friend 
whom I meet in the street as being, 
like myself, a person. Mind appears 
for both of us as in the world. But 
it requires .for such appearance a 
different order of conceptions from 
those of mechanical or even merely 
living things. Once realize. that per
ception involves.conceptioh and thiscan 
readily be grasped. It follows that 
knowledge must have a variety of 
levels with their counterparts in the 
experience that depends on it. 

The approach to the interpretation 
o~ what men mean by God is now less 
hard. The conceptions which we use 
when we contemplate. the objective 
world are not enough. For they are 
applicable only in individual forms 

which entail . sensuous aspects. Of 
these . we cannot wholly rid ourselves, 
dependent on an organism with senses 
as we are, however far we may carry 
the unending process of subordinating 
them. The symbols used are therefore 
inadequate to the ultimate truth, even 
whe:n employed in art. and religion at 
their highest. 

Yet the might of thought is such 
that it can carry us beyond these 
symbolic representations to a reflective 
view of the universe as a whole ir. 
which the foundation is mind that in 
thinking its object creates it. Such 
mind is super-personal compared with 
mind as we experience it. It makes 
no severance of its object from itself or 
of itself from its object. Time and 
space and all order in externality must 
fall within it, together with the other 
orders in experience. In the entirety 
they have their places, but these places 
as gradations in order of reflection and 
not as separate entities. The truth is 
for us in this sense, here as elsewhere, 
in no perfect form, but it points us to 
an ideal and perfect whole, which we 
may regard as absolute. 

On this whole our human know
ledge rests for its foundation and 
source. In human personality the 
final order is revealed, but revealed in 
object form and from a station and 
period in nature. The human soul is 
thus imperfect. But because it finds 
God in itself it finds also in the human 
self an expression of His infinity. 

These things are there, even in the 
external world, for the intelligence 
that is wide enough to apprehend the 
levels that they express. And the 
distinction between knowing and 
being appears therefore to be ·in the 
end only relative and not final. 

n* 



CHAPTER XV 

SOUL AND BODY 

IT will be appropriate to add a little soul increases in perfection with the 
more at this further stage about the quality of the body. And this is just 
relation of the soul to the bodt. The what we do find. A beetle has an 
spul haL obviously ~-cJ.Q~~.J:~iti~ __ to organism of a low character, so low 
the bod It cannot be a se arate that w·e can perceive little or nothing 
'Juno-, .nor .$J,.J;l,..~t externa y or which we can call soul. For the soul 
causalfy, m die stnct sense, on the properly so-called is presented as an 

;~tt~~~l ~]nr~<I~~c~~:t~W~~~! ~~{~c~o t:~ci~e~~ fs~~~s i:1~~{ :in~~ 
though 1t' were 'purely of i:lieorder of for the characteristic of mind is to be 
a subject, in knowledge. For it is an knowledge. A dog comes nearer to 
object included in our experience, and being a soul than does a beetle. For 
belongs to an individual and concrete he is intelligent, and appears to possess 
world. We come back to the view some reasoning power and freedom in 
that reality presents a variety of aspects, conscious choice of what he does. He 
and that the soul must be, as ordinary shows the presence of a. self in a 
experience indicates, the organism in nascent form, for he rec()gnizes his 
an aspect different from that of the kennel as his own and is capable of 
mere organic body. That does not jealousy. He has even standards of 
mean that the organism produces it, conduct, at the breach of which he 
as a piano produces a tune. There is sometimes ashamed. He also may 
the relation of causation obtains. But show unmistakably disinterested affec
it does mean that what we popularly tion for his master. 
call the body possesses aspects in which But the organism of man is of. a 
in the course of our experience it ye£1:iig1ler oraer. In the development 
proves to be more than an organism, of the brain, in the varieties in his 
and that in experience these aspects individuality and in • consequent de
are just as real as any others. It is partures from what is conventional in 
the ~ctrip_L of levels or degreeSTrl his species, in his erect and command
J;e,ali!y, . ,~ . knowledge jl[lf~~=-·:·ing figure, in his power of using his 
h~l.ELY.§ over the diffi~l!l!Y· hands; in all these and other qualities 

If the soul • is the body in a higher his organism is of a higher type than 
aspect we shall. expect to find that the that of any lower animal. • The brain 
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of man is capable of neural processes 
so intricate and minute and so differ
ent from each other that it is obviously 
fitted to express qualities which are 
unattainable by the mere brute. Apart 
from these qualities the human soul 
could not be. For it seems to stand 
for their expression in a new light and 
from a new standpoint. The living 
body regarded from this standpoint is 
the manifestation .of a human soul. 

No doubt the soul may properly be 
said to consist in feeling • and reflec
tion, and· the power of basing on 
these conscious! v directed action. The 
neurones of th~ brute are sufficient to 
be the vehicle of movement and of 
life based on feeling and consciousness, 
and of intelligence up to a certain 
degree. But the nervous system of 
the brute cannot take him higher, into 
the ranges which are those required 
by human intelligence alone. It is 
man's body that is requisite for the 
expression of man's intellectual and 
moral nature, and that nature is 
limited by his body. An injury to 
the brain may destroy his mental 
capacity or interfere with the possibility 
of its expression. An affection of the 
brain may produce chronic depression 
in the bravest. We human beings are 
conditioned by the kind of senses we 
possess, and the soul of an angel, if 
there be' such, may be found to have 
other senses and a range greater than 
ours. For the soul a ears to have 
no sepi_Li!!:e lqca itt.. and~ng 
{etachable JrQm the li,yin~ organis111. 
It seems rather to be just the organism 
interpreted at a level above that of 
mere physiology, the level of life as_the 
~ression of mind_~--

In mind we are subject which 
recognizes itself as having the whole 

universe potentially present to it, not 
as a merely external object but as 
falling within itself. Without the 
unifying quality. of the subject, which 
is requisite to make. knowledge possible, 
there could be no time or space. For 
it is only for the subject, that is as 
falling within knowledge, that these 
have any meaning. When we see our 
neighbours acting in a way that implies 
that they are of our own level and 
think freely as we do, and call them
selves " I," we speak of them as 
persons, meaning that they are the 
expressions of what is not in itself 
mtrely a happening in outside nature, 
but imports intelligence that is, in 
what is fundamental, identical with 
our own, excepting in the details of 
the symbols which are used to express 
it. In no other way can we reach the 
intelligence of our fellow-men except
ing by recognizing our very inmost 
selves as in them too. Mind is con
scious of them and so finds itself. 
The circumstances of the living human 
being, his history, the contents of his 
personality, may all vary from our own 
in an infinity of details. But the 
cardinal quality is that he speaks and 
behaves as an " I," just as we do. 
This quality is no effect caused oy 
experience, for it is the very condition 
which lies at the root of an experience 
such as is ours, and that makes it 
possible. It is its logical condition. 
To a limited extent it may be present 
in the dog. But not as the " I " 
which lies at the root of human 
personality and of its higher manifesta
tions in intellectual and ethical life. 

The soul thus appears to mean the 
body interpreted as at a level at which 
it is much more than a merely living 
body. In the soul we have risen above 
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that degree in. completeness which is reach . o£ .. external causes. If he dies 
all of which nature is capable. It is " he may cease to be as a person an 
better described as what Aristotle called object for the bystanders. · But his 
the " Entelechy " of the body-the ' ceasing to be .such is an ·c(';Vent which, .. 
end, in ·the true sense of the word~ ·. sO far as he . is concerned; is a11 event 
which determines its behavi()yr and . from which it is of th<: riab.ire of his 
is expressed in that behaviour. . We ... rnind to he detached. The •" 1" was 
cannot express it merely in terms of~t born and does not die. FOr lt lS 

feeling, . nor is it any mere set of not and never was an event in the 
universals. It is concretely individual time and space which belong only to 
in that both feeling and the reflection the forms in which it manifests itself. 
which defines and sets feeling enter Mind is ab_9ve nature. It is of a 
into it. different order in conception, and at . 

If the body passes away by decay a level at which birth and . death have 
or aeatli,t:Ii~ soul as such in its object not the significance they possess as 
form . therefors; .. ~s with . it._ But physical events. In the case of the 
that is for mind only a passing of animal that has not full personality 
reality at a level belonging to the object- this will not be so. 
world. The ..::_ L" for which alone the These considerations do not help us 
object-wot~~e9-t-~_n..<ll,.~ happen- towards the ordinary pictorial repre
i~ass in the same fashion. sentations of a future life. Such 
A man can contemplate his own pain representations are of a soul, with 
and his own death, and can regard some new kind of body. But they 
them as events not touching his higher give to the faith which triumphs o__yer 
nature. That does not mean that he death a rational basis. For they point 
will put on some other body when he to the world as passing away only as 
dies. ~~ _Il,!~Mans that his personality before a mind that is not itself in time 
exists ;I_tM .. e.J.!!ghg:Jevel than d9es ___ his or space. 
Object nature, and is not within the 



CHAPTER XVI 

HUMAN PERSONALITY 

To conclude that our personalities to least, a possibility of which account 
a large extent mould our experience, must be taken. W e assume a particu
even when we are dealing with per- lar system as real when, regarding the 
sonality in its human form, and apart earth as at rest, we see the sun going 
from degrees in knowledge of a higher round it. We realize that an observer 
order which seem implied in it, is on Mars, who based his space-time 
not an extravagant conclusion. For system on Mars treated as at rest or . 
r~which ~ fi~,~ l~.,.,.our ex peri- even as in motion round the sun, would 
e]-ce ofJh~!flii!PJE~c~~E..=~ai m the have to measure operations on the earth 
light oLJy~hich~hiJ",rs;J~~.YiJ.Y. become_s very differently from an observer on 
<!.J;I.IJ,atrot • ..i.IL,..Qr.dinary life. __ To discuss the earth who was treating himself, in 
this ideal, and to try to render it the way our observers do, as at rest on 
sufficiently in terms that at best must the earth. We have to devise a special 
be abstract and general, may not prove standard for measuring the true velocity 
easy. What we can do most surely . and proper time of a Beta ray. In 
is to indicate where the conventional cases such as these everyday knowledge 
view of everyday life seems to fall- is obviously only relative, and is in
short, judged by the necessary tests. . adequate to a final rendering of the 

To begin with, the hard~and-fast · actual. Modern teaching about rela
s_~~tion ,betwf~n _ sti~Is~f:~crOb}ect tivity in physics has introduced this 
is~d _to be e':_S:D:~h~re ddeposed principle in a new form intermediate 
f!"o!E-..-..HS . authority~ That oes not between the everyday view and that 
mean that there is no distinction of metaphysics. 
between them, but rather that the dis- So it is with the distinction between 
tinction is not '"'a--hnar'"one:--Tuch s~£RSf~andObJe:~er3.!!1:_ The 
s-eparati(;;;~:~-iu":-=zase; which --present more closely we scrutmize our know-
suggestive analogies, are being broken ledge of the object, even in our most 
down wholesale in the progress of the apparently direct perception of it, the 
latest science. 1) Il1.ean,d S£_ace are no more do we find that reflection has 
longe~ t;-~~~~L~.~---~~l?~~E!l-1~..!.!!.~~ or entered into and transformed it, and 
~~ 2-!l,.~nt_of Jhs_pbservcr. The that the obiect is for us inseparable 
relativity without limit of space-time from the su ect m ex enence. Cate
systems is looked on as, at the very gones stan ards of 
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value, not only for the interpretation 
of what we think we perceive imme
diately, but for the attribution of 
reality to it. The spiritual does not 
exist for a dog, and probably not even 
the variations of fine colour. For our~ 
selves we have before us a world that 
seems at first sight to be independent 
of us and always the same. But it 
turns out, as we have already seen, to 
be what it is only because mankind 
always brings to its interpretation a . 
common set and level of ideas which 
give fixity to experience. 

!!.,~~2~~~J.~_._t,?l'_~~1avy_ .. ~"!~~~--~~at 
can De treateu as nna . oetween the 

~]i~=~~i!.[;&is~.;~;}q~e~~~~~:~-~~i~~~ .. 
scrutinl.z'e"'CfoseTy···lnore-· ancf mor·e-··that 
o13)t'cf'woriCf~t1.1riis ' ··oiiC'£6··oe ··ren:oered 
inuni'v~rsa:rs=and'~To~13-e1on_, to . refrec: * fi~:.,·---rr-wt"s'ay·· TllciT'TI1esef 1in1versaTs 
odong to the object-world and are 
somehow inherent in it, like particular 
facts, that does not help us. The 
only meaning we can attach to such, 
a statement is that mind enters into 

I the constitution ··c;r··the ''06'ect:'"worid, 
ana· 'ihat:····· fli'e ···· a1sf1t12t1on:·~'b~twee'ii·--the 
fwo" is ·e:oils<t.ue11a· " 05liiC!'aiea-:--~- - . ···-

\ 
""'"ti!'!i"a-~ce~es--t~ be = iegar'd'ea- as 

. merely included in its world, for mind 
'seems to reach over that world, and to . 
absorb it progressively the further we 
study the process of the over-reaching. 
Here as elsewhere our difficulties arise 
from metaphors which we apply " dog
matically," that is, without first con
sidering whether they are legitimate 
in the subject-matter. For in ex
perience we do not appear to find 
the sharp. demarcation of independent · 
entities whi<:h such metaphors seem to 
assume. At one stagein the structure 
of the kn~:wledge we apply such 

metaphors may be natural and proper. 
But it does not follow that they are 
equally legitimate at another stage. 
We may talk of causes when we are 
at the kvel of physics and chemistry. 
But it does not follow that we may 
usc the images of these when we are 
inquiring into the control of ends iri 
bringing about the behaviour of living 
organisms, or into · the relation of . 
motives to the exercise of volition.· 

Human __ pers<?~l.~ __ !hus moulds its 
obj~sfF.:o.:~€!lLa~a·.gqfs1tform.s :v.hich 
ilie mmas or amma ~not glVe to 
it': ' Tiuf~"·fiu~ffiaii · "fiersonality . is itself 
moitlded, though in a different fashion, 
and so moulded that its everyday inter
pretation of its world seems to fall as 
much below the truth as in another 
fashion does the interpretation of the 
animal. For beyond our ·.· personal . 
standards there are intrinsic iri the . 
constitution of the mind of man phases 
which are relatively_ speaking super
personal. Tl:lere~~.iS an oBjectivity . in 
oi:Ir'':Knowledge, truth that is truth for 
everyone, which does not vary with 
the individual and which we do not 
challenge. That is what we mean by 
the real. Then there are " values " 
which we do n~t challenge. They are 
for us " critical," we cannot go beyond 
them. We can render in their terms, 
but we are unable to resolve them. 
The fashion of the day may pass, but 
in that fashion there has been a 
standard that is . invariant, depending 
on rnore than whatistransitory. The 
history of thought, since the time of 
the Greeks, of the Platonic Idea and . 
the Aristotelian " Active Reason," has 
been mainly illustrative either ·of this , 
super-personal phase in mind or of a . 
challenge of the mere forms in which 
it has been expressed, rather than of 
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controversy about the underlying sub- our own knowledge is dependent for 
stance of the doctrine. Among the its possibility on being not ·so limited. 
metaphysicians of to-day there is Beyond the range of our senses we 
observable an almost constitutional cannot reach directly. But the mind 
aversion to speaking of an " absolute " is not so hemmed in. It can recognize 
or of universals as existing in the itself as identically present in other 
~bject-world independently of reflec- selves, and discourse not merely about 
twn. But there is a corresponding a world but about a universe. That 
aversion ~~hsre~~~2t!J1ge ~1nd~: X'is because i:::~~!~~illj.£..i!~~ ve!J~~ure 

~~at~ci ka~t~~;a1~~~:~ !~k ~~:~ '}~v~1~~~a~~~;Ji~~~~~~~~-tT!ns1t~&·cl~~:; 
he went too fai in his att!mpt to treat f~~~~9~~9~::.~r:I!i.~TTe,J~r:~~·\Y~~:fi~Jiiis 
the activity of thought as separable i~ ~~ai:£ty; we finer it in values and in 
from its material in his theory of o~r=l~!r~:::·~:llls·:&£.o.a:;~ ancT'"~in~·the 
experience. But beauty itself was difference between rigllt and wrong; 
really looked on even by Kant as a ":~ . .Jig~LiLi!l"Q1!E.,.S2£~,Si,2E:~£.~~~,.<?i..t:he 
form of truth, and so was value. diyi~~ ~s .. a. fact .of. life. But we. find 

These things illustrate the faith that i(. ili().S.~~: sf~.~~li.I~: .. ~~~~~l~~g~=It:§~lf. 
the self is more than it commonly In that transcendence of common 
regards itself as being. It is certainly orders in knowledge which we call 
more than merely a passively con- genius it confronts us, but we do not 
templative intelligence enclosed in an need to resort to genius in order to 
animal body. Such an intelligence witness the higher orders in mind. 
could not be, even in a limited sense, We witness them in the advances of 
a centre of its world. It would knowledge, and in its penetrating 
encounter more limits than the higher power. ~£5?::Y!s;£Ks,_re~chs.s .tar_ ov~r 
animal encounters. tJ.ls.im!Tie.Ql~Se.im..cl . .K~EA. i_t. It 

The self is in this sense super- exhibits the phenomena which con
personal, not in being dominated by front us as illustrating principles 
another and different self of a higher which transcend ordinary measure
order, but in, as it stands, displaying ment, and go beyond order in ex
orders of knowledge and reality alike ternality; principles which reduce space 
in which it tends to pass beyond the and time to what is relative to the 
limits within which a consistently observer, and which carry us back into 
conventional standpoint would confine our minds as the source of what we 
it. We are hampered by the physical have taken to be of fixed order in 
and physiological configuration which nature. 
mind assumes in our experience of it. The advances of modern knowledge 
But that experience is only intelligible seem mcreasingly to be breaking down 
if its foundation is taken intoaccoun.t. tpe sharp line of demarcation _y;liich 
Were we only what the bodily self we took to exist between nature 
suggests to us we could hardly escape and even the particular mind that 
from solipsism. We do escape from observes it. 
it as soon as we recognize that even 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE STRUCTURE OF EXPERIENCE 

WE have arrived at a stage where the view of itself in which the whole 
view now expressed should be further object-world within which evolution 
contrasted with that of Professor operates is relative, and is what it is 
Dewey. For him experience is in only for mind. Mind in the form of 
ultimate analysis a self-contained object only in a qualified way discloses 
entity, existing as prior to know- itself as subject for which .the world 
ledge which finds in it its genesis. is, but not the less the level of the 
In the course of experience so con- subject is implicit even in the object
ceived knowledge is regarded as being form in which we perceive and recog
evolved. It is for him in other words nize it. We saw this when we found 
a product casually produced by experi- that in the neighbour whom we meet 
ence, with the field of which it is not in the street we recognize the " I," as 
in fact conterminous. subject in knowing, just as much . as 

The view of this book is that we ourselves are. Not only are he 
experience in separation from know- and we both " I," but it is in logically 
ledge is a notion arrived at by identical knowledge that our objective 
mere abstraction, and when sought world is actual. Without such identity 
to be taken by itself is wholly there can be no common world. Sub
unreal. Knowledge turns out to jects in such knowledge have as .such 
be foundational to the actual. But no meaning as numerically separate 
not foundational to it as a cause things, and the particularity of station 
operating ab extra. For the two in nature does not imply that they 
are one within an entirety, and are have. Such apparent particularity 
divorced in it only through artificial only shows how impossible it is to 
processes of reflection. Mind, in the dissever experience from our know
degrees. and at the levels in which it ledge of it, and to regard experience 
is found as an object in experience, as disclosing only isolated orders of 
presents itself as an object in nature. reality. It is because of the .£uncia
But as so presented it does not· offer mental identity of our knovvlecige of 
to us the whole truth about itself. It things that there . is •.• an objective 
is always potentially more than it universe. That is what was meant 
appears at particular levels of its when it was said long ago that in know~ 
object forms. It points us to a larger ledge there i~ in (ruth only a single 
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subject. It ·is within the universe by the conceptions which our station 
that is intelligible as there only for the in nature drives us to bring to bear. 
subject that is identical and single that But these conceptions neither stand 
aU physical and biological and ethical still nor are complete in themselves. 
processes take place. If every phenom- They have their functions within the 
enon in such an objective universe orders to which they belong, and these 
were interpreted through the same orders fall within the general system 
conceptions, if these conceptions . had of knowledge. · 
not the diversity of the different orders Such an idea is not new. It is the 
in knowledge to which they belong, idea to which not only some of the 
the world could not be the rich con- most prominent thinkers of the ancient 
crete world it is, or hang together. world, but some of the foremost among 
But reality appears at different degrees, the successors of Kant, have tended, an 
turning on the form of the activity of idea which in varying shapes they 
knowledge concerned in fashioning it. sought to elaborate. In the result, 
These degrees constitute among them- as it 'was for them and is for ·us, 
selves a hierarchy, and the higher the idealism and realism become no more 
conceptions that belong to its stages than counter-abstractions. For what 
the more nearly do we approach to is experienced and knowledge are not 
what we may call mind as fully con- two but one. 
stitutive of reality. The activity of If this idea be a true one, then 
our individual knowledge may be knowledge and experience or nature 
never so much conditioned by our are of course not separable entities. 
st~tions in nature. Not the less does Experience takes its form from know
it always increasingly develop the ledge as expressing itself in it. That 
recognition of reflection as entering knowledge has levels; it is of different 
into reality, the more searchingly it is orders. These enter into experience 
scrutinized. It is the principle of and are the keys to its various forms. 
levels or degrees in .knowledge and It is not seoarable from the reflective 
realitY. alike that delivers us from grades whi~h render it what it is for 
difficulties in interpretation which we us. They are not always before our 
could not otherwise overcome. It is minds in it. For these minds them~ 
this principle that also points to the selves appear in nature and are experi
breaking down ofthe apparent demar- enced as conditioned by it in that 
cation of the actual from our reflection appearance. They are indeed always 
on it. It indicates, too, the separation more than they seem to be, for the 
of the particulars of sense from the more fully they are comprehended the 
universals of thought as tending to a more do they disclose their foundation 
vanishing point and superseded in a in that subject-aspect which as minds 
final whole. they possess. But they never appear 

Knowledge is thus foundational. as mere fixed things. Although before 
It signifies more than in daily practice knowledge as its objects they have 
we attribute to particular minds. For knowledge for their inherent nature. 
within it particular characteristics fall John . Smith is a self, an " I,'' with a 
f~ its objects, isolate~ within t~e whqk ~ world before him ~~ich is fqr m~nd,. 
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identically the world that is before 
me, subject only to such diversities as 
his different conditions and station in 
nature, as a citizen, as colour-blind, as 
deformed or dying, give rise to. It is 
in the higher orders in which our 
common experience realizes itself, that 
the identity lies, an identity that is 
characteristic of knowledge as such. 
We are together in the world and yet 
in a deeper sense not of it. 

The orders in knowledge are 
apparent. In its rudimentary aspects 
we distinguish events as exclusive of 
each other in space and in time. 
These distinctions may not be the 
simplest conceivable. But they are 
distinctions within knowledge in 
primary fon:ns of order, distinctions 
which are yet intelligible only for a 
mind in which the events are held 
together in such relations that they 
form a whole of a kind. As we have 
seen we come simultaneously to higher 
and less simple orders which enter into 
our . experience, and without which it 
would have little meaning for us. 
Why they are before us we do not 
ask. They belong to the founda
tion of knowledge. In its inherent 
character they must have their origins, 
for we cannot reduce those that are 
of a higher order to those that are of 
a lower. They seem to be implied in 
the very character of thought as 
revealed in experience, and to be no 
more capable of explanation by any~ 
thing beyond than is knowledge itself. 
For knowledge is the condition of all 
such explanation and is itself founda
tional. It does not lie outside experi
ence, nor is it a product of experience. 
Experience, past, present, and future, 
belongs to and is for and falls within 
it. That circumstance does not detract 

. from the necessity of exploring a world 
that cannot be deduced. But it does 
warn us against plunging into dubious 
metaphysical assumptions which treat 
knowledge as something other . than 
foundational. There . .is . not experi-
ence and then knowledge. . Know- . 
ledge and experierice are . inseparable 
in their unity. It is .a unity which 

· we really assume from the outset, and 
on the basis of which alL inquiry is 
founded. 

Such a view of the nature of reality 
is not without certain analogies to that 
of Professor Dewey. In both views the 
starting-point is experience, the actual. 
In both the process of advance is an 
unravelling of the character of nature. 
But difference comes in early. Know~ 
ledge, the realization of the meanings 
which nature discloses as we pass from 
mere causes to ends, is for him a latest 
word, a phase of experience which it 
evolves as the result of interactions 
which are dynamic and its character
istic. Nature is there . for .him, .not 
through the medium of kpowledge, as 
falling within it, but independently of 
a result to which. it hasitself given rise. 
For us this cannot be the case. Experi
ence, even in its primary forms, is 
always knowledge of some kind .and 
falls within and arises through it. No 
doubt experience appears in diverging 
orders. By our abstractions we treat 
these as though they . were the . dis tin- . 
guishing characteristics of different 
things, belonging to different. kinds. 
Mechanism and life and beauty seem 
to us to exist exclusively of .each other 
in so far as we do not accept the stand
point from which they appear only as 
different grades at which the objective 
world discloses itself in the mind which 
has it forits object. But these orders 
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and their manifestation in different 
phases of our experience do not coexist 
or succeed or interfere with each other. 
They belong to levels which are logic
ally different, and are not interpretable 
as interfering with or as reducible to 
each other. 

For mind that was free to experi
ence and construe its world sub specie 
cetemitatis the different orders might 
be a perfect and complete hierarchy, 
constituting an entirety that was not 
split up into degrees even apparently 
divergent. Matter and mind would in 
that case cease to be antithetical. The 
moment of the particular in perception 
would dissolve altogether and disappear 
frofl1 reflection, because the unending 
series in which the process of knowing 
takes place for minds that are precluded 
by natural conditions from taking in 
the whole, would have been completely 

. summed. Mind of this order is what 
our experience never fully discloses to 
us. And yet itis an ideal we employ 
in our knowledge, and more than an 
ideal. For we assume its reality as 
the foundation on which alone know
ledge can rest, and on which alone its 
orders are explicable. Attempts have 
been made repeatedly in the course of 
the history of philosophy to determine 
deductively and in full detail the 
character of mind of this absolute 
type. They have failed one after the 
other. The reason is that we human 
beings always have to think in individ
ual images, even when we seek to think 
most abstractly. We thus .turn our 
absolute int() ·~~' '"r!,;lativ~_.,"Qr _f=L .. ie:..L..Qf 
relatives, according to the phases we 

attribute to it. But this difficulty does 
not stand in the way of our recognition 
of mind of a higher order than experi
ence presents as being the necessary 
foundation of such experience, and of 
knowledge as being not only ideally but 
in truth an entirety. Such a recogni
tion is sufficient to deliver us from 
difficulties that seem otherwise insuper
able, and it is enough to allow reality 
to what we regard as highest in our 
lives. For it provides not only for 
necessary developments of thought, but 
for values, in ethics, in art, in religion, 
that seem to have their foundation in 
higher orders of mind. 

We saw that it was only as the 
expression of knowledge and of the 
experience that it contains that our 
neighbours as we met them in the street 
were real for us. But neither they nor 
we are real as things of which know
ledge is the property or product . 
Knowledge is rather the essential con
clition ot ali 'existe~lt expresses 
itseiCi~~~;:i78~I'Yes-1norCTersand ·at 
IeveiS""'O£''d1HerefiTnafli?es~"··wha t .we 
liav'e'"''t0''(f()'''ls''1 0i:-ecogri1ze-that these 
do not interfere with each other. 
What is a mere thing at one degree 
of knowledge and reality may be a 
self, a subject for experience, at another 
degree. Since it is of our essence to be 
mind we are free to accept as. the 
expression of what is actual our experi
ence at the level at which it is our 
object. ~9ing w~ can rise in 

~··-~~t~.4£()iE!J~--~~ci_.£rei~!i~E._Jprt f~r 
Knowledfe that is id~-~j'..S21!!E._~!~lt 
1~=:~ri!ii. .. s,:E££~}hat ~~p.J?~ ... !he !!~.!h~ 



CHAPTER XVIII 

MAN AND DEATH 

'Y,~arL~OE~ ... ~J:!f!:-<\s.,::Ag.,,~¥,~11t,xequired significance which it has as one of the 
by tlie course of_ .lli~ . ~XL. di~. · For facts in nature. Beyond doubt it has 
experience shows us to be objects in great significance from the standpoint 
that world of nature where we have of nature as we directly apprehend it, 
a time and a station and a period of the standpoint of our station there. It 
growth and decay . . But we have seen brings loss and sorrow and may, after 
that we arc more than this. We are its fashion, mean disaster. But these 
subjects in knowledge and persons, and concern the individual organism that 
our personality implies that as such we feels and knows, and has a place in 
are not the creatures of time and space, the family and in society. They do 
and that our knowledge has levels that not reach to the meaning of death for 
are above those where mechanism and the individual mind that suffers it. 
life are the forms of the world. As For that mind death indeed is an event. 
persons we are subjects, ideally the The body may cease to live and so 
single subject for which not only to fulfil any further function in the 
mechanism and life but higher degrees external world. But that ceasing is 
in reality, which still admit of itself a happening in time and spac.<::, 
distinction between personalities, find for the mind that experiences its own 
meaning. What is our world? lt is death. Such an event is like birth, 
one which includes beauty, goodness, a natural 12art of the course of hfe. 
the divine, and truth. Such a world Unaware ;;r;: self before birth we may 
is there for the mind which it con- o~=wrmaut''"" erce tual awareness of a 
fronts, and the line of demarcation se - a ter eat 1. or ymg lS ~· 
between mind and that world is a p~ocess m the obJect-world, · a happen
disappearing one, for philosophy and i~g which we present to ourselves. . It 
for . science alike. Knowledge and doesnot follow that we go on con
reality are in final analysis inseparable. templating it after the death which has 
To know and to be are phases that fall come to us. Nor have we need to do 

¥ Wlthma lar~er entirety. The universe so. Time and space are forms of that -
within and the universe without -;;n~ object-world which seem to necessitate 
stitute a sin le universe. .. for their apprehension the continuance 

1 t ath is obviousl an ,... ,of the organism. . But at all periods 
event Wlt . t e vast~of the world's . )listory 1nan has found 

·-···· ' roo 

' . ... 
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l 
:, , it f?ossiblein tho~ht~nd in resolution, - is not abolished but superseded, just 
--1- by the exemse of a more penetrating as the self sueersedes itself in great 1 

~ght, to triumph o~er death2 even - im ersonal actwn, such as d in to 
~n tfie very act -otdying. He has _ save anot er or to S:!-,Ve e natton, t e 
proved himself to be a mind able to $d"ymg-"wh1c[Jf'§.£!.a12horicaiTy caP~9 -~ 
treat the termination of _ his life as a wOii-Ve. In such cases the future / 
mere occurrence wliich does not touch o t e self ceases to be of concern. 
wliat he holds tobe Ili~h;st. He has The reason is that the level of the 

®a stand~nt from whic1 death~ spint reaches oeyond such concern, . 
sung an the grave has no victory ~ for it is a level -~Fat is tl!,!l<:lcss an~ 
'f:he~J!."ill~!..J1D-lY5~!lt~,~b~!!?.Li!11.2~f s~;pceless. We have seen that th~ 
the outer. ___ It is not hard to see what highest form of knowledge is implied 
this means from the outlook to which in our finite apprehension as constitu
the problem with which we have been ting the essential foundation requisite 

,. dealing presents itself. ·for its explanation. In the highest 
l( As subj~ct the individual seems to kind of knowledge the factor of the 

•· be b'eyonCftlie reach of ~e ~~erm~ii particular must be conceived as not 
as well as the commencement of its merely indefinitely resoluble, but as 
sonsciousness of . it~--~or that completely resolved. It is not, as in 
world, and the consciousness of it also, merely perceptual consciousness, a limit 
fall within what is there only for the which thought cannot reach, but is 
subject. In thi.s resRect death is in ideally an aspect which is absorbed into 
some respectS'l:lke sleep. . Sleep belongs individuality of a fuller . order, the 
to the object-world of happenings .. individuality in which object and sub
which are before the mjnd ·in - its ject are no longer differentiated, but in 
experience. So does death. That we which to think is to create. That is 
do.f10t awake from it in the same way not all. The character of thought 
makes it not the less a happening itself alters. It no longer consists in 
which we can contemplate as one that universals ·distinguished from particu
is no more than an occurrence in our lars which are of a nature limiting to 
object-world. The time and space in itself and for that reason never finally 
which it takes place are relations with resoluble. Mind andits object must, 
meaning only in reflection. At a at such a hi-her level, fall into unit . 
higher . level of· contemplation these . e progress of sctence an o meta
relations do not affect the knowledge physics alike represent a continuous 
for which alone they are there. The advance towards such an ideal condi
activity of the self has transcended tion. The difference between knowing 
them. They are not merely felt. and being is always tending to dis
They are known. For the observer, appear as analysis becomes increasingly 
who observes under the forms of time penetrating. 
md space, tbe organism of the dying . . With this progress towards resolu
nan ceases to be sentient and to live. tion of apparent self-subsistence of 
ut there is a yet higher level in the events apart from mind, . the self-sub-
lOWledge of him who contem12lates sistence of the event of death becomes 
1 own death, at which that death resolved with it. That is why in 
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CHAPTER XlX 

THE OUTCOME 

BY way of conclusion we may now the nature of the knowledge for which 
sum up t~is review of the character of that world is, and which gives it its 
our expenence. meaning. That we have a world 

The factors of the general and the before us, that in addition we all 
particular in our experience have been apprehend and contemplate it in the 
assigned to their places. They are no main identically, implies that know
more than aspects of a whole that alone ledge is more than a mere property of 
is real, and within it they fall and are a particular object called the brain. 
separable only in reflection. The The brain is the expression for us of 
mind of man has its expression in a human intelligence, but in another 
living organism with a period and aspect it is a mere thing which the 
station in nature. Physical science and anatomist and even the physiologist 
biology, with the various forms. which have to envisage in abstract form. 
the principle of development assumes The dead brain on the dissecting table 
in the latter, account for this period and means existence at a lower level than 
station, and for the limitation of our the living brain in whieh feeling and 
mental capacities. They belong to intelligence are expressed. 
the aspects of man's existence in which Even in the object-world we see it is 

. it is an object for perception, in an obvious that reali!UJflit§...<.!:LAiffer~t 
external world, and to this aspect 1~ That object-world is actual 
they are confined. But the doctrine of only in so far as it has meaning, and 
levels or degrees alike in knowledge its meanings are of different orders. 
and reality shows that man is more The order of meaning of the living 
than merely an object for himself and and intelligent brain is higher than 
others. He is indeed the outcome of that of the dead brain lying on the 
a process of eyohili,Q.t!, but" he is not dissecting table. Even the living brain 
less subject. We say " subject " and with the functions with which the 
not "a subject." The reason is that psychologist concerns himself is, like 
the pluralism of individualities belongs this, an object in nature, studied in 
primarily to the region of time and conceptions which shut out higher 
space, and these are relations having orders in mind, such as beauty and 
their origin within the world of truth, presented in our human experi
objects. They owe their character to ence. If we would get at that experi-

103 
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ence in its fullness we dare not shut 
out these higher orders, higher because 
more akin to the actual character of 
mind, for they enter into that experi
ence just as much as do the other and 
quit~ different orders belonging to the 
relatiOns of externality. These higher 
orders are, in the abstractions which 
our freedom enables us to make, 
sometimes disregarded and at times 
not even present potentially to intelli
gence of a limited nature. Our dog 
r~~~-~ong w~ our ~3lks-:-BUt 
l~t; ,~~.JlQLf~Qizant _ot.~tfie ~ualities of 
the scenery. He distracts us from our 
meditations and he is a kindly and 
intimate companion. But the higher 
orders of knowledge are not present to 
him. Nor are they invariably apparent 
in the minds of the men and women 

, ""who also walk with us. To take in 
r<(the, full meaning of_ lif~not every

one s business. And yet unless it is 
taken in we have no a£P£~ even t<? 
~-~_E!ete consciousn~~_9.L~hat life 
mC:inSior m~ 

The life of man implies for the com
pletion of its meaning that no phase of 
reality should be excluded. We are 
all in some measure specialists. But 
in our particular specialism we have 
always to recognize that there are 
other possible forms of concentration 
on what is best. We fail, so far, if we 
are oblivious to religion. We may not 
think its metaphors sufficient to make 
it reliable in giving exact knowledge. 
But they are metaphors which imply 
conceptions of a high order, and, even 
when .· we cannot look on such meta
phors as sufficient, we ought to regard 
the1ll as expressing, .in the way that is 
most readily accessible to religiously
minded people, phases belonging to the 
full ·nature of our minds of which 

religion is in possession, the truth that 
there is a level at which we nse over 
pleasures and feeling~ that are Jl,assing 
and come near to what is t e real 
foundation of our existence. So itis 
in ~c and in poetry. Even if in 
their technique they do not appeal to 
us personally we may find in them 
what lifts the soul above the transience 
that is characteristic of nature. " Die 
Gestalt," said Goethe, " dieser Welt 
vergeht, und Ich mochte mich nur 
mit dem beschaftigen was bleibende 
Verhaltnisse sind." 

The world of our experience mani
fests itself not only in scientific orders 
but in forms which point symbolically 
to the presence of other orders, orders 
apart from which mind is not free to 
realize itself in its completeness. It is 
not only philosophy that lifts us beyond 
ourselves, and dispels the foreign and 
menacing aspect that the external world 
and death present. An experience 
which displays itself, not only in 
abstract universals but in our know
ledge of it as possessing different grades 
and degrees of reality that vary, will 
display these grades and degrees in an 
infinite variety of ways, all of which 
may be actual and true of their kinds. 
That fact does not derogate in the 
slightest from the necessity of logical 
and scientific method or throw doubt 
upon its necessity. What it . does 
demand is that we should be watchful 
about the categories we employ in our 
reasoning about the phenomena we 
observe. Provided that the categories 
we employ are appropriate, the strict~ 
est methods, both of induction and of 
deduction, are not only open to us but 
are necessary. But if we.apply concep
tions with which we think ourselves 
familiar tincritically of their appropri-
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ateness to the kind of objects we are 
observing, we get into troubles in our 
reasoning about which Kant warned us 
long ago. Knowledge, for example, 
as even introspection discloses it, is not 
made up of sets of successive series of 
impressions which can be exhibited as 
a simple time and space relation of 
objects external to each other. Mere 
association is no principle that explains 
it. For knowledge is that through and 
in which such association takes place 
and becomes possible. Do not let us, 
then, take it to be sufficiently explained 

• as the spatial and temporal association 
of the ideas which are its objects. 
Such a method seems to mean that 
knowledge is being brought under a 
conception . that does not fit it. The 
result is inevitable failure to grasp 
what it implies. The universe rests 
on a foundation of a wider nature than 
this. To the understanding of that 
nature we are not helped by methods 
based on the analogy of those in 
mathematical physics, confined as these 
and the conceptions employed by them 
are to bare order in externality. More
over, the symbols in which the sciences 
are compelled to express the concep
tions they employ are but abstract 
symbols, inadequate for other phases 
of the rich world to the interpretation 
of which in various fashions they are 
directed. 

We need not then disturb ourselves 
when we find in poetry and religion 
statements made which are lacking in 
this kind of precision. For it is not 
such precision we are in search of 
when we turn to them. What we 
seek is to have our minds lifted towards 
the consciousness of new meanings in 
what is actual, meanings that can only 
be expressed in pictures of individual 

form, but which not the less direct us 
towards the kind of truth we are in 
search of. That from other stand
points we must be critical of these 
pictures does not therefore destroy 
their value for us. The universe is a 
whole and the truths which it Hel(fs 
to reflection are of different kin s. 
- It is of interest to illustrate this 
principle by reference to its neglect in 
theology as much as in the sciences 
of nature. In current literature some 
examples of the distorting effects of 
this neglect are given . 

In his strenuously-written book 
Lourdes, Emile Zola tells the story of 
the cure at Lourdes of the heroine, 
Marie Guersaint. The majority of the 
Paris physicians who had seen her had 
diagnosed a lesion of the marrow, 
believed to be the result of an accident. 
They thought the case hopeless, but 
raised no objection to her being taken 
to Lourdes. It could do no harm. 
But another Parisian doctor, who had 
also seen Marie, took a different view. 
Like his colleagues he had no faith in 
the miraculous interpretation by the 
Church of the processes at the Grotto 
there. But he differed from their 
diagnosis. He was of opinion that the 
case was one of no more than auto
suggestion, brought about by the 
violent shock of pain produced by an 
accident. If a sudden and sufficient 
determination could be induced in the 
patient to throw off the false idea of 
physical pain and paralysis, bringing 
about a will to ~reathe freely, and 
suffer no more, then a cure would at 
once take place. What was essential 
was the lash of an intense emotion. 
~M !l?l otD~_yised that 
Mari.s .. ~,.~--yeri re\igious and 
~pab~~_Jf )ntsl!se:J?,~ief, shoul<;l be 
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taken to Lourdes, but predicted that if 
she was, and the emotional conditions 
were satisfied, she would recover. A 
devoted Abbe Pierre and her father 
escorted her on her journey. She 
suffered much but became full of faith. 
At the Grotto, in the midst of a crowd 
stirred to .intense emotion by the priests 
who addressed it, she suddenly rose and 
declared, what turned out to be the 
case, that she was completely cured. 
The Abbe Pierre, who knew of the 
dissentient diagnosis, unfortunately 
indeed for his own peace of mind, 
could not bring himself to regard the 
cure as miraculous. It was psycho
logical and it had turned out exactly 
as the doctor had predicted. The 
mental bond was broken, but broken · 
by a cause of which science could take 
account, and which fell within ordinary 
laws of nature. 

Now this story of Zola's is an 
illustration suggesting how easy it is to 
misconstrue the field of experience by 
the application to phenomena belong
ing to one order in it of conceptions 
belonging to quite a different one. 
The ecclesiastical authorities at Lourdes 
had recorded a miracle as the cause 
where it seemed unnecessary to suppose 
that there was any miracle at all, or 
more than what was due to suggestion. 
A wide enough view of the phenomena 
of life would have found what occurred 
to belong to the sequence of these 
phenomena. But the priests at 
Lourdes had introduced . in religious 
metaphors mechanical ideals of a cause 
which not only was outside that order, 
but was in conflict with it and there
fore supernatural. Had they simply 
insisted on the meaning of religious 
faith and on its power over the mind, 
they would have had no need to intro-

duce the ·idea of a non-natural cause, 
the direct interference by a physical act 
of theVirgin with the bodily condition 
of the patient. But apparently they 
fell into a paralogism, and into a 
mistake both of logic and of fact. 

This kind of ·paralogism is an 
example of what mankind is . highly 
prone to fall into. People concentrate 
on a phase in an experience that is of 
more than one kind, and construe 
the phenomena which belong to that 
phase with the aid oLideas that 
belong to other and distihct phases. 
We always tend towards mechanistic _ 
notions because they are the simplest, 
and belong to that domain of time and 
space as fram.eworks of the not-self 
which seems to confront and be 
independent of us. To turn to causes 
external to the events we meet with is 
thus natural, even in the metaphorical 
reasoning of religion, and we search for 
such causes in every field of experience, 
regardless of the question whether it is 
a field where the idea of externality 
applies. Even where such ideas are 
excluded by being superseded, as at 
times in poetry and in some of the 
language of the Bible, we find meta
phor and simile with some physical 
reference breaking in; such is the 
tendency of the unrestrained imagina
tion. But these break in onlyto come 
into conflict with the facts and inter
pretations of exact science. This seeks 
to confine itself to what is yielded 
by observation cortducted on definite 
principles appropriate to its own 
domain. It does not always succeed. 
Just as poetry and religion stray into 
its own field, so it strays into .other 
fields, and seeks to treat all facts 
observed merely mechanicaHy or bio
logically. Those who wield the 
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instrument of criticism have always 
to be watchfuL The appropnate 
categories are selected naturally and 
objectively if we keep in mind the 
character of knowledge. It is not 
separated inherently from reality by 
any gulf. The nature of reality is to 
be individual and our categories enter 
as much into the objects we apprehend 
as they do into knowledge itself. We 
err because mind is free. But the 
ideal before us in the character of 
knowledge as a system and entirety is 
~ur guide to that truth which is the 
ideal whole and nothing short of the 
whole. 

Such must be our attitude to the 
experience which is always the actual. 
The might of thought, thought which 
extends into observation and experience 
and not less into the compelling 
recognition of quality, wrests from 
the experience which confronts it the 
details · of its structure. But just 
because our knowledge is a system it 
is a system which must contain, if it 
is to be adequate, all of the conceptions 
which may have to be brought to bear 
if account is to be taken of the full 
range of the actual. We are finite, 
that is to say we are minds manifesting 
themselves as having stations in nature 
in which they are conditioned by the 
nervous structure and the organs of 
sense in which these minds express 
themselves in nature. But they express 
themselves as mind, and it is of the 
nature of mind to be free even when 
it is finite. To the range of our 
reflection there is no limit set so long 
as the life of mind in nature endures. 
And even when so immersed in nature 
the mind is yet free to know. We 
have seen that it is at every turn more 
than it takes itself to be, and that it 

can trace the relativity of its own 
knowledge to the conditions by which 
its life and activity are affected. 

We need not therefore dismiss as of 
necessity wholly without reality any 
phase in our experience which con
fronts us as apparently actual. It is 
one ·thing to discover that we . are 
interpreting any such phase through 
conceptions that do not belong to it, 
and that bring it into a false context 
in reflection. It is quite another thing 
to deny its reality, a reality which may 
be of compelling power, merely because 
we have not before us the conceptions 
which are alone appropriate to the 
presentation of its proper place in our 
reflection. These, when we have 
ascertained them, may seem to separate 
the sphere for us of the phase we 
encounter from the spheres of other 
phases. The orders in knowledge 
n1.ay be so different that the orders in 
reality are hard for our reflection to 
bring into relation. But that is no 
justification for failing toregard experi
ence ~!=~Jiofe, -~!_or denying that 
itllas inan_x ~ects, each ~essing 

~a~e~I~~~~ra~s~r~l5'~c~~~~~::C~; 
mechanism and causation; the immedi
ate results of ends in unconsciously 
determining behaviour in the sphere 
of life; consciously purposive action; 
freedom in volition; the compelling 
claim to recognition of degrees in 
quality: these are illustrations of what 
we find when we regard the entire 
field of our experience. They point 
to a hierarchy_of c~?r~:s which enter 
into the· · inCI1VlciUa ciiaracter of the 
o_Qj'ects_?f_~£~~e11ce. · In that hlei
archy eaCii sort of conception has its 
application and its level, and the levels 
are distinguished by us as belonging 
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to an ideal entirety which gives their. 
character as rationalto knowledge and 
reality alike. In the end, and despite . 
the contingency . which . is everywhere, 
in the externality confronting the 
individual mind that has before it a 

'?world tha. t is outside itself, the universe 
'" seems therefore rational. Indeed, at 

ever_y t urn we have to assume i:Iiat it 
i's so. WitHout sucli · <!_n assumpt10n 
we should have no assurance of that 
belief in the"lifti~ate uniformity of 
nature on which all our l<:nowledge, 
i~luding science itself, rests. Only 
on this assumption do we reject the 
miraculous when it claims to be the 
intrusion of some order of conceptions 
into a field to which it is not on the 
face of that field appropriate. 01)ly 
on this assumption do we base our 
belief in the principle on which the 
calculation of probability rests. 

A poem descriptive of the death of 
a deeply religious man describes in 
detail his severance from the world in 
which he has lived. That world 
becomes for him a series of events 
which pass away, and the relativity of 
his knowledge of it becomes apparent 
to him: 

So much I know, not knowing how I know, 
That the vast universe where I have dwdt 
Is quitting me, or I am quitting it. 
Or I or it is rushing on the wings 
Of light or lightning on an onward course. 
And we e'en now are million miles apart. 
Yet- is this peremptory severance 
Wrought out in lengthening measurements 

of space, 
Which grow and multiply by speed and 

time? 
Or am I trav'ersing infinity 
By endless subdivision, hurrying back 
From finite towards infinitesimal, 
T~us dy ing ou.t..9f the expansive world? 

There is the account of what may be 

a phase i11 •. the . experience of the saint. 
But the sense of the beauty in it is 
individual and cannot be rendered into 
terms of knowledge in metaphors . that 
apply only to the external world. 
And accordingly, in the "Dream of 
Gerontius,... as the poem goes on . to 
describe the ascent of the soul of the 
dying man into the presence of God, 
we feel how even John Henry New
man lapses into descriptive ideas which 
have no true application to theregion : 
before him. They are metaphors,/' 
belonging properly to another level c/ 
human experience, and are no mort ~
than symbolical. And yet they are 
symbolical of a phase of experience 
that is real. ~PL.)hcy indicate the 
swse of a trium.]2h . of the spirit over . 
death and the grave, a triumph that 
is not the less actual because itis only , 
<l[le of the spirit. These things .belong 
to a re'al experience, an experience { 
which we put from us because of its ~ 
inconsistency with science only in so _; 
far as it arrays itself in descriptions of~ 
external fact in metaphors which in'f 
truth distort the description by claim- ····· 
ing for it a validity of . a scientific 
nature which is alien to ·its owh 
nature. ~ 

It is not necessary for the argument tf 
here to go further, and to seek to ; 
exhibit as a systematic whole . set out ~ 
in detail the categol-ies . and · .. · orders 
which enter into experience. lh the 
C'ourse of the history ·· of thought the 
attempt to do this has been made. · 
But in our time it is not likely to be 
made again w~th .general <l:cceptal)ce . . 
The attempt at such a systernaiic 
arrangement of notions is too Jikely . 
to become involved in error due to 
subjective influences, to be looked on 
as reliable. It may not be an attempt 
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that it is beyond the power of thought Two courses are _ O,E~n _ _to . the inan 
to make and accomplish. Such is the ~ho would live . the fullest and highest 
range even of thought as we find it life. One is the way of ~hilosophy. 
that its might must, in theory at least, He has ·. there to study . and examine 
stretch even to this. But the effort critically the conceptions he employs 
does not appear to be a profitable one. when he reflects. He must dis
An Absolute so reached invariably entangle and set in their proper places 

ecome . a pictonal apso ute, in his mind the categories that seem 
and is as such no more than what is to enter into what he holds himself to 
relative. For it is only in images that be directly aware of. But philosophy 
we can think at all. is a difficult study which requires a 

But the ideal · of tnind finding its lifetime. 
object as fully one with itself is an The other is ~.§imeler course; the 
;' eal which forces itself upon us. In acceptance of tQ~ inherent reality of 

.nis way we postulate what is absolute, what is highe~ . .m_l!S!L..<!§ of that 
and we have to do so. It must be which is lower. This wa~ poes not 
present, for its truth is assumed as the r~ire philosophy. It is an act of 
basis on which we judge our world to belief in die reality of faith akin to, 
be rational notwithstanding the appear- if not much the same as, our faith in 
ance of that contingency which fuller the external world. For the " beauti
knowledge is ever dispelling. Experi- ful soul " God is present and by that 

.ence has, as we have seen, many orders, soul His presence is practised. There 
and each of these 1s mherent in reality is no theory. There is rather an 
because it is inherent in knowledge. avoidance of theory. Neither a 
In our actual experience we distinguish particular creed nor abstract know
these in their differences of quality and ledge is required. What is implied is 

i range. . They emerge for us in the only the acceptance of experience as 
form of general knowledge ' which truly including many phases, and 
only our abstractions divorce from the among them those which lay claim 
individuality which they have fashioned. to values that seem the highest. But 
That individuality in being actual is the alternative courses which may be 
concrete. It is never inert and it has pursued are not in all respects mutually 
tnany phases all of which present exclusive. The sense of religion and 
themselves in accord with the cate- of beauty may shade into desire for a 
gories we really find in them. Our philosophy, or philosophy may seek 
difficulty . in accepting their reality is, what is concrete and individual in 
not that they are not present to us, but aid of its systems. Plato..z... Spinoza, 
that by a false application of concep- Kant, Goethe, Wordsworth, Thomas 
tions that are foreign to them we treat r-K~teliO"'W"]liases that 
them as though they belonged to levels are differen!:_ ~ofie.!Y related_J_o 
that are not their own. It is so that~aCh--otli'er. or, m t e kii:OW"ledge 
we get into difficulties that are wholly · that has ras ed its own nature · truth 
unnecessary. It is not the reality that an eau~, t e 1vme and the human 
is lacking but the proper way of seem to nd their harmony. · It was 
reflection on it. Carlyle, in no conventional sense a 
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